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Preface

AT Whitsuntide this year an international

Congress of the Anthroposophical Move-
ment was held at Vienna under the title of

' East and West.' Seventeen hundred people

were present from all parts of Europe. It was

an inspired gathering, held in a city where

Eastern and Western elements have met and

mingled for many centuries. Dr. Steiner gave

two courses of lectures on Anthroposophy and
Knowledge, and Anthroposophy and Sociology.

The problem of East and West, spiritually con-

sidered, was the main theme. The Viennese

public felt the message and gave him a great

ovation, a sign that his lectures, with all their

intensity of thought, had been appreciated and
their impulse understood.

The Congress opened boldly with the clear

statement that the problems of to-day are to be
solved neither on economic nor on political

platforms, but only on the basis of a new spiritual

understanding, a creation of fresh spiritual values

and ideals. Dr. Steiner described the path of

the soul to higher knowledge in ancient Eastern

methods—for example, in the Yoga training

—

and he described how the ancient spirituality of
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the East was led to Europe by the civilisation of

ancient Greece. He showed how other elements

of humanity in Northern and Western Europe,

and later in America, had come into contact

with this heritage from the ancient East and
brought fresh faculties and impulses to bear on it.

He claimed that Anthroposophy points to a

deeper knowledge, born of ncAv faculties of

spiritual perception, and is the only power great

enough to draw together the conflicting elements

in Eastern and Western points of view. Con-
vincingly he showed how these seeds of new
spiritual faculties are ready to burst into life

in Europe and in the West, and how in this

alone lies the solution of the world's problems

to-day. If the West develops these latent spiritual

faculties and so permeates her industrial and
economic civilisation with fresh spiritual values,

the East will recognise her opportunity of a

great spiritual revival and meet the West with

understanding. Otherwise, despite all external

appearances, they will go on developing a latent

hostility to our external Western civilisation.

Hence Dr. Steiner claims that the keynote

of the most immediate and practical problems

of the hour lies in an understanding of the

esoteric evolution of humanity, and of the rela-

tionship of man in East, Middle and West, in Past,

Present and Future to the spiritual worlds. The
subject therefore that is dealt with esoterically

in this book from a course of lectures given at

vi
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private meetings of Anthroposophical students

twelve years ago has now become the most urgent

and practical problem before the world. For,

again and again, Dr. Steiner has referred to the

significant words of General Smuts, who said

that the eyes of the world's statesmen must now
be turned from the North Sea and the Atlantic

to the Pacific, the immediate meeting-point of

East and West.

Much will depend on a sufficient number of

men and women realising and understanding

these problems in the light of the deeper know-
ledge that is contained, for example, in the course

of lectures which has now been revised and made
public, with Dr. Steiner's permission, in this

volume.

To assist those who seek the connection between
the spiritual and practical side of this question,

the Editor of Anthroposophy has kindly permitted

me to print as the Introduction to this book a

very able article in that journal from the pen of

Mr. George Kaufmann.
The translation of these lectures has been done

chiefly by Mr. S. M. K. Gandell, who has already

assisted me so greatly in former translations, and
by Miss D. Osmond. I take this opportunity

of conveying to them my sincere thanks for

their co-operation in a very difficult task.

H. COLLISON.
September^ 1922.
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Introduction

THOUGHTFUL statesmen and observers of

world-politics know full well that the

greatest and most real problems of the present,

and of the immediate future, concern the re-

lationship of the East and West. They are

problems of life and death, in the material as

well as in the spiritual sense.

Our Western scientific civilisation, with its com-
merce and industrialism, must expand. Its inner

impulse is to expand over the earth ; moreover,

it has apparently the outward power so to do.

But the East is not meeting this expansion

passively. On the contrary, there is every sign

that the East is awakening to take a very active

part in determining the forms and conditions

under which this expansion shall take place. Here
arises a question fraught with the gravest possi-

bilities for good or evil. Will the Western and
Eastern civilisations, deeply different as they

are, blend and harmonise ? Will a fuller hu-
manity arise and develop in this process ? Or
will they clash in spiritual conflict, and at last

in external warfare ?

A spiritual humanity movement in our time

—

and such is the movement which has arisen out

ix
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of Anthroposophy—must meet this question in

full consciousness. For it is, ultimately, a spiritual

question. It can never be answered in the sense

of progress, unless and until something of a

spiritual knowledge of humanity filters down
into our public life. ^ The public affairs of

to-day/ says Rudolph Steiner, writing on the

eve of the Conference at Washington, ^ com-
prising as they do the life of the whole world,

ought not to be conducted without the infusion

of spiritual impulses.'*

We, in the West, are carrying our industrial

civilisation farther and farther, more and more
intensely, to the East. We are accustoming the

Eastern peoples to deal with us in the forms in

which we are familiar, both as regards political

and economic intercourse. These outward forms

of our civilisation, from railways and banks to

Parliaments and Conferences, the Eastern peoples

may or may not be ready to accept. Whether
they harmonise with us in inner impulse, or

whether the very contact with these external

Western features rouses in them a deep and
fiery resistance—is a very different question.

Here, again, it is well for us to hear the warning

and the hopeful summons conveyed in the words

* See Dr. Steiner's articles in the Goetheanum. weekly, and
translation of an article published in The Threejold Common-
wealth journal, Vol, II, No. I. This article also appeared in

Hhe New Age.
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of Rudolph Steiner. To quote again from the

above-mentioned article :

—

* Asia possesses the heritage of an ancient

spiritual life, which for her is above all else.

Jhis spiritual life will burst into mighty flame if^

from the West, conditions are created such as

cannot satisfy it. . . .

' The Asiatic peoples will meet the West with

understanding if the West can offer them
thoughts of an universal humanity : thoughts

that indicate what Man is in the whole uni-

versal order, and how a social life may be

achieved in conformity with what Man is.

When the peoples in the East hear that the

West has fresh knowledge on those very sub-

jects of which their ancient traditions tell, and

for the renewal of which they themselves are

darkly striving, then will the way be open for

mutual understanding and co-operation. If,

however, we persist in regarding the infusion

of such knowledge into public activity as a

fantastic dream of the unpractical, then in the

end the East will wage war upon the West,

however much they may converse about the

beauties of disarmament.
^ The West wishes for peace and quiet to

achieve her economic ends, and these the East

will never understand unless the West has some-

thing spiritual to impart.
* In the West there is the potentiality of a

livings spiritual development. From the treasures

xi
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she has collected by her natural-scientific and
technical mode of thought, the West has power
to draw forth a spiritual conception of the world,

though what she has drawn forth in the past has

led her only to a mechanistic and materialistic

conception.
* On the redemption of spiritual values in the

West it will depend, whether mankind will

overcome the chaos of to-day or wander in it

helplessly.'

These are inspiring words ; we feel that they

give expression to world impulses, world dangers,

and world destinies. They are an adequate

indication of the task that an anthroposophical

movement must set out to perform, or, at any
rate, to place before the men and women of

to-day. It is the potentiality of a living, spiritual

development, the treasure that lies hidden be-

neath the cold exterior of Western scientific

intellectuality—it is this that Anthroposophy
seeks to reveal : it is this to which it would
awaken the consciousness and conscience of the

world. As a result of the methods of development

that have so often been described in these pages,

Anthroposophy arrives at a transformation of

Western science into a ' higher science '
: one

that is not merely * scientific ' and ' technical

'

(able to grasp the dead and inorganic world of

our immediate envii-onment), but cosmic and
all-human. Thoughts of an universal humanity,

thoughts indicating what Man is in the whole
xii
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universal order—these are the fruits of Anthro-

posophy. And it is from such thoughts alone

that an all-human society—a thing absolutely

necessary in our age for the survival of civilised

mankind—can receive life and form and impulse.

Our age has a fundamental striving towards

internationalism. Internationalism, as men like

Wells have pointed out, is, if nothing else, a

necessity imposed on us by our economic develop-

ment ; though, indeed, our need and striving

for it are far more deeply rooted. But the inter-

national ideal has so far only been expressed in

abstract forms. Wilsonian idealism and Marxian
idealism alike are born of an intellectual and
abstract consciousness. The good intention is

there, but the means for its fulfilment are lacking.

For the forces that make for harmony betvi^een

men and nations live deeper than the intellectual

mind. They are far more deeply situated in the

souls of men. I may be intellectually convinced
that ^ Love thy neighbour as thyself ' is the

most excellent of moral precepts ; I may have
the sincerest ethical intention to live according

to it ; and yet, if I do not understand my neigh-

bour, I may find myself unable to suffer him,
or to restrain my aggravation with him. Once,
however, I understand him—not an abstract,

but a concrete and individual understanding—

I

have planted in my soul a force that is deep
enough to dispel aggravation, and make for

harmony and love.

xiii
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An individual and concrete understanding of

the nations is what we need : an understanding

that is intimate and sympathetic, like the under-

standing of an individual man. Nothing short

of a spiritual science can provide us with such

an understanding. For a nation is not mani-

fested as a physical entity ; it lives in what is

spiritual. We may know it to be real by its

effects, but we can never grasp it, define it,

see it, in the physical. The artist alone, short of

the spiritual scientist, will come near to under-

standing it, for he is gifted to perceive, in the

physiognomy of things, the signature of the

spiritual being that lies beneath them. Hence,

even in our time, the works of great artists

—

Dostoievsky, for instance—are the most valued

means we have of fostering a true and real in-

ternationalism. But the artist's instinct and
expression are not enough for us ; we need a

definite knowledge and enlightenment—one that

contains the artistic, perceptive, imaginative

quality, it is true, but a conscious knowledge,

firmer than instinct, more universal than isolated

genius.*****
Mention has often been made in these pages

of the threefold constitution of the human being.

It has been indicated how the human, physical

organism shows this threefold nature in the

system of nerves and senses, the rhythmic system,

and the assimilative system. These three systems,

xiv
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with their characteristic processes, are the physical

counterparts of the three main activities or

functions of the soul : thinking (conception,

ideation, including sense-perception), feeling, and

willing respectively. Anthroposophical science

shows how the different human races and peoples

are by no means identical with respect to their

development of the three systems in the human
organism. Without going into the more intimate

differentiations which exist, three main types

may be distinguished. These are : first, the

Eastern, or Oriental ; secondly, the Middle
European ; and thirdly, the Western, or Occi-

dental (West European and American).

The Eastern peoples, especially those of Southern
Asia, live essentially in connection with the

inner forces of the earth. The forces which
seethe and surge beneath the surface of the

earth, and in the roots and fruits of plants and
trees ; the thriving, living forces of the earth :

these have, as it were, their continuation in the
assimilative, digestive system of the human
being, and are connected with the surging and
flowing of the human will. The Oriental is

especially related to the assimilative system. He
lives naturally and instinctively in the will-

process, that is related to the surging inner forces

of the earth. His peculiar spirituality is like an
expression of the earth itself. And when he forms
a conscious ideal of higher striving and develop-
ment, it is in connection with the next ' higher '

XV
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system of the human being : the rhythmic
organisation. For man, when he seeks a con-

scious ideal of development, reaches out to what
lies just beyond his natural instinctive gifts.

The Eastern man, who lives naturally in the

assimilatory-digestive system, seeks an ideal in

the development of the rhythmic life. The paths

of Yoga, all the characteristically Eastern paths

of higher training, seek a spiritual development

through the rhythmic man, through the special

regulation of the breath, the circulation of the

blood.

Now, if we consider the Mid-European, we
find that he lives instinctively and naturally in

that very element which the Oriental seeks to

cultivate when forming a conscious ideal of

higher development. The Mid-European is essen-

tially the rhythmic man ; his natural element

is a certain inner harmony and rhythmic whole-

ness. The ancient Grecian civilisation essentially

belongs to the Mid-European element in this

respect. The balance and control, the esthetic

harmony of the spiritual and material that is

evident in Grecian art (by contrast with the more
uncontrolled imaginativeness of Oriental art),

already indicates this great Mid-European im-

Kulse. In Goethe, the representative man of

liddle Europe, we find it developed to the
highest degree This natural development of

the rhythmic, or middle, man tends to make the

Mid-European (like the great German idealists
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of a hundred years ago, and unlike the external

Germany of recent times), if he remains true to

himself, the mouthpiece of a certain all-humanity
;

just as the Eastern man, in his great spiritual

productions, is the mouthpiece of the Earth.

The tendency to understand and to express man
as man, this is characteristic and natural for the

Mid-European element. The Mid-European has

a feeling for the human relationship of ^ I ' and
^ You,' the rhythmic interplay between men.

As the Eastern man, who lives naturally in the

life of the assimilatory system, idealises the

rhythmic element in his conscious striving for

higher development, so does the Mid-European
strive upwards, from the rhythmic organisa-

tion which he has by nature, to the conscious

development of the life of thought connected

with the Head system, the system of nerves and
senses. The Mid-European idealises the life of

thought. Dialectic, logic, scientific education,

the development of pure thought and philos-

ophy—through these the Mid-European seeks

consciously for a higher spiritual development.

He works from the rhythmic system in which he
lives, into the life of thought : like the Eastern

man, who works from the assimilatory system

in which he lives into the rhythmic life. And
as the Eastern man, as a result of his spiritual

striving, comes to express the Earth forces with
which his connection is so intimate, so as to be,

as it were, the Earth's interpreter to humanity

—

B xvii
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in like manner the Mid-European, as a result of

his development, comes to be the interpreter to

mankind of Man as such.

The Western man, the man of Western Europe
and America, has hy nature what the Mid-
European seeks consciously. He lives in the

system of nerves and senses : in the thought

process, in intellectuality. He is essentially the

Head-man. He tends instinctively into the

region of abstraction. Thus it is that Rabln-

dranath Tagore, speaking as a thoughtful Eastern

observer, though not with any antipathy, com-
pares him to a ^ spiritual giraffe.'

For the Western man, when he seeks a conscious

ideal, the danger lies near at hand to leave the

human sphere altogether, to lose himself in

abstractions. There is in effect only one possi-

bility for the fruitful development of our Western
humanity ; it is, to find the connection with the

spiritual cosmos. What lives in man's thought-

life is cosmic in its origin. Starting from the

thought-life, the nerves and senses organisation

in which he naturally lives, the Western man
must find a conscious relation to the spiritual

universe. The Western man can be, as it were,

the interpreter of the Universe, as the Mid-
European is the interpreter of Man and "^the

Easterner of the Earth.

We should find all this confirmed if we com-
pared, for example—not pedantically, but with
a certain artistic perception—the quality and
xviii
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colouring of Western and Mid-European science.

What lives in the great scientists of Western

Europe is a certain cosmic feeling ; their whole
manner of expression shows that the revelation

of cosmic facts is to them a cherished element.

With the great Mid-European scientists, on the

other hand, though they be dealing with, or

even discovering, facts of the same cosmic order,

we feel that they live more in the formalistic

element of thought ; it is this that they chiefly

feel and value.

The Natural Science of our times, however,

has no means to penetrate and interpret the

cosmos save by a few mathematical formulas and
mechanistic abstractions. Hence the Western
man finds himself starved by the materialistic

and intellectualistic age. The result is that he
is driven to seek refuge in experiments, specula-

tions, and extremes of every kind. He tends to

become sectarian, and to devote himself to ^ crank

pursuits
' ; he seeks through a materialistic

' spiritualism ' the spiritual life that he needs,

but has not the means to reach. It is only the
Spiritual Science cultivated by Anthroposophy
that reveals and provides what he requires.

Hence the immense significance of this Spiritual

Science for Western peoples.

On the other hand, the Western man, living

instinctively and naturally in the thought process

with its cosmic origin, turns and finds an outlet

in economic and industrial life. And with his

xix





The East in the Light of the West

CHAPTER I

PATIENCE, or the ability to wait, is the

inexorable demand in all departments of

life. Failures are inevitable, and we must not

grieve over them. Nature is not concerned

over her countless failures, for the beings behind

Nature know that the higher spiritual law is

bound to bring to pass the things which have

been determined. Even so must students of

Anthroposophy learn to wait in faith for events

which are to mature in the womb of time. And
the central point of this faith, its firm foundation,

is the symbol of the Cross as elucidated by a com-
prehension of the Christ principle. If we have

come to know the reality of the Christ principle,

we understand that this Christ principle is a

force, a living force, and that it has been con-

nected with human life on earth since the time

that in the body of Jesus of Nazareth it united

itself with one special human being. Since that

time it has been with us, working among us, and
we may become participators of its working if

we endeavour to apply all means at our disposal

I
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to its understanding, in such a way that we
make it the very life of our own souls.

When, however, we understand the Christ

principle in this way, and know it to be in

humanity, here on earth, and are able to come
to it and draw water of life from the source,

we then have the kind of belief which knows how
to wait, not alone for everything which has to

mature in the womb of time, but also for that

which surely and certainly will mature for us

human beings, if we but have patience. When
within this transitory existence we grasp the

Christ principle, there will mature for us—in

the womb of the transitory—the intransitory,

the eternal, the immortal. Out of the womb of

time there is born for us human beings that

which is beyond time. If we stand on this firm

support, we base upon it, not a blind belief, but

a belief permeated by wisdom, truth and know-
ledge, and we may say : What must, will come

;

and nothing prevents us from throwing our best

energies into what we believe to be inevitable.

Belief is the real fruit of the cross ; it is that

which always calls out to us :
^ Look at your

failures, which seem to imply the death of your

creative work ; then look from your failures to

the cross, and remember that on the cross hung
the source of boundless eternal life, which defeats

death not only for itself but for all mankind.'

From belief spring courage and perseverance.

But courage, perseverance and belief alone are

2
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not sufficient ; another necessary factor will

have to be established more and more the further

we progress towards the future, and must form
an increasing part of everything that may be

achieved for the future of humanity. And this

is that we must become capable of never being

confused about an idea when once we have

recognised its correctness. We may have to

admit a thousand times that it cannot be realised

immediately, that we must wait in patience and
without faltering—though we believe that the

Christ-force is working in the unfolding life of

humanity in a way which will bring everything

to birth at the right moment in the womb of

time. We must, notwithstanding this, be able

to judge of the Tightness, of the indubitable

Tightness of the contents of our spiritual life.

If we can wait for results, the occasions on which
we have merely to wait when it is a question of

deciding what is true, wise and right, will become
fewer and fewer. The cross alone gives vital

courage and belief to our right understanding

;

but the star of the light-bearer, the star of

Lucifer, if we surrender ourselves to it, can
enlighten us every moment as to the rightness

and the indubitableness of the spiritual ideas

within us. That is the other centre of force on
which we must take a firm stand ; we must be
capable of acquiring knowledge which goes into

the depths of life, which goes behind the outer,

material appearances, which sends its rays from

3
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the place where there is light, even when to

human eyes and understanding all is dark. It

was necessary for the progress of humanity that

darkness should reign for a time, and the next

chapters will show more and more clearly how
necessary it was. This necessity is indicated in a

profound way in the Gospel of St. John. This

darkness was illumined by what we call the

Christ principle, the Christ.

A wonderfully beautiful legend tells us thdt

when Lucifer fell from heaven to earth a precious

stone fell from his crown. This precious stone

—So the legend proceeds—became the vessel

from which Christ Jesus took the holy Supper
with His disciples ; the same vessel received the

Christ's blood when it flowed on the Cross, and
was brought by angels to the western world,

where it is received by those who wish to come
to a true understanding of the Christ principle.

Out of the stone which fell from Lucifer's crown
was made the Holy Grail. This precious stone

is in a certain respect nothing else—I will just

mention it here, as the fact will be laid more
plainly before your souls in the course of the

next chapters—than the full power of the Ego.

In darkness this human Ego had to be prepared

for a new and more intelligent beholding of the

radiance of Lucifer's star. This Ego had to

school itself by means of the Christ principle,

it had to ripen by the aid of the stone fallen from
Lucifer's crown, that is to say through Anthropo-

4
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sophical wisdom, in order to become capable

once more of bearing the light which comes not

from without. This light, which only shines in

us when we ourselves have the power to do what

is requisite for acquiring it, must shine again

in the world. Thus people who look at the future

with full understanding know that anthroposo-

phical work is work on the human Ego, which will

make it into a vessel capable of again receiving

the light which lives in a region where to-day

our sight and intellect apprehend merely darkness

and night. An old legend tells us that night

was the original ruler. This night, however, is

what to-day is filled with darkness. But if we
permeate ourselves with the light which rises

for us when we understand the light-bearer, the

other spirit Lucifer, then will our night be

turned into day. Our eyes cannot see if the

outer light does not illuminate the objects round
us ; our intellect fails if asked to penetrate

beyond the outer nature of things. The star of

Lucifer, however, which comes to us when
clairvoyant investigation speaks, throws its light

on what only seems to be night and changes it

into day. And this also takes from us all

deadening and paralysing doubt. Then we
understand the cross of the Christ in the stir

of Lucifer. It may be said to be the mission

of anthroposophical spiritual life for the future

to give us on the one hand certainty and strength

whereby, firmly rooted in spiritual Jife, we may

5
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become recipients of the light of the Light-

bearer, and on the other hand to make us lean

firmly on the rock of unquestioning conviction

that nothing which is due to happen through the

interaction of forces which are in the world shall

fail to happen. Only through this two-fold

certainty shall we be able to accomplish what
we have to do in the world ; only through this

two-fold certainty shall we succeed in trans-

planting anthroposophy into life.

Therefore we must clearly recognise that we
have not only the task of understanding the star

of Lucifer, as it shone throughout human evolu-

tion till the precious stone fell out of Lucifer's

crown, but that we have to receive this precious

stone in its transformed character as the Holy
Grail, that we must understand the Cross in

the star ; we must know that we have to under-

stand the luminous wisdom which shone in the

world during primeval ages, and which we deeply

revere as the wisdom of pre-Christian times. To
this we must indeed look up in full devotion, and
add to it that which could be given to the world
through the mission of the Cross. Not the least

fraction of pre-Christian wisdom, of the light of

the East, must be lost to us. We look up to

Phosphoros, the Light-bearer ; and indeed we
revere this Light-bearer as the being through
which alone we learn to understand the whole of

the deep, inner meaning of the Christ ; but side

by side with Phosphoros we see Christophoros, the

6
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Christ-bearer, and we try to conceive of the

mission of Anthroposophy in such a way that

it only can be fulfilled if the symbols of these

two worlds really * unite themselves in love.' If

this is our conception of the mission of Anthro-

!)OSophy, Lucifer will guide us to the safety of a

uminous spiritual life, and the Christ will guide

us to the inner warmth of the soul which trusts

and believes that that will come about which

may be called the birth of the Eternal out of the

Temporal.

And we shall further recognise that there is a

light of the West, that shines in order to make
that which originates in the East more luminous

than it is through its own power. A thing

becomes luminous through the light by which
it is illuminated. Therefore let no one say that

any falsification whatever of Eastern wisdom
takes place when the light of the West shines on
it. It will appear that what is beautiful and
sublime seems most beautiful and sublime when
illuminated by the noblest light. If we feel this

idea and receive it into our souls, letting it fill

them, we shall be able to learn in small things,

through feeling and realisation, what will come
to pass in great matters. We shall say : we stand

firmly rooted in our truths and wait patiently

for their realisation, however long deferred it

may be.

Thus we work from one point of time to

another in the firm belief that if we comprehend

7
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our mission rightly, we are working for that

for which man ought to work, for eternity.

For as far as human work is concerned.

Eternity is the birth of that which has matured
in Time.



CHAPTER II

IN this and the succeeding chapters we shall

make it a special point to consider the wisdom
of the Eastern world, that is to say humanity's

treasures of ancient wisdom in general, in the

light which may be .kindled by the knowledge
of the Christ impulse and all that the course of

the centuries has gradually evolved from this

Christ impulse in the form of the wisdom of the

Western world. If Anthroposophy is to be a

living thing it must not consist in views and
opinions of the higher worlds which are already

in existence, taken from history and then taught,

but it must comprise all the knowledge obtainable

by us to-day about the nature of the higher

worlds. Not only in olden times were there

people who could turn their gaze towards these

higher worlds and see them in the same way as

we see the outer world with our physical eyes

and understand it with our intellect. There
have been such people at all periods of human
evolution and there are such to-day. Humanity
never has been dependent on the mere study of

truths recorded in history, nor is man dependent on
receiving these teachings about the higher worlds

from any special physical place. Everywhere

9
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in the world the current of higher wisdom and
knowledge may be tapped. It would be no
wiser for our schools to teach mathematics or

geography to-day by means of old documents,

written in ancient times, than it is for us, when
studying the great wisdom of the supersensible

worlds, to consider only ancient, historical

accounts. Therefore it will be our present task

to approach the things of the higher worlds,

the beings of the supersensible regions them-
selves, to review many things that are known,
less known, or quite unknown about these higher

worlds, and then to ask ourselves what the people

of older and of ancient times had to say about

these things. In other words, we shall allow

Western wisdom to pass before our souls, and
then enquire how that which we learn to know as

Western wisdom accords with what we may learn

to know as Eastern wisdom. The point is that

the wisdom of the supersensible worlds, if related

to man, may be grasped by the intellect. It has

often been emphasised by me, that any un-

prejudiced mind may grasp and comprehend the

facts of the higher worlds. Although this un-

prejudiced common sense is a very rare faculty

in our present time it does exist, and whoever is

willing to exercise it can understand everything

that is related of the result of clairvoyant in-

vestigation. It is true that these facts of the

higher worlds can only be collected and in-

vestigated by so-called clairvoyant research,

10
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through the ascent into the higher worlds of

people who have prepared themselves for this

special purpose. And as in these higher worlds

beings live which, in relation to man, we may-

call spirits or gods, the investigation of the higher

worlds is in reality an association of the clair-

voyant or the initiate with spirits or gods. Con-
sequently a clairvoyant can only investigate

the higher worlds by ascending the stages

which lead to intercourse with the spirits or

gods.

Much already has been said about these things

at different times and places, and only the most
essential part is here repeated. The first requisite

for a person who wants to become clairvoyant

in order to penetrate the higher worlds is nothing
less than the acquisition of the faculty of seeing,

knowing and experiencing without the help of

the outer senses, not only without the help of

instruments which have been built into our body
such as eyes and ears, etc., but also unaided by
the instrument which more especially serves our
intellect, namely, our mind. No more than we
can see the supersensible worlds with physical

eyes, or hear in them with physical ears, can we
learn to know them through the intellect which
is bound up with our physical brain. Thus man
has to become independent of the activity which
he exercises when using his physical senses and
his physical brain.

Now we know already that in normal human
c II
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life there is a condition in which man is outside

the instrument of his physical body, viz, the

condition of sleep. We know that of the four

principles of human nature, the physical body,

the etheric body, the astral body and the Ego,

the latter two, the astral body and the Ego, gain

a certain independence during sleep. During
our waking life, from morning till we fall asleep

at night, they are closely connected with the

other two principles, with the physical and

etheric bodies. But when we are asleep these

four principles separate in such a way that the

physical body with the etheric body remain lying

on the bed, and the astral body and the Ego are

liberated and live in another world. Thus in

the normal course of his life man is for some
hours out of every twenty-four in a condition

in which he is free from the instruments which
are built into his physical body ; but he has to

pay for this liberation from his sense-body in a

certain way with darkness ; he cannot perceive

the world in which he lives during sleep.

The organs and instruments necessary for man
when he wishes to see in the spiritual world in

which he lives with his Ego and his astral body
at night, must of course be built into his astral

body—relatively speaking into his ego. And the

difference between a normal person of our time

and a clairvoyant investigator consists in the

fact that the astral body and the ego of the

normal person are in a certain way unorganised

12
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and lacking organs of perception when they

withdraw from the physical and etheric bodies

at night, while in the astral body and ego of the

clairvoyant investigator organs have been simi-

larly developed to the eyes and ears of the

physical body, though the organs are of a different

kind. Thus the first task which the person who
wants to become a clairvoyant investigator has to

undertake is that of building into his hitherto un-

organised astral body, and ego, spiritual eyes,

spiritual ears, etc., and of doing all that is necessary

to develop these spiritual organs. But that is not

the only thing necessary. Let us suppose that

a person has progressed so far that, by the methods
which we shall presently mention, he has equipped

his astral body and ego with spiritual eyes and
ears, etc. Such a person would then have an
astral body different from that of an ordinary

person since he would have an organised astral

body. He would, however, not yet be able to

see in the spiritual world, or at any rate he would
not be able to reach certain stages of seeing.

Therefore something more is necessary. If in our
present conditions man really wishes to ascend
to conscious clairvoyance, it is not only necessary

for spiritual eyes and ears to be developed in his

astral body, but also for all that is thus plastically

formed in this astral body to be imprinted upon
the etheric body, even as a seal is stamped on
sealing-wax. Real, conscious clairvoyance begins

when the organs, the spiritual eyes and ears, etc.,

13
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formed in the astral body imprint themselves

on the etheric body.

Thus the etheric body has to help the astral

body and the ego if clairvoyance is to be brought
about ; or in other w^ords, all the principles of

man's nature that we possess—the ego, astral

body and etheric body, vi^ith the sole exception

of the physical body, have to work together to

this end. Now there are greater difficulties

for the etheric body than for the astral body in

this respect. For the astral body and ego are,

we might say, in the fortunate position of being

free from the physical body once every twenty-

four hours. From morning when we wake till

evening when we go to sleep they are united

with the physical body, and all that time the

astral body and the ego are bound up with the

forces of the physical body, which prevent the

astral body and ego from developing their own
organs. The astral body and ego are delicate

soul-beings ; they follow, by their own elasticity,

the forces of the physical body, conforming them-
selves to it and taking on its form. Therefore at

night the astral body and ego of normal persons

still have these forces of the physical body within

themselves as after-effects, and only by special

measures can we free the astral body and ego

from these after-effects and enable the astral

body to develop its own form, that is to say its

spiritual eyes and ears, etc. But we are at least

in the fortunate position of having the astral body
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free in the course of every twenty-four hours ; that

is to say we have the possibility of working on it in

such a way that it no longer follows the elasticity

of the physical body at night but its own elasticity.

The preparatory exercises taken up by the

clairvoyant investigator consist essentially in

spiritual activities performed during waking life-

which strongly influence the astral body and the

ego, and which have such strong inner effects

that when at the moment of falling asleep the

astral body and ego withdraw from the physical

and etheric bodies, they experience the after-

effect of v/hat has been done by way of special

preparation for clairvoyant research.

Let us now consider two cases. The ordinary

person living a normal life surrenders himself

from morning till evening to the impressions of

the outer world, which works on the outer senses

and the intellect. He falls asleep at night, his

astral body goes out of his physical body and is

then given over entirely to the experiences of

the day, following the elasticity of the physical

body, but not its own. But when through

meditation, concentration and other exercises

given to those who wish to tread the path to

higher knowledge, a person strongly influences

his soul, that is his astral body and ego, during

waking life ; in other words, when he has certain

moments which he sets apart from ordinary

daily life and in which he does something entirely

different from the pursuits of ordinary waking
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life, and when in these particular moments he

does not surrender himself to what the outer

world has to say to the senses and to the intellect,

but to what is a revelation from and a product

of the spiritual worlds, a marked change takes

place. When a man surrenders himself to such

things, when he spends part of his daily waking

life in meditation, concentration and other

exercises, for however short a time it may be,

they affect his soul so strongly that the astral

body experiences the effects of this meditation,

concentration, etc., at night when it leaves

the physical body, and follows an elasticity

different from that of the physical body. The
method for the attainment of clairvoyant powers

employed by the teachers of this research is

drawn from the knowledge which has been tested

for thousands of years in the way of exercises,

meditations and concentrations, which have to

be followed in waking life in order that they

may have after-effects in sleeping life and produce

a different organisation of the astral body. It

is a great responsibility which the person who
gives such exercises to his fellow-men takes upon
himself. Such exercises are not invented, they

are the result of spiritual labour in the mysteries,

in the occult schools. It is known that that

which is prescribed in these exercises works on

the soul in such a way that when this soul with-

draws from the physical body in sleep it develops

its spiritual eyes and ears and its spiritual thinking
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in the right way. If something wrong is done, or

wrong exercises are practised, certain results also

follow. Effects do not fail to appear, but in this

case abnormal forms (or if we want to use an

expression of the sense-world we might say
' unnatural ' forms) are built into the astral body.

What is the meaning of unnatural forms being

built into the astral body ? It means that forms

are built into it which contradict the great

universe, which do not harmonise with it. It

would correspond in this sphere to building

organs in our physical body which could not

hear outer sounds in the right way or see the

outer light in the right way, and which would
not be in accord with the outer world. Through
wrong meditation and concentration man would
therefore be brought into a position of contra-

diction to the universe, v^dth regard to his astral

body and his ego ; and he would, instead of

receiving organs through which the spiritual

world could gradually reveal itself, be shattered

by the influences of the spiritual world. He
would experience these influences of the spiritual

world not as something which benefited and
enriched him, but as something which shattered

his life, and, if the methods were quite wrong,

tore his being asunder.

It is important to take particular notice that

we are here confronted with the fact that some-
thing which exists in the outer world—and we
speak now of the spiritual outer world—may be

17
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beneficial to man in the highest degree, as

well as harmful in the highest degree, according

to the way in which he brings his own being to

meet it. Let us suppose that a man with a

wrongly developed astral body exposes himself

to the spiritual world around him. This world
works in upon him. Whereas this spiritual world
would flow in on him and enrich him with the

mysteries if he has cultivated his organs in the

right way, it will tear him asunder and shatter

him if he has developed them in the wrong way.

It is one and the same outer world which in one
case carries man upwards to the highest, in the-

other case shatters and ruins him ; the same
external world, of which he will say that it is a

divine and beneficent world when he carries

within himself the right organs of perception, and

a world of ruin and destruction when he has

within himself an inner being which is not

developed in the right way. In these words lies

much of the key to an understanding of good and
evil, of what is fruitful and what is destructive

in the world. And this should enable us to see

that the effect which any kind of beings of the

outer world have on us is no standard by which
to judge these beings themselves. According to

the way in which we confront the outer world,

the same being may either be beneficial or

destructive to us, god or devil to our inner

organisation, and it is therefore imperative to

bear this continually in mind.
i8
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We have now placed before our minds what

the preparation for clairvoyant investigation is

like with regard to our astral body and ego. And
we have emphasised that we human beings are

in a certain respect in a fortunate position,

because we have our delicate astral body and ego

outside our physical and etheric bodies for at

least a certain time during each twenty-four

hours. But the etheric body does not leave the

physical body at night ; it remains united with

it. We know that not till the moment of death

is the physical body deserted by the etheric body
which then withdraws along with the astral body
and the ego. We need not mention to-day what
becomes of these three principles of human
nature between death and a new birth ; we will

only clearly present to our minds the fact that

at death man is set free from his physical body
and from all that is built into this physical body,

free from the physical sense-organs and free from
the brain, the instrument of the intellect which
works physically. The ego, the astral body and
the etheric body are then united in an appropriate

fashion and can work together. Therefore it is

that from the moment of death true clairvoyance

sets in with regard to the previous life, although

this at first lasts only for a short time. This has

been often stated. Such a co-operation as

normally only takes place at the moment of death

must be made possible to the ego, the astral

body and the etheric body during life if complete
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clairvoyance is to be brought about. The etheric

body must be liberated from the condition in

which it is imprisoned during normal life ; it

must arrive at being able to use its elasticity

and to become independent of the elasticity of

the physical body, as the astral body is at night.

For this purpose more intense, more strenuous

and in a certain respect higher exercises are

required. All these things will be mentioned
again in their corresponding connection in the

course of the next chapters ; for the present it

will suffice to understand that such exercises

are necessary, and that it is not sufficient to

have practised the preparatory exercises which
have the effect of developing spiritual eyes and

ears in the astral body, but that exercises for

giving the etheric body independence and free-

dom from the physical body are also required.

Just now, however, we will only consider the

result. It is not difficult to imagine, from what
has been said, what this result must be. In

normal cases it is only at the moment of death

that the astral body and the etheric body can

work together, free from the physical body. So

if clairvoyance is to be aroused, something must

take place which can only be compared with

what sets in for man at the moment of death

;

that is to say, man must, if he wishes to become
consciously clairvoyant, reach a stage of develop-

ment where he is just as independent of his

physical body and the use of the members of
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his physical body during life as he is at the

moment of death.

By what means can man acquire such in-

dependence of his physical body, and bring

himself into a condition which resembles the

moment of physical death ? Only by cultivating

certain feelings and shades of feeling which stir

the soul so forcibly that by their power they seize

the etheric body and lift it out of the physical

body. Such strong impulses of thought, feeling

and will must work in the soul that an inner force

is aroused which frees the etheric body from the

physical body, at any rate for certain moments.
In these moments, however, the physical body
must absolutely be as if dead to ordinary, normal
human life. But this cannot be brought about

by external, physical methods in our period of

human evolution. Anyone who thinks that such

things can be brought about by physical methods
would become the victim of a stupendous delusion.

Such a person would wish to enter the spiritual

worlds by adhering to the methods of the physical

world, that is to say, he would not yet have
attained to a real belief in the force of the spiritual

worlds. For purely subjective experiences, im-
pulses proceeding from the strong, energetic life

of the soul, are alone competent to bring about

this death-like condition. And speaking in the

abstract, we may say for the present that the

most essential thing for bringing about such a

condition is that man experiences a change, as
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it were, a turning upside down of his sphere of

interests. For ordinary life provides man with
certain interests. These interests play their part

from morning till night. Man is interested

—

and quite rightly, for he must live in the world

—

in things that appeal to his eyes, his ears, his

physical intellect, his physical feelings, etc. ; he
is interested in what confronts him in the outer

world ; one thing interests him more, another

less ; he pays more attention to one thing and
less to another ; and that is natural. In these

fluctuating interests, binding him to the tapestry

of the outer world by a certain power of attrac-

tion, man lives, and by far the greater part of

our present humanity lives in these interests alone.

Nevertheless it is possible for man, without
detriment to the freshness and intensity of these

interests, to bring about moments in his life

in which these outer interests are not at all

active, in which, if we wish to express it radically,

this whole outer sense-world becomes absolutely

indifferent to him, in which he kills out absolutely

all the interest-forces which fetter him to this

or that object in the world of the senses. It

would be wrong for a man not to reserve this

deadening of his interests in the outer world for

certain 'festival moments' in life; it would be
wrong to extend it over his whole life. He would
then become incapable of taking part in the

work of the outer world, whereas we are called

to take part in the outer world and in its life.
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We must therefore reserve for ' times of high

festival ' this possibility of letting all interests

in the surrounding world die out ; we must, so

to say, acquire this twofold nature. On the one

hand we must feel a fresh and vital interest in

everything which goes on in the outer world in

the way of joy and sorrow, of pleasure and pain,

and of life which is blossoming and flourishing

and of life which is dying. This freshness and
originality of our interest in the outer world

must be kept alive in our earthly life ; we must
not become strangers upon earth, for then we
should act from egoism and deprive the stage to

which our forces must be devoted in our present

evolution of these forces. But on the other hand
we must, if we wish to ascend into the higher

worlds, cultivate the other side of our being,

which consists in killing out during * moments of

Holy Day ' all our interests in the outer world,

of letting them die out. And if we have patience

and perseverance and energy and strength to

practise this as long and as much as our Karma
demands, this deadening of interest in the outer

world at last liberates a strong energetic force

in our inner being, because that which we kill

out in this way in the outer world reappears as

higher and more abundant life in the inner world.

We experience an entirely new kind of life ; we
experience the moment in which we can say :

That which we can see with our eyes and hear

with our ears is only a small part of life. There
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is an entirely different life, life in the spiritual

world ; a resurrection in the spiritual world, a

transcending of what we usually call life, a

transcending in such a way that not death but a

higher life is the result. As soon as this pure

spiritual force has grown strong enough in our

inner being, we may gradually experience moments
in which we become rulers and lords over our

etheric body, when this etheric body does not

take on the shape forced upon it by the elasticity

of the lungs and the liver, but the shape forced

upon it from above downwards by our astral

body. Thus we imprint on our etheric body the

shape which, through meditation, concentration,

etc., we have first imprinted on our astral body.

We imprint the plastic form of our astral body on
the etheric body, and we ascend from ^ prepara-

tion ' to ' illumination '—the next stage of clair-

voyant research. The first stage, by which our

astral body is changed in such a way that it

receives organs, is also called ^ purification,'

because the astral body is purified and purged
from the forces of the outer world, and con-

forms to the inner forces—purification, cleansing,

katharsis. But the stage at which the astral

body succeeds in imprinting its own form on the

etheric body implies that in a spiritual sense, light

begins to shine around us, that the spiritual world

around us is revealing itself and that * illumina-

tion ' is setting in.

What I have just described goes hand in hand
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with certain experiences which man goes through,

with typical experiences which are the same for

everyone, and which everyone who treads this

path experiences the moment he is ripe for it,

if he pays the necessary attention to certain

things and occurrences which are beyond the

physical. The first experience, which occurs

through the organisation of the astral body and

which therefore comes about as an effect of

meditation, concentration, etc., might be called

an inner experience of the feelings describable as

an inward division of the whole of our per-

sonality. The moment this is experienced one

can say to oneself : Now you have become
something like two personalities, you are like a

sword in its scabbard. Formerly you might
have compared yourself with a sword which does

not lie loosely in its scabbard but is one with it,

the two consisting of one
;
you felt yourself one

with your physical body; but now you seem,

although lying in your physical body like a sword
in its scabbard, to be a being which feels itself

to be something apart from the sheath of the

physical body, in which it is lying. You feel

yourself to be within the physical body, but not
grown into one with it, not as if consisting of

one piece with it. This inward liberation, this

inward realisation of oneself as a second per-

sonality which has emerged from the first, is the
first great experience on the way to clairvoyant

vision of the world. The fact must be emphasised
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that this first experience is an experience of

the inner feelings. One must feel that one is

lying within one's old personality, and yet feel

free and mobile within it. The analogy with

the sword and its scabbard is of course rough.

For the sword feels itself cramped on all sides

by the scabbard, while man, when he has this

experience, has a strong feeling of inner mobility,

as if he might break on all sides through the

limits of his physical body, as if he could forsake

it by falling through the skin of his physical body
and stretch out his feelers far, far into a world

which, although still dark, begins to be per-

ceptible to his feeling in the darkness—one might

say, begins to be knowable through inner touch.

This is the first great experience man has.

The second great experience is that this second

personality which now exists within the first,

gradually becomes capable of really leaving this

first personality, of stepping out of it. This

experience, expresses itself in the fact that,

although often only for a short time, one feels as

if one could see oneself, as if one stood confronting

oneself like a double. This is the second ex-

perience, and it is moreover of much greater

importance than the first. With it something is

connected which it is very difficult for man to

bear. It must never be forgotten that in normal

life man is contained within his physical body.

That which lives within man's physical body as

astral body and ego, accommodates itself to the
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forces of the physical body ; it yields as it were

to them ; it conforms itself to the bodily forces,

assuming the shapes of the liver, the heart, the

brain, etc. And this is also true of the etheric

body, so long as it remains within the physical

body. Now we all know what is indicated by the

expressions, brain, heart, etc., what wonderful

instruments and organs they are, how complete

in themselves, how perfect as creations ! What
is all human art and human creative work com-
pared with the creative work, the art and
technique necessary for constructing such won-
derful instruments as the heart, the brain, etc.

What is everything which man can accomplish

at the present stage of his evolution in the way
of art and technical skill, compared with that

divine art and technique which have built up
our physical body and which, therefore, also

guard us as long as we are within it. So we are

not merely in an abstract sense devoted to our

physical bodies during daily life, but interwoven
with a concrete creation of the gods. Our
etheric and astral bodies are fitted into forms
created by the gods. If we now become free and
independent there will be a change. We free

ourselves at the same time from a wonderful
instrument of divine creation. Thus we do not
leave the physical body as some imperfect thing
to be looked down upon, but as the temple which
the gods have built for us and in which normally
we live during our waking life. Such a temple
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do we leave on abandoning the physical body.

What are we then ?

Let us suppose that at a certain moment we
could leave this physical body without further

preparation, let us suppose that some magician

(of whatever kind he might be) could assist us to

leave our physical body, and that our etheric

body accompanied our astral body, and that we,

in a certain respect, went through an experience

comparable with the moment of death ; let us

suppose that we could do this without the pre-

paration of which we have spoken ; what should

we be when, outside the physical body, we con-

front ourselves ? We are then what in the course

of the world evolution we have made of our-

selves from incarnation to incarnation. As long

as from morning to night we are within our

physical body, this divine creation, the temple
of our physical body, corrects what we have
incorporated within ourselves in the course of our

incarnations on earth ; but the moment we step

out of it, our astral and etheric bodies show
what they have accumulated from incarnation

to incarnation and appear as they are according

to what they have made of themselves. If a

man thus unprepared leaves his physical body,

he is not a spiritual being of a higher, nobler

and purer form than the form was which he had
in his physical body, but a being laden with all

the imperfections heaped up in his Karma during

his incarnations. All this remains invisible so
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long as the temple of our body encloses our

etheric body, our astral body and our Ego.

It becomes visible the moment we step out of

our physical body with the higher principles

of our being. Then there appear before us,

if at the same moment we become clairvoyant,

all the inclinations and passions which still

remain with us as the result of our former incar-

nations. In the course of the future evolution

of our earth we have still to go through many
Incarnations, full of activities and accomplishment.

The inclinations, instinct and passions for much
that you will do later are already within you,

developed through incarnations in former times.

Everything that man is capable of accomplishing

in the world in certain directions, all obligations

to others incurred by offences against them for

which reparation has to be made in the future,

are already incorporated in the astral body
and the etheric body when he leaves his physical

body. We confront ourselves so to say naked
as a soul-being, if at the moment of leaving

our body we are clairvoyant ; that is to say, we
stand before our spiritual vision in such a way
that we know how much worse we are than
would be the case if we had attained the per-

fection possessed by the gods, which made them
capable of creating the wonderful building of

our physical body. We perceive at this moment
how far we are from the perfection which we must
hold before us as our future ideal of development.
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We know at this moment how deeply we have
sunk below the world of perfection.

This is the experience which is connected

with ' illumination ' ; it is the experience which
is called the meeting with the Guardian of the

Threshold. That which is real does not become
more or less real according to our seeing or not

seeing it. That shape which we see in the moment
just described is always there, is always within us

;

but because we have not yet got loose from our-

selves, because we do not confront ourselves but
are within ourselves we do not see it. In ordinary

life, that which we see at the moment that

clairvoyantly we step out of ourselves, is the

Guardian of the Threshold. He shields us from
an experience that we must first learn to bear.

We must first acquire a strong enough force to

enable us to see a world of the future before us,

and to look without fear and horror upon what
we have become, because we know for certain

that we can make it all right again. The capacity

which we must possess for experiencing this

moment without being depressed by it must
be acquired during the preparation for clair-

voyant investigation. This preparation consists,

abstractly expressed, in making the active, positive

qualities of our souls strong and energetic, in

bringing our courage, our feeling of freedom,

our love, our energy of thought and our energy

of lucid intellect to the greatest possible height,

so that we step out of our physical body not as
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weak people but as strong. If, however, there

is too much left in man of what is called anxiety

and fear, he will not be able to endure this ex-

perience of encountering the Guardian of the

Threshold without harm.

Thus we see that there are certain conditions

to be fulfilled before looking into the spiritual

worlds, those worlds which in a certain respect

hold out a prospect of the highest that we can

think of for life in our present development of

humanity, but at the same time demand of man
a complete transformation of his being such as he

has to attain in the solemn * Holy Day moments

'

before mentioned. It is a real blessing in our

present time for the aspirant, before he proceeds

to this experience, to be told what those who
have gained experience in the higher worlds

have seen. We can understand even when we
cannot see. But by making increasing efforts to

reach an intellectual comprehension of what the

clairvoyant tells us, and coming to the conclusion,

after a survey of everything life brings us, that

the clairvoyant's reports are quite sensible after

all, we shall be doing the right thing at the

present time. We must become anthroposo-

phists before aspiring to clairvoyance, and we
must learn to know Anthroposophy thoroughly.

If we do this, the great, comprehensive, strength-

ening, encouraging and refreshing ideas and
thoughts of Anthroposophy give to the soul

not only a working hypothesis, but also qualities
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of feeling, will and thought, which make the

soul like tempered steel. If the soul has gone

through this process, the moment of meeting

with the Guardian of the Threshold becomes

something quite different from what it would have

been otherwise. Fear and terror, states of anxiety

and care, are conquered in quite a different way
if previously we have learned to understand and

to grasp what is related about the higher worlds.

And later, when a person has had this experience,

when he has confronted himself and thus has met
the Guardian of the Threshold, the world begins

to show itself to him in quite a different way.

Everything in the world may be said to wear a

new aspect. And a justifiable opinion might be

expressed by the following illustrations. I had
supposed up till now that I knew what fire is

;

but that was only an illusion. For what I have

called fire up till now, would be like calling the

tracks of a carriage on a road the only reality,

and denying that a carriage in which a .person

was sitting must have been passing that way.

I declare these tracks on the road to be the signs,

the outer expression of the carriage which has

passed there and in which a person was sitting.

I have not seen the person who passed there,

but he is the cause of these tracks, he is the

reality. And a person who believed the marks

left by the wheels to be something complete in

themselves, something real and basic, would be

taking the outer expression for the thing itself.
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That which our senses see as flashing fire bears

the same proportion to its reality, to the spiritual

being which stands behind it, as do the tracks on
the road to the person who was sitting in the

carriage which passed there. In fire we have only

an outer expression. Behind what our eyes see

as fire and what we feel as heat is the real spiritual

entity, which has only its outer expression in the

outer fire. Behind what we inhale as air, behind

what enters our eyes as light, and behind what
our ears perceive as sound, are active beings

spiritual and divine, whose outer garments only

we behold in fire, in water and in what surrounds

us in the different realms of nature.

In the so-called secret teaching, in the teaching

of the mysteries, the experience which is then

gone through is called the passage through the

elementary worlds. Whereas previously one had
lived in the belief that what we know as fire is a

reality, one then becomes aware that living beings

are hidden behind the fire. We become, so to

say, acquainted with fire, more or less intimately,

as something quite different from what it appears

to be in the world of the senses. We become
acquainted with the fire-beings, with what is

the soul of the fire. Just as our souls are hidden
behind our bodies, so the soul and spirit of the

fire are hidden by the fire which we perceive with

our outer senses. We penetrate into a spiritual

domain when we experience the soul and spirit of

fire in this way, and the experience by which we
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realise that the outer fire is no reality, that it is a

mere illusion, a mere garment, and that we now
move among the fire-gods just as we did formerly

among people of the physical world, is called
* living in the element of fire,' to use the terms

of occult science. It is the same with that which
we breathe. The moment that what we breathe

as outer air becomes to us only the garment of the

living beings within it, we live in the element of

air. And so when one has passed through the

meeting with the Guardian of the Threshold,

that is to say, when one has acquired true self-

knowledge, one can ascend to experiencing the

beings in the so-called elements, in the elements

of fire, of water, of air and of earth. These four

classes of gods, or spirits live a real existence in

the elements, and a person who has reached the

stage which has just been described, is in touch

with the divine spiritual beings of the elements.

He lives in the elements, he experiences earth,

water, air and fire. That which in ordinary

life is designated by these words, is only the

outer garment, the outer expression of divine

spiritual beings behind it. It becomes plain,

therefore, that certain spiritual divine beings

live in that which meets us (speaking according to

spiritual science) as solid matter or earth, as

fluid matter or water, as volatile matter or air,

and as warm fiery matter or fire.

These, however, are not the highest spiritual

beings. When we have struggled on through
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the experiences of the elementary world, we
ascend to the entities which stand in the relation

of creators towards the spirits who live in the

elements. For let us consider our physical

surroundings. We find that they consist of the

four outer principles of the elementary world.

Whether we take plants, or animals or stones

or anything else on the physical plane, they

consist according to spiritual science either of the

solid element, that is earth, or the fluid element,

water, or the gaseous element, air, or the fiery

element, fire. Of these elements the things

which physically surround us in the world of

stones, of plants, of animals and of men are

composed. And we know that behind what
physically surrounds us there are, as creative and
fructifying forces, those forces which for the

most part come to us from the sun. We know
that the sun calls forth budding and germinating

life out of the earth. Thus the sun sends to the

earth forces which—considered physically for the

moment—make it possible for us to perceive on
earth with our physical senses that which lives

in fire, in air, in water and in earth. We see the

sun physically because it radiates physical light.

This physical light is sustained by physical

matter. Man sees the sun from sunrise to sunset,

and he does not see it when the physical earth-

substance hides it ; he does not see it from
sunset to sunrise. In the spiritual world there

is no such darkness as reigns in physical life from
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sunset to sunrise. When the clairvoyant has

gained what has been described, when he per-

ceives behind fire the spirits of fire, behind air the

spirits of air, behind water the spirits of water,

and behind earth the spirits of earth, in that

moment he sees behind these divine spiritual

beings their higher ruler, their higher Lord, the

entity which in comparison to these beings of the

element is like the warming, illuminating bene-

ficent sun as compared to the budding and
germinating life on our earth. That is to say,

the clairvoyant ascends from a contemplation of

the elementary gods to the contemplation of

those higher divine beings which in the spiritual

world may be symbolically compared with the

sun in its physical relation to the earth. Behind

the beings of the elements a high spiritual world

is seen, the spiritual sun. When for the clair-

voyant that which otherwise is darkness becomes

light, when he attains to clairvoyance, to
' illumination,' he realises the spiritual sun,

that is to say the higher divine spiritual beings

in the same way as the physical eye realises the

physical sun. And when does he penetrate to

these higher divine spiritual beings ? At the

moment when, as it were, for other people the

spiritual darkness is at its densest. When man's

astral body and Ego are free, that is to say, from

the moment of falling asleep to that of waking,

man lives surrounded by darkness because he

does not see the spiritual world which then
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surrounds him. This darkness increases gradually,

reaches its densest point and decreases again

until the morning when he awakes. It comes,

as it were, to a point in which it reaches its

densest degree. This densest degree of spiritual

darkness may be compared with what in outer

life is called the hour of midnight. Just as

normally the outer physical darkness is then at

its densest, since it increases towards this moment
and then decreases, so there is a densest degree

of spiritual darkness, a midnight. At a certain

stage of clairvoyance it happens that the spirits

of the elements are seen during the time when
for other people the spiritual darkness begins

to increase, and similarly during the time in which
darkness decreases again. In other words if only

a lower stage of clairvoyance has been reached,

one experiences, so to say, certain gods of the

elements, but just at the time of the highest

spiritual moment, the midnight hour, darkness

may still set in and ^ illumination ' only begins

again after this moment has been passed. When,
however, a definite stage of clairvoyance is reached,

the midnight hour becomes so much the more
* illuminated ' ; and just at this midnight-hour,
at the time when the normal person is, so to say,

most shut off from the divine spiritual world,

most entangled in maya, or illusion, one ascends

into the light. At this time one beholds those

spiritual beings which, compared to the gods of

the elements, are like the sun compared to the
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physical earth. One beholds the higher creative

gods, the sun-gods, in the moment which is

technically called :
^ Beholding the sun at mid-

night/

These are the stages which to-day, as at all

times, have to be lived through by those who
wish to work themselves up to clairvoyant investi-

gation, who wish to look through the veil which
in the shape of the earthly elements is drawn
over the real world. They are : the feeling

of freedom inside one's ordinary personality,

like that of a sword in its sheath ; the feeling of

being outside the physical body, as if the sword

were drawn out of its sheath ; the meeting

with the Guardian of the Threshold ; the ex-

periencing the gods of the elements, that is,

experiencing the great moment when the beings

of fire, air, water and earth become beings among
whom we walk and with whom we associate as in

ordinary life we associate with human beings,

and lastly, experiencing the moment when we
behold the king, the commander, the leader of

these beings of the elements. These are the

stages which could be experienced at all past

times and which can still be experienced to-day.

These are the stages (already often described,

for they can be described in many ways, and still

the description always remains imperfect) leading

upwards into the spiritual worlds. We were

obliged to present them to our souls so as to see

what man at all times has had to do himself,
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in order to learn to know the divine spiritual

beings. And we shall further have to place before

our souls what it is which man experiences in

these divine spiritual worlds ; we shall have to

realise some of the more concrete preparations

to be gone through in order to meet the gods.

And when we have presented this to our souls

and the way in which it can be attained by
western initiation, we shall compare what we
have thus gained with what has been given to

humanity in the way of oriental tradition and
ancient wisdom. And in making this comparison
we shall be shedding the light of the Christ

upon the wisdom of pre-christian times.
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CHAPTER III

OUR attention has been called to the fact

that to human beings at a certain stage of

evolution, the external phenomena of warmth,
air, water, etc., become living and permeated
with spirit, and it has been said that this stage

may be designated as that of * penetration into

the world of Spirits of the Elements.' I would
ask those who have been students of Spiritual

Sciences for some time to note the words care-

fully, and to realise that they are used, not in an
approximate, but in an exact sense. * Spirits of

the Elements ' was the expression I used, and
not * Elementary Spirits,'

It must be pointed out that when we ascend

into supersensible realms, other worlds, two of

which shall be named, are added to the ordinary

world experienced by means of the sense organs

;

they are to be found behind what is perceptible

by the senses and comprehensible to the intellect.

There are certain striking characteristics which
give an idea of the difference between our world

and the two higher ones adjoining it. The
first region hidden behind our ordinary world

is named, as everyone knows, the Astral or Soul

world ; the Spiritual world is still more deeply
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hidden. In the physical world one of the most
comprehensive laws is that of growth and decay,

of coming into being and passing away. Look
where we will in the physical world we find that

a characteristic of its highest beings is that they

are born and that they die within it ; the inani-

mate kingdom of the minerals, belonging to the

lower realms of nature, may arouse an illusion of

permanence within the physical world, but if

the mineral kingdom be observed over long

periods of time, the law of growth and decay is

found there.

Observation of the Astral world, however,
reveals the fact that here the capacity of trans-

formation or metamorphosis is as predominant
as is the law of birth and decay in the physical

world. In the astral world we have to do
with moving images changing one into the other,

in a state of perpetual metamorphosis. Even
the astral body of man, which is of all astral

phenomena the most intimately bound up with
us, visible to the seer as a kind of aura or cloud-
like formation around the physical body, shares

this characteristic of continual transformation.
That which envelopes and penetrates the human
being in the form of an astral auric cloud changes
practically every moment as higher or lower
impulses develop in him, as he experiences wilder
or calmer passions, or cultivates thoughts of
different nature according to the character of
the will impulses. Images and shapes arise in
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the astral auric cloud, and as different thoughts

rise and fade away, its colour and form may
continually change. There is, however, a certain

fundamental character and colour in the astral

aura of every individual, corresponding to his

more or less permanent type of character. Self-

metamorphosis, then, is of the very nature of the

human astral body. We have seen that the

beings visible to a man in the astral world after

he has reached the stage of illumination meet
him as good or as evil beings according to his own
preparation. So strong is the capacity of meta-

morphosis in those Beings which are invisible

upon the physical plane and only perceptible

in the astral and higher worlds, that they may
change from good into evil, from light into dark.

In the real spiritual world there is permanence,

even if it is relative. For this reason the inner

being of man, if it is to exist without a break

from one incarnation to another, must pass

through the spiritual worlds, because only there

is to be found a certain—not external—but
relative permanence or continuity.

The rhythm of growth and decay is the pre-

dominent characteristic of the physical world

;

metamorphosis from one form to another of the

astral world
;
permanance or continuity—of the

spiritual world. First we must realise that the

materials for the building up of the human being

have been obtained from these worlds ; man
has been constructed out of them. The physical
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world lies before him ; the other worlds open

up to him through initiation—through prepar-

ation and development of supersensible faculties

of perception. Man then first learns to know
what is hidden from him in the ordinary world,

but what has just as real an existence. When
in ordinary life an outer sheath or expression of

some being is found, as for example, fire or air,

the being itself is to be sought in a higher world.

In order to meet the beings whose expression

is physical fire, man must ascend to a region

higher than the physical world. That which is

the cause and origin of fire, for instance, can

only be discovered by rising from the physical

plane to the world above it, because the Beings

in question send down an expression of them-
selves into the lower world, but remain as to

their essential nature in the higher region.

This holds good not only for external pheno-
mena such as fire, air, water or earth, but for

everything living within us in the physical

world. Our feelings, perceptions and thoughts
exist in the physical world along with pheno-
mena of colour, sound, taste, scent, etc. It

must be clear to us that everything which con-
stitutes man in an incarnation, every feeling

experienced between birth and death, every
thought, every idea, is a phenomenon of the
physical world. And spiritual beings live behind
our feelings and the whole of our soul life just
as they do behind the external phenomena of
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colour, sound, scent, or as we say in Spiritual

Science, behind fire, air, water and so on. In
the same way, the ego, the self within the physical

world is not our real being, is not what is called

our Higher Self, for that is to be found in a

supersensible world behind our feelings and
sensations. This Higher Self is experienced in

a true sense only by attaining to supersensible

worlds, where it manifests itself in quite another

form. I will show you by a definite example the

relation of the self of man living in the physical

world to the Higher Self ; this example holds

good for present conditions of life only, since

anyone who has spiritual sight knows that the

nature of these things changes in the course of

time. Let us suppose that a man has done an
injustice to another and experiences the pang
of conscience. I refer here to those special

psychic experiences usually expressed by the

word conscience. In ordinary life conscience

is a term used of certain inner voices demanding
that we should set right any wrong we may
have committed. Most people hardly ever come
to the point of thinking about the nature of

conscience ; they recognise as a kind of vague

feeling that an injustice should be righted ; the

soul is uneasy when this has not been done.

For men in the physical world conscience is

an inner experience of the soul. The spiritual

Seer, however, observing from the astral world

the man who has done the act of injustice, sees
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the pang of conscience surrounding him in

remarkable astral shapes—shapes which are absent

if no pang of conscience has been felt. The
origin of these forms may be explained as follows :

Suppose somebody has done an injustice ; from

thoughts which have led to the unjust act other

thought-forms develop as the metamorphosis of

the first. Everything that a man thinks and

feels exists in his astral aura as a form or shape

of the nature of thought or of feeling. A
thought which is, let us say, distinct, definite,

can be seen in sharp outline hovering round a

man, and wild thoughts or passions in confused

outlines. At the time when a man is doing an

injustice he has certain thoughts and feelings
;

these forms detach themselves from him and
live in his environment, but the essential point

is that they do not remain in this condition but

draw nourishment from certain worlds. Just

as the wind rushes into empty spaces, beings

from definite regions (of which more later)

rush into the forms created by the pang of

conscience and fill them with living substance.

Thus in his own thought-forms a man offers

opportunity for other beings to live in his environ-

ment, and these beings are really the cause of

the sting of conscience. If the beings were not

present the conscience would not sting. When
a man begins to feel these beings unconsciously,

the first gnawing of an uneasy conscieqx:e is

experienced.
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This example shows us that spiritual sight

reveals a reality very different from that pre-

sented to physical sight. If a man is to contact

the spirits of conscience, who live upon the

Astral plane, he must look through his conscience

into the higher worlds in the same way as would
be necessary in order to perceive the spiritual

beings who animate physical life.

From different lectures we know that the

human soul has changed in the course of long

periods of time ; human consciousness of to-day

is different from the consciousness, let us say,

of the ancient Indian people in the first Post

Atlantean epoch, and it in its turn was very

different from the consciousness of the Atlantean

age. The clear waking consciousness of the

physical world has developed from a dim, primi-

tive clairvoyance. The farther we go back in

evolution, the more traces do we find of this

primitive clairvoyance.

We need not go further than some thousands

of years, and we shall find that many people were

then able not merely to perceive physical fire, but

to look through it to the spirits of the element

of fire. Gradually it came about that the higher

world withdrew from human consciousness and
the latter came to be limited to the physical

world. This holds good not merely for the

external sense world, but for the whole of the life

of the soul in the physical world. So it is stated

that in a phenomenon like conscience a modern
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spiritual seer perceives astral forms around human
beings, and the ancestors of this modern man,

being endowed with clairvoyance, must have

been able to see these astral forms. Just as fire

conceals the spirits of the fire, so does human
conscience—the inner voice—conceal the world

of the spirits of conscience. The astral pheno-

mena must have been perceptible to men of

ancient times ; but they could at that time have

had no inner conscience, since it had not yet

developed. What we of to-day call the psychic

phenomenon of conscience was not present in

our forefathers, but on the other hand they

could see in the Astral aura what is now only

perceptible to the eye of the seer ; modern men
feel the inner voice of conscience and the spirits

of conscience are hidden behind it.

I have brought forward this example deliber-

ately, because it affords concrete evidence of

these matters. It is possible to indicate pre-

cisely the epoch in external history when the

transition took place from perception of the outer

spirits of conscience, to the awakening of con-

science as an inner voice. Compare the Orestes

of -^schylus with the same theme as treated by
Euripides, who lived a short while later. Between
the age of ^Eschylus and that of Euripides

—

a few years only—occurred the transition which
confirms what I have just said. In the story of

Orestes as related by ^schylus, Agamemnon
returns home after the war and is murdered by
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his unfaithful wife. His son, Orestes, who is

absent, returns and takes vengeance upon his

mother for the death of his father, because one
of the gods demands that he shall do so ; his

act is in harmony with the national feeling of

those times that declares that his act is righteous

and that he has done his duty. But as the result

of the murder of his mother, Orestes sees the

Erinyes, the avenging goddesses, approaching.

These avenging goddesses of Greek mythology
are simply a pictorial image of what has just been
described as a reality for spiritual perception.

And now let us see whether in this old drama
there is any phenomenon which could be de-

scribed by the modern word conscience. There
is not even a word for it in any ancient language,

as research would testify. In the poem of

Euripides who used the same story a few decades

later, we find no Furies, no avenging goddesses

;

there men hear instead the inner voice of con-

science. Concretely perceptible, in the interval

between the lives of these two poets, conscience

arose. Clairvoyance was so vivid and real in

human evolution before this age, that the feeling

experienced by man as the result of an unrighteous

act was entirely different from what it became
later. Man's clairvoyant vision was still open

;

he saw in his environment what I have described

in Greece as the Erinyes. The inner feeling

which he experienced in presence of this vision

was one in accordance with the character of the
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Astral world—he wanted to change, to transform

the images surrounding him. As soon as an

unrighteous or unjust deed has been wiped out

by turning it into a good one, the Erinyes change

into the beneficent Eumenides. Man felt that

an evil deed brought about a terrible result in

the Astral world, that it must be transformed,

and that he must by a positive act bring about

the metamorphosis. His actions then were in

accordance with what he saw in his environment.

The inner voice of conscience was non-existent.

Everything in the world and in the inner life

of the soul as well has developed or evolved,

conscience among the rest. If anyone were
to go back some thousands of years in search of an
instance of our modern soul life, he would make
a great mistake. For transitions such as this

take place with considerable suddenness. Just
as in the plant there is a sudden metamorphosis
from leaf to flower, so does one occur in spiritual

evolution. The phrase ^ nature makes no jumps '

is untrue ; Nature continually makes jumps at

decisive moments. And such sudden transitions

are perceptible in spiritual life. For centuries

and millennia there is slow and gradual develop-
ment ; but then there is a sudden change, as in

the case of the conscience in the fifth century e.g.

where an earlier tragic poet makes no mention
of conscience in his dramas and only a few decades
afterwards it is introduced for the first time.
With this is connected the fact that clairvoyant
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perception of the spirits of conscience, the

Erinyes, has disappeared. The spiritual beings

are of such a nature that our inner experience of

conscience comes between us and them in the

same way as the outer expression of fire hides the

spirits of the element of fire.

This points to the fact that so far as the physical

world is concerned, limits of experience are set

in two directions. The external phenomena of

external colour form, and so on, form the boundary
line at which the external spirits are to be found.

But behind the inner phenomena of conscience,

memory, feeling, will and thought, a spiritual

element exists as it does behind fire, air, water or

earth. The spirit is hidden behind them. When
conscience came to be a voice speaking in the

human soul, it interposed itself in front of the

world of the Furies and hid that from human
sight. The historical life of humanity becomes

intelligible only when considered from this inner

point of view. Mankind can understand nothing

of what has come to pass in the world if it leaves

spiritual facts out of sight in considering evolution,

or becoming-

We may n6w ask, what is the relation of the

inner and the outer spiritual realms to each

other ? We know that Man as a fourfold

being is composed of Physical, Etheric, Astral

bodies and ego, and that this fourfold constitution

is to be traced back to the very source and origin

of humanity. Man did not originate on the
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Earth, for the Earth itself has passed through

other mcarnationsj that of Saturn, of Old Sun
and Old Moon. The first germ of the physical

body of man arose on Old Saturn ; on Old Sun
the Etheric body was added, and on Old Moon,
the Astral body. The ego was first incorporated

into this threefold constitution on Earth.

Evolution is by no means such a simple matter as

to involve merely a transition from the Saturn

period into the Sun period, thence to Old Moon
and thence again to Earth ; the process is much
more complicated than that. Even if we speak

of the transition from Saturn to Old Sun and
of this to Old Moon, we could not speak thus

simply of the Old Moon evolution itself. I have
said that during the Old Moon evolution there

was a separation of Earth and Sun (the Earth was
then Old Moon) or properly speaking, of Moon
and Sun. Saturn and Sun may perhaps be
spoken of as single bodies, but during the Old
Moon period two bodies emerged from the one

;

the Old Moon existed at the same time as the
Old Sun. These two bodies united again after

a time, passed through an intermediate con-
dition and arose later as Earth. During the
earliest period of Earth evolution the substances
and beings now to be found in the present Sun
and Moon were united with the Earth ; the
present Sun beings separated from Earth, which
remained in connection with what later separated
off as our Moon ; after the separation of Moon,
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Earth remained alone, between it and Sun. These
three bodies were one in the beginning ; only
later did the Sun and the Moon develop out of

the Earth.

Let us now enquire as to the spiritual meaning
of this separation. We will leave out of consider-

ation the first separation occuring during the

Old Moon period and look at what happened in

this connection during the Earth period. Certain

beings pass through their evolution on Earth, and
Sun and Moon afford evolutionary opportunities

to others. Beings at a different stage of develop-

ment from that of man separated from the

Earth with the Sun, because their evolution

could not proceed otherwise. At the time,

therefore, of the separation of Sun from Earth,

we are faced with the fact that man was left

behind, since the nature of his evolution demanded
the conditions afforded by Earth. The other

beings, whose evolution could not proceed upon
Earth, separated from it the substances necessary

for them, and built their Sun abode. Thence
they influence and work upon the Earth. In

the physical sunbeams as they lighten and warm
the Earth, we see streaming the activities of

the sun spirits ; the sunbeams are the outer,

corporal manifestation of sun beings. That is the

meaning of the separation of Sun from Earth.

What was the meaning of the separation of

Moon ? Man could not have kept pace with

the evolutionary tempo of the sun-beings if they
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had remained in union with Earth. The evolu-

tionary tempo of Earth was slackened by the

separation of Sun, but still it was not suitable

for human beings—it was too slow. Man would
have become hardened or mummified, if Moon
had remained in connection with Earth. Earth

would gradually have become a planetary body
from which the men would have developed with

forms like dead bodies that lack inner spiritual

and psychic life. Moon had to withdraw from
Earth in order that the right evolutionary tempo
for the being of man might be set up. If Sun
had remained with Earth man would have been
forced into an outer life and activity which he
could not have endured ; if Moon had remained
he would have become impervious to stimulus,

he would have dried up, lacking vital force.

The stimulus received by man from Sun was an
external one which would have produced too
rapid a tempo. In the same way as Sun stimu-

lates the life of the flowers in the fields, would
man's thoughts, feelings and will have been
stimulated from without, but at such a rate that

he would have been burnt up by physical and
spiritual sun fire. The source of this stimulus

left Earth and in this way its influence was
weakened. At first, because of the hardening
tendency inherent in Earth, the Sun's influence

had too little effect—and a portion of these

hardening factors had to leave with Moon.
Therewith came into the evolution of Earth and
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of man a new vitalising principle, the stimulating

influence of which was exactly contrary to that of

Sun from without. The new stimulus came
from within. The life of the soul in the

physical world could develop only because man
was saved from this hardening and mummifi-
cation by the withdrawal of Moon.
Ask of one whose spiritual sight is able to

penetrate into the Cosmos as to the origin of

man's perception of the external world, and his

answer will be that it is to be found in the

physical or spiritual sun elements ; ask what lies

at the basis of inner experience, of thought, of

feeling, of conscience, for example, and it will

be found that all this is due to the moon, to

those beings who separated their substance from
the earth with the moon. The presence of moon
substances in the earth would have prevented the

inner mobility of soul life.

We must remember that it was not merely

for the sake of man that the separation of the

sun and moon from the earth came to pass,

but also for the sake of those beings whose
evolution was at first bound to that of humanity.

In the sun dwell beings who need the sun for

their evolution, just as the evolution of man
needs the earth. To remain with the earth

would have been death to their existence

;

but the separation resulted in their becoming
able by degrees to reach a stage where their

beneficent influences could flow down to the
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earth from without. When the seer observes

the light, when he perceives external objects,

he realises at a certain stage of his evolution

that it is the sun beings which live behind the

physical phenomena of colour, sound, and so

on, but that these beings themselves had to

develop to their present stage ; these sun spirits

are the upper spiritual beings contacted through

the phenomena of the sense world.

Let us now ask how the inner stimulus was
given to save mankind from hardening, from
ossification. Certain beings were needed which
at the appropriate time, withdrew the moon
substances from the earth. These beings realised

that the act of the sun beings was not sufficient,

and that they must protect the earth from
ossification by withdrawing the moon from the

earth. They were in a certain respect higher

than the sun spirits. These latter, when the sun

was still united with the earth, felt themselves

obliged for the sake of their development to

find another dwelling place, but the other spirits

were able to remain with the Earth even after

the sun spirits had gone out. And this made it

possible for them to save human evolution at a

certain point of time by separating the moon from
the earth. Thus they were in a certain respect

higher than the sun beings . . . they were able

to separate a substance from the earth relatively

coarser than that connected with the sun spirits

and by becoming rulers of this coarse substance
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to prove their greater power. For those

who are able to transform evil into good are

more powerful than those who rule over the

good and make it, possibly, a little better.

Those are the beings behind the phenomena
of the life of the soul, who by separating the

moon from the earth, made thinking, feeling,

willing, and conscience possible. They come
from the moon region, a spiritual kingdom
which in a certain respect is higher, more powerful

than that of the sun spirits, which are to be
found behind external Maya. Maya is two- -

fold ; there is the external Maya of the sense

world, and the inner Maya of soul life. Behind
the first stand those spiritual beings who have

their centre in the Sun ; behind the Maya of the

inner life stand the other beings who belong to a

more powerful kingdom. Just here we can see

the truth of Greek mythology as portrayed in

the story of Orestes. Orestes is told by the

ruling gods that he has performed a good deed,

but the Erinyes approach him, and they are

felt to be older beings than those belonging to

the kingdom of Zeus, goddesses who take ven-

geance even though the external goddesses of

the sun kingdom (the kingdom of Zeus) had
given their consent to the act. Man is here

confronted by beings of an older spiritual race,

who intervene as a corrective in what he under-

takes under the guidance and leadership of the

beings who withdrew from the earth with the
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sun. This remarkable example clearly shows

how the conceptions of ancient peoples, ex-

pressed in their mythology, confirm what spiritual

investigations of to-day teach in another way.

At this point I ask you to bear in mind the

fact that at a certain point of time during the

Earth evolution, a spiritual being, Whom we
name the Christ, a being previously united to

the Sun, descended from the Sun, and at the

time of the life of Jesus of Nazareth united

Himself to the earth. The Christ being entered

into the body of Jesus of Nazareth. This is an

absolutely unique phenomenon and cannot be

thought of in the same connection as other

occurrences here mentioned. It has been said

that after the separation of the sun, the earth

would have hardened if the moon had not also

been ejected ; human beings would have mum-
mified. This is perfectly true for a very large

part of earth life, but not for the whole of it.

In spite of the withdrawal of sun and moon,
something in the earth would have fallen a prey
to death if the Christ event had not come to pass.

Though the withdrawal of the moon made an
inner soul life possible, yet it was the Christ's

descent from the sun which gave this inner Hfe

a new stimulus.

When a spiritual seer looks back to the time
preceding the Christ event, a striking vision

comes before him. The external form of the
earth, confronting the physical senses as Maya,
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vanishes and something comparable to the human
form appears, but only a form, a figure. To
spiritual vision the outer Mayavic earth (and

I say the earth deliberately) changed into the

form of man with arms outstretched in the

shape of a cross, a male-female form. This

reminds us of the wonderful words of Plato,

words which he drew from the Mysteries, that

the world-soul is crucified on the cross of the

world's body. This is exactly the image which
presents itself to the eye of the spiritual seer :

The Christ died on the cross, and thereupon the

earth, which had been mere form and figure,

became filled with life. The coming of the

Christ principle into the earth had something in

common with the withdrawal of the moon

;

life poured into what otherwise would have

remained mere form. To understand ancient

times aright is to realise that they all lead up to the

Christ event. Just as men of to-day look back

to the Christ as a being Who at a certain point

of time entered into human evolution, so pre-

Christian initiates all pointed to the coming of

the Christ as foreshown by events. Nothing

could have been a surer herald of the Christ than

the mighty phenomenon, visible under certain

conditions to spiritual sight, of the disappearance

of the physical form of the earth and the vision

of the world-soul crucified on the world's body.

In dim Indian antiquity it was said by the sages

that when their spiritual vision arose, they saw,
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deep down under the mountains of the earth,

near its central point, a cross, and upon it a

male-female human being, having on its right

side the symbol of the sun and upon its left side

the symbol of the moon, and over the rest of

the body the various land and sea formations

of the earth. That was the clairvoyant vision

which the sages of ancient India had of the form

waiting until our earth could be brought to life

by the Christ principle. And inasmuch as

those ancient sages pointed to the most important

prophecy of the Christ event, they were justi-

fied, when they looked still more deeply into

existence, in saying : the Christ will come
because that which points to Him is in existence.

Ancient wisdom at its highest level becomes

prophetic ; it looks towards that which will

come to pass in the future. What the future

holds is entirely the result of the present, and
so present spiritual vision can receive intimations

of a spiritual event which is to take place in the

future. Indications of the Christ event were not

given in any outwardly abstract way, but were
revealed to spiritual sight by the phenomenon
of the world-soul crucified on the cross of the

world's body, waiting to receive the Hfe of the

Christ when He should unite Himself with the

earth. The wisdom of all egos is a harmonious unity

if considered in its fundamentals. Starting from
this pointletuslookatthewisdomof different epochs

in a light which will reveal it in its true aspect.
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CHAPTER IV

TN view of what has been said we may ask
*- whether all the spiritual beings in existence

are to be found behind the phenomena of the

sense world, or whether there are others having

no expression or manifestation in the physical

world. Supersensible consciousness knows that

although it is true that a spiritual being or

spiritual fact is to be found behind every external

phenomenon, yet there do exist spiritual beings

having no expression in the physical world.

Experiences await the initiate other than those

whose projections or shadow images are thrown
into the physical sense world. There exist,

moreover, spiritual beings and spiritual facts

which have no expression in the inner life of the

soul, in the phenomena of conscience, thought,

feeling, and sensation. . . . The spiritual world

is seen by the higher consciousness to embrace

much more than can be experienced in the

physical world.

Those of my readers who have studied earlier

lectures on these subjects, will realise that a host

of spiritual beings, at different stages of evolution,

have been involved in what has come to pass in

the human, animal, vegetable and mineral king-
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doms during the course of our Earth evolution.

All such beings intervene in some way or other

in the evolutionary texture of the Earth and of

the kingdoms belonging to it. Behind the

phenomena surrounding us is a richly constituted

spiritual world, just as there was during the

periods of Old Saturn, Old Sun, and Old Moon.
We must not attempt to understand these

spiritual kingdoms by inventing permanent names
for these spiritual beings. The names used are

not, for the most part, intended to designate

individualities, but offices or spheres of duties.

So if a particular name is used in connection

with a being active during the Old Sun period,

it cannot be applied in the same sense to that

being as regards its work or function in the

Earth evolution ; it has progressed by that

time. It is necessary to speak of these matters

with great accuracy and precision.

The Earth period was not only preceded by
three embodiments of the Earth globe, but by
three mighty spiritual kingdoms, essentially

different from one another when examined by
supersensible consciousness. Investigation of the
Old Saturn, Old Sun and Old Moon periods

reveals many things which cannot be compared
with anything we can name on the Earth, and
of which one can only speak by analogy.

It will be remembered that I have spoken
of the Old Saturn period as being essentially one
of warmth, or of fire ; on Old Sun this warmth
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condensed to air ; on Old Moon the air condensed
to water, and on Earth the earth element appeared

for the first time. But the application of our

concept of fire or warmth directly to the evolution

of Old Saturn would result in an incorrect

picture, for the fire of Saturn differed essentially

from the fire of our Earth. There is only

one phenomenon which can legitimately be

compared to the Saturn fire, and that is the

fire which permeates the blood as warmth.
This vital warmth, or life principle, is more or

less comparable to the substance of which Old
Saturn was entirely composed, and the physical

fire of to-day is a descendant, a later product

of the Saturn fire ; in its external form as per-

ceived in space, it has appeared for the first

time on the Earth. The warmth of the blood,

then, is the only thing which can be compared

to what was present during the physical evolu-

tionary period of Old Saturn. There is very

little indeed in the realm of our present day

experience which can be compared in any way
with the qualities of these earlier evolutionary

periods, all of which were very different from our

present Earth existence.

It must be understood, however, that every-

thing in the Saturn, Old Sun and Old Moon
periods is comprised within the Earth evolution,

only it has changed in character. What was laid

as a germ on Old Saturn and evolved through the

Sun and Moon periods, is to be found in the
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Earth evolutioiij although in a changed condition
;

we can, however, instance the fundamental

elements brought over from the earlier evolu-

tionary periods by examining what is not to be

found in this transformed state.

When the Earth first appeared it had absorbed

into itself three preceding evolutionary con-

ditions, and all the degrees of spiritual beings

involved in them. The beings were at

different stages of evolution, however, so it is

obvious that distinction must be made between
these three different realms of spiritual beings

and of spiritual substances ; we must realise, in

considering the beginnings of the Earth, that

certain things which we find there could come
into existence only because the Saturn, Old Sun
and Old Moon periods preceded our Earth
evolution, and at its beginning the three are

united within it.

This fact was always present in the ancient,

instinctive consciousness of man which con-
nected him with the spiritual world. And
when the number Three was mentioned as

characteristic of the higher worlds, those indivi-

duals who looked at things in the concrete and
not in the abstract, who had facts rather than
conceptions or ideas in their mind's eye, always
felt in their souls the truth that our Earth has
received, into her womb, as it were, everything
that came over from Saturn, Old Sun and Old
Moon. That is the so-called higher, pre-terrestrial
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triad. . . . This triad consisting of Old
Saturn, Old Sun and Old Moon, has evolved

into our Earth. In its concrete meaning the

higher triad signifies these three pre-terrestrial

states ; but the quarternary refers to the gradual

transformation of these three into the Earth.

Accordingly men whose instinctive consciousness

brought them into touch with the realities of the

spiritual world felt the mystery of the birth of

the Earth to be expressed by the relation of three

to four. And they turned reverent eyes to the

sacred triad of Saturn, Sun and Moon, which

had become the quarternary manifested by the

Earth period. It is obvious that the modern
expressions Saturn, Sun and Moon had other

equivalents in the instinctive consciousness of

ancient humanity.

If we now follow up the course of the Earth

evolution we may ask how the separate classes of

spiritual beings participate in its progress.

Spiritual beings at different stages of evolution

directed the processes of the separation of the

Sun and Moon from the earth, as a result of

which that progress came to pass. We have

first to consider a class of spiritual beings which

attained a certain stage of evolution during the

Old Sun period ; they belong to the Old Sun
evolution because it was destined to provide a

field of action for them. These are beings which

separated the sun from the earth during the Earth

period, because during Old Sun they were Sun-
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bound in the same way as humanity is now Earth-

bound. As we have seen, they needed the Sun
for their further evolution and with the Sun they

left the Earth in order to work upon the latter

from without. When the Sun spirits had with-

drawn, the Saturn and Moon spirits were left on

the Earth. The development of the Saturn

spirits was such that they could direct and guide

the separation of the Moon from the Earth

;

they had passed through the same stage on Old
Saturn as the Sun spirits had done on the Old
Sun ; their maturity had preceded that of the

Sun spirits, and they were therefore able to

separate the Moon from the Earth and to stimulate

from within the inner development of man, who,
otherwise, would have hardened and become
mummified. It may be said that the withdrawal

of the Sun was brought about by the Sun spirits,

and that of the Moon by the Saturn spirits.

The Sun is a cosmic symbol for the act of the Sun
spirits, the Moon for that of the Saturn spirits.

And what is left upon the earth itself ? Spirits

of the Old Moon period.

It will be useful at this point to bear in mind
a definite epoch of the Earth evolution ; that

at which the Moon had just left the Earth.

The Earth from which the Sun had withdrawn
still earlier, was then in a very different condition

from that of to-day. If the Earth had then
been in an exactly similar state to that of to-day,

the whole process would have been unnecessary.
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It was—compared to the present mineral,

vegetable, animal and human kingdoms—very

imperfect in that early period. The various

continents had not separated off from each other.

Every thing was in a kind of chaos. Super-

sensible sight would search in vain at that period

for the mineral, vegetable, animal and human
kingdoms as they are to-day. These forms have

all developed as a result of the influence of the

Sun and the Moon from without, and this was the

purpose of the withdrawal of these two bodies.

The influences which worked upon the Earth

from the Sun and the Moon charmed from it, as

it were, everything that has since arisen upon
it and all that surrounds us to-day. The
outer forms of the minerals, the plants, the animals

and of physical man have been produced by the

beings which work from the Sun ; whereas the

beings which work from the Moon have stimu-

lated the soul life of men and of animals. This

is an approximate and broad sketch of evolution

from the so-called Lemurian epoch on into that

of Atlantis. It was during the Atlantean epoch

that, very slowly and gradually, the Earth began

to wear an appearance more or less similar to

that which we see around us to-day. It is

necessary, therefore, to distinguish in the course

of the Earth evolution since the withdrawal of

the Moon, between a chaotic Earth and an

organised one which has been influenced by the

Spiritual beings in its environment.
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What is here stated need not necessarily be

acquired from historical tradition. Suppose

for example that the initiate wisdom of ancient

and venerable India, of the Persian sages, of the

Egyptian initiations, or of the Greek Mysteries

had all been lost ; suppose no external documents

of any kind whatever were left to tell us of the

pristine teaching concerning the spiritual

foundations of our earth evolution. Even then

the possibility of developing supersensible con-

sciousness would not be lost ; everything that

is said here can be discovered by means of

supersensible investigation without the aid of

any historical document. We have to do with

something which at the present time can be

studied at its source ; even mathematics may also

be learnt from original sources.

Let us now try to find a link between the

results which supersensible investigation has given

us and life in ancient times. It is obvious that

some other method might be adopted, but the

purpose of this course of lectures is to compare
what can be found irrespective of any historical

record, with what has been handed down by
another kind of tradition. We will go back,

not so very far, to a historical personage who
lived in a comparatively ancient period of Greek
culture, of whom history knows very little and
the length of whose life even is veiled in much
uncertainty. Pherecydes of Syros is in a certain

respect the forerunner of the other Greek sages.
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He lived at a time in Greek spiritual development
called the epoch of the Seven Sages. This
period preceded that of all historical Greek
philosophy. The little that external history-

tells us of Pherecydes of Syros is very interesting
;

he, among others, is spoken of as the teacher of

Pythagoras ; and many of the teachings of

Heraklitos, of Plato and of later sages can be
traced back to him. It is said that he taught the

existence of three principles fundamental to the

whole of evolution, and called them Zeus, Kronos
and Chthon. Now what precisely did he mean
by these names ? It will at once be realised

that Kronos is only another name for the Old
Saturn evolution. In the teaching of Pherecydes,

Kronos is the totaHty of spiritual beings belonging

to the kingdom of Old Saturn, who during the

course of the Earth evolution were able to bring

about the separation of the Moon. Now for

Zeus ! Zeus is a word of uncertain meaning
when used in ancient times, for it was applied to

spiritual individualities at very different stages

of evolution. But men in ancient Greece who
know something of initiation recognised in Zeus

the ruler of the Sun spirits. Zeus lives in the

influences which came to the Earth from the Sun.

Chthon is a designation of the somewhat chaotic

condition of the earth after the withdrawal of

the moon, at which time neither plant nor

animal nor human forms were to be found.

In most remarkable words, Pherecydes spoke of
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the holy primordial triad, of Zeus, Kronos and

Chthon, principles fundamental to the earth,

having come over from pre-terrestrial ages ; he

also speaks of a further evolution. But in ancient

times men did not clothe matters of this kind

in such dry, crude concepts as they do to-day,

they drew vivid pictures of what they saw and
recognised in spiritual realms. Pherecydes said

:

' Chthon becomes Gea (to-day called earth),

because of the gift of Zeus whereby she came to

be covered as with a garment.' This is a wonderful

description, of that evolution which I have just

outlined in a few short words. The earth was
alone ; outside it were the sun and the moon,
the spiritual kingdoms of Zeus and of Kronos.

The sun from without began to work upon the

earth and to fructify it in its then chaotic state

;

or, in the language of the old Greek sage, Chthon
was fructified by Zeus. The beneficent in-

fluences of the kingdom of Zeus were sent down
to the physical earth in the warmth and light

of the sun. This was the gift made by Zeus
to the earth. The earth covered herself with the

garment of plant and animal forms, and vdth
the forms of physical men. Chthon becomes
Gea, therefore, because of the gift of Zeus

;

the earth covers herself with a garment.

This is a wonderful picture, expressed in

beautiful language, of what supersensible con-

sciousness is able to-day to re-discover in the

epoch of the Seven Greek Sages. And Pherecydes
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could not have made such strikingly vivid

statements, which can be verified by modern
supersensible consciousness, without definite per-

sonal knowledge. This knowledge he derived

from the so-called Phoenician initiation. He was

an initiate of the temples of ancient Phoenicia

and had brought over into Greece the Temple-
wisdom which he was at liberty to teach. A
great deal of oriental wisdom came over in this way.

This is one example, among many, of the

things that may be re-discovered in the words

of the old sages independently of historical

tradition. In this instance we have not gone

back so very far in human history. If we are

able rightly to interpret the expressions used,

it is also possible to re-discover original teachings

of very ancient times. It would, however, be

false to accept the simple explanation that this or

that Eastern teaching concerning the evolution

of the world is found under the same form in

Pherecydes of Syros, in the old Egyptian epoch,

in the days of the Chaldean sages, and in the

ancient Indian period. If this were the case,

it might well be imagined that a wisdom re-

discovered to-day is to be found, in different

form, wherever humanity has striven after it

;

that wisdom is one and the same at all times

and in all places. In its abstract sense there is

not the slightest objection to be raised to this

statement ; it is true, but it expresses only a

portion of the whole truth. Just as from the
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rest of a plant to the fruit there is not a regular

succession of similar forms, but a variety, com-
posed of green leaves, coloured petals, stamens,

pistil, etc., of higher and higher development,

so does diversity appear in the progress of human
life on earth. Correct though it is to say that

the sense wisdom appears again and again in

different forms, an evolution or a development
does nevertheless take place ; and it is not at all

correct to say that we find in ancient Indian

times exactly the same conditions as exist to-day.

That would be as inaccurate as to state that the

blossom of a plant is the same as the root. True,
the same force exists within it, but the reality

emerges only if progress and development are

recognised to be fundamental expressions of the

secrets underlying human evolution. The
teachings of the first post-Atlantean epoch may
still be given to-day ; what Pherecydes of Syros

taught can be repeated to-day ; but the earth

evolution has also been enriched, and impulses

have since been poured into it.

The importance of the Christ impulse in human
evolution has already been indicated. That is

a thing apart, standing alone in the evolution

of the earth ; there is nothing which can be
compared with it. It has come to my knowledge
that people have spoken of injustice in connection
with human evolution if it were true that, for

so many thousands of years before the coming of

the Christ, full wisdom could not be imparted
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to mankind. Why was it, these people ask, that

anything could be withheld from pre-Christian

men ? They seem to think, in view of the fact

that justice is universal, that although the forms

of truth have changed, new truths cannot have

been added to the old ; for if it were otherwise,

men living in post-Christian days would be

destined to receive something higher than men
of pre-Christian times. Now it is understand-

able that such things should be said in the outer

world, but it is not understandable that students

of spiritual science should make such statements.

And why ? Because the men who incarnate

during the post-Christian epoch are those who
have passed through previous incarnations, and

what they could not possibly learn before the

appearance of Christ on earth they must learn

after that event. Anyone who believes that

man incarnates again and again only to learn

exactly the same wisdom, has no serious appre-

ciation and feeling for reincarnation in his soul

;

for to believe in reincarnation seriously means to

realise its goal and its purpose and to know that

there is good reason for our returning to earth

repeatedly. We come back in order to have new
experiences. It is a platitude to say that exactly

the same vdsdom is to be met with again and again

in different conceptions of the world. The
concrete fact is that wisdom develops, that it

takes on higher and higher forms, until there

comes into being on the Earth something that
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is ripe to pass over into another condition, in

the same way as Saturn, Old Sun and Old Moon
passed over to the Earth condition. There is

real progress and not mere repetition—that is

the whole point. And here lies the difference

between Eastern and Western modes of thought.

Western thought, in face of the whole task and

mission of the West, can never separate itself

from an actual, a concrete historical conception

of the evolution of the Earth ; and an historical

conception implies the idea of progress, not of

mere repetition. It was in the West that the

real concept of historical development arose.

If anyone falls into a purely oriental way of

thought (and its truth is not in any way ques-

tioned, only the historical sense must be added
to it) because he has not grasped the idea of

historical progress, he may easily lose sight of the

meaning of history altogether. He may find

himself faced with the question :
* What is the

purpose of this eternal repetition or recurrence

of the same thing ?
' That was a problem

raised by Schopenhauer who had no under-

standing of history in its real sense, and whose
exoteric teaching was influenced in high degrees

by what he had absorbed from Oriental life.

Statement of a higher truth in no way impugns
a lower, lesser truth ; spiritual science fully

assents to statements of a non-historical nature

in Oriental spiritual life. But the point at issue

here is that of raising a mode of thinking to a
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higher level ; or, as we may say, of illuminating

Oriental thought by the light of the West.*
What I have said here in general terms I should

like to illustrate by an example. From what has

been said, it will be realised that the discoveries

of modern supersensible investigation are to be

found under another form in ancient times, if we
look for them there. It is only possible to throw
light on antiquity by starting from the present.

Let us in this connection take a definite spiritual

individuality. If we go back to a time when
men brought down into the Vedas what was in a

certain respect an echo of the sublime wisdom
of the Holy Rishis, we find, among many appel-

lations of divine beings, the name of Indra.

If, from the point of view of modern supersensible

investigation I were to give an answer to the

question :
' What kind of being is the Indra

mentioned in the Vedas ?
' it would be best for me

to explain how it is possible for a modern man to

acquire a conception of that being by means of

spiritual sight. We have already seen that by
rising from the physical to the soul world, spiritual

beings can be perceived behind everything sur-

rounding us in the world, behind fire, air, water

and earth, which are their external expressions

* This seemingly rather sweeping statement is justified by

the fact that it deliberately opposes the oft-repeated declara-

tion of mystical world-conceptions that fundamentally the

different religions, etc., are only the transformation of a single

primordial wisdom and nothing more than that.
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or manifestations. In the spiritual realm behind

the element of air, for instance, a host of spiritual

beings appear, beings which do not descend so

far as the physical world, but express themselves

therein through the air. In the soul-world we
meet them as entities, as individualities, and the

mightiest of them is still to be found to-day in

him who in ancient India was named * Indra.'

Indra is associated with the whole regulation

of man's breathing process, and to his activity

we owe the fact that we breathe as we do to-day.

Humanity may look up to this being for ever

and realise that it is the mighty Indra who has

endowed them with the instrument of breath.

The activities of such a being are not however
limited to one sphere, and humanity owes much
else to Indra ; they owe to Indra the force

which must pour through their muscles if their

enemies are to be conquered in war. Hence
men were able to pray to mighty Indra for power
to be victorious in battle, since this also was one
of his functions. To this same being (which
needs no name if only its presence is reaHsed)

is to be ascribed the flashing of the lightning

effects of storms. For these things, too, prayers

may be raised, if, in the praying, the gods are

thought of.

Indra exists for us to-day as he existed in ancient

Vedic times, but we must now pass on to another
consideration. Suppose we take this being named
Indra as actually seen by the Old Indian initiates
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when their spiritual sight was opened in the soul

world, and ask ourselves whether the initiate of

modern days sees him in the same form, the answer

is that he does, in fact, see everything perceptible

to the ancient initiate, but something else as

well. To take a rather trivial example, suppose

we consider a man in the fortieth year of his

Hfe and call him Mtiller ; he is the same person

who thirty years previously was a boy of ten,

but he has changed, even if his name is the same
;

it would be incorrect to describe this man Mtiller

as a man of forty if we took his appearance at

the age of ten ; he has passed through a certain

development, which must be taken into account

when speaking of him in his present condition.

Is it to be imagined, then, that while men on the

earth continually develop during their single

lives and also from life to life, spiritual beings

remain at the same stage at which they manifested

themselves to the spiritual consciousness of an

ancient Indian initiate ? Is it right to conceive

of the gods as remaining unchanged through

thousands of years ? It certainly is not ; Indra

has passed through an evolution since the days

when seers of ancient India looked up to him
with reverence. Now what has happened to this

mighty figure of Indra, and how does his evolution

manifest itself if we look back upon it with spiritual

consciousness ? At a certain moment in evolu-

tion something very remarkable with regard to

Indra comes to pass. In order to have a clear
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conception we must repeat certain things. We
will direct our spiritual consciousness in the soul

world to the ancient Indian god, Indra and follow

him through thousands of years. We come to

a point of time when there is an appearance of

rays of light falhng from an entirely different

spiritual being upon Indra, who is himself

illumined by them and ascends to a higher stage

of development. It is rather like learning some-

thing important from another individual at a

certain age which changed one's whole life.

This happened in the case of great Indra, and
since that time there has streamed from him the

same influence as was to be found in ancient

India, only enriched by the spiritual light of

another being which was shed upon him. It

is possible to indicate the precise moment in the
history of the evolution of humanity when this

took place. The God, Indra, is to be found in the

soul world at a time when the Christ was not yet

perceptible to Earth evolution, although the
Christ light shone upon him. A man who is

able to perceive Indra may well say that this

Being now reveals something different from his

earliest revelations ; for at first the Christ light

did not ray back from him. Since the point
of time in question, Indra has not shed his own
light into the spiritual evolution of the earth,

but has reflected the light of Christ, just as the
moon reflects the light of the sun. The
light thus rayed back by Indra, not directly
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perceptible on earth and in which therefore we
cannot actually recognise Christ, was proclaimed
hy Moses to his people ; Moses gave the name of

Jahve or Jehovah to this Christ light rayed back

by Indra as the sunlight is reflected by the moon.
In lectures upon the Gospel of St. John, I have
spoken about another aspect of this matter.

The Christ is heralded, and Jahve or Jehovah
is the name of the Christ light rayed back by an
ancient deity. It is a prophetic heralding of

Christ. Indra himself passed to a higher stage

of evolution through this contact with the Christ

light. He did not of course become Jehovah.

It is not correct to say that Jehovah is Indra.

But we can understand that as Indra manifests

himself in lightning and thunder, even so does

Jehovah manifest himself therein, because a

being can only reflect in accordance with its own
nature. Jehovah therefore was manifested in

lightning and thunder.

This is an instance of spiritual being accom-
plished in its own realm in the same way as human
evolution in our world, and of the fact that the

same picture of the spiritual beings is not forth-

coming after the lapse of thousands of years.

History is being made in the spiritual world, and
earth history is only the outer expression of this

spiritual history. Every earthly occurrence has

its course in events of the spiritual world, and
it is necessary to understand these spiritual

events in detail.
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By this example I have tried to show what it

means to throw light upon antiquity from a

modern point of view. History is a concept

which must be taken quite seriously, and the

instance given should elucidate spiritual life. If

we bear in mind the fact that there are wisdom-

beings to be found to-day by occult research

which we encounter again when we go back in

time, only under different names and different

manifestations—and at the same time remember
that historical evolution and progress are realities

in spiritual life—which underlie all that is

physical, we have grasped two principles of

fundamental importance to all progressive spiritual

science that is to influence the future of humanity.
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CHAPTER V

TN the preceding lecture it has been shown to
-* what extent the external world is an illusion,

concealing the spiritual world behind it. The
consciousness of the seer penetrating through
this illusion represents one path to the spiritual

world. It has, however, also been shown that

everything in the inner life of the soul, thinking,

feeling, sensations, as also the more complicated

phenomena of conscience, and so on, form a kind

of veil concealing a spiritual world. And the

consciousness of the seer penetrating these veils

represents the other path into the spiritual world.

The existence of these two different paths has

been known at all times to men who sought for

initiation ; hence we find that a distinction was

made hy ancient peoples between upper and

lower gods ; in the Mysteries of all epochs it

was taught that at a certain stage of initiation

man enters the world of the upper and of the

lower gods, but a great distinction was made
between them. Man has no influence upon the

way in which the outer world confronts him in

the many coloured tapestry of colour impressions,

warmth impressions, etc., or in the phenomena
of the elements of fire, air, water and earth. The
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sun rises in the morning ; it sheds its rays of light

over the earth, and according to the different

conditions set up the external world of the senses

appears ; when man penetrates through these

outer phenomena, he reaches the spiritual world.

Man is not in a position to destroy this world of

the senses through his own resources, because he
cannot materially affect the outer phenomena
surrounding him ; the sense world is placed

before him by the spiritual beings of whom it

is an expression and manifestation ; through his

own power he cannot impair it. At initiation

he is able to penetrate the veil of the sense world,

but he must leave it just as the spiritual beings

have shaped and fashioned it.

The relation of a man to his own inner life is

different. His perceptions, feelings, will, his

thinking and the development of his conscience

depend upon the extent to which he has worked
upon the evolution of his soul life. Man cannot
evoke a pure or an impure red or green colour

from the dawn or from a plant ; but the corrup-

tion of his soul life may well give rise to grotesque

feelings and bad moral judgments ; he can submit
in a greater or lesser degree to the dictation of his

conscience ; in his fancies he can devote himself

to beauty or to ugliness, to true or to false

thought-images. Through his own conduct a

man modifies or changes the veil spread over the

spiritual world by the inner life of the soul. And
because what we see behind the veil of our own
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soul-life depends upon whether this veil itself is

pure or corrupt, it is easy to understand that in

cases where the inner life is corrupt or but slightly

developed when the ascent into the spiritual

worlds, or descent to the realm of lower spiritual

beings takes place, grotesque images in the form
of false, nonsensical, abnormal concepts and forces,

may be called into being. For this reason it

came about that in every age a distinction was
made between the ascent to the upper gods and
the descent to the lower gods, and that this

descent was regarded as more essentially dangerous

than the ascent to the upper gods, and on this

latter path, through the veils of the inner life

to the spiritual worlds, very high demands were
made of the pupil of the Mysteries and of Occult

Science.

Mention had to be made of this, because these

two paths to the spiritual world have played a

great role in human evolution and because the

East and the West and the relation between the
' Children of Lucifer ' and the * Brothers of

Christ ' can only be rightly understood if their

existence is taken into account. In the outer

world, which to the ordinary human eye is apt

to appear a motley web of many and varied facts

and phenomena, there is nothing which is not

guided by wisdom, nothing in which spiritual

beings, spiritual forces and facts do not come into

play ; and we understand the matter aright

only when we have realised that the spiritual
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events have been brought together under the

direction of those pov^ers which have been

described from many different aspects. To under-

stand why a certain form of vnsdom has flourished

in the East and why the future of the Christian

impulse depends upon the development of powers

residing in the West, we must consider the origin

and historical trend of the two worlds (East and

West).

We know that the spiritual life of the present

had its origin in old Atlantis, that an ancient

spiritual life developed upon a land in the West
lying between modern Europe and America, and
that such Asiatic, African and American civilisa-

tions as exist are the last remnants of those of

ancient Atlantis. Atlantis is the Father and
Mother-land of all the cultured life of to-day.

Before the mighty catastrophe which changed

the face of the globe into its present configuration,

there were to be found in old Atlantis species of

men very different from those of the present

time, men guided by high initiates and leaders.

A civilisation developed there essentially under
the influence of an ancient clairvoyance, and men
possessed a natural and instincfive faculty for

penetrating through the outer veils of the sense

world to the higher spiritual world, as well as

through their own soul life to the lower gods.

Just as it is natural to men of the present day
to see with their eyes, hear with their ears, and
so on, it was natural for men of that time not
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only to see colours and hear in the outer world,

but to be aware of spiritual beings as realities

behind these colours and tones. In the same
way it was natural for men at that time not only

to hear the voice of conscience but to perceive

those spiritual beings called Erinyes by the

Greeks. The old Atlanteans were intimately

acquainted with a spiritual world. The purpose

of human evolution implies that men are gradually

to rise up out of this old instinctive but spiritually

perceptive consciousness and push forward to the

consciousness proper to our modern time. It

was necessary for men to go through this stage

of life on the physical plane. It was not possible

to guide the whole evolution of mankind from

the spiritual world in such a simple way that

one stream of humanity should pass from old

Atlantis over the regions of Europe and Africa

into Asia, and that everything should develop,

as it were, along straight lines. Evolution is

never a simple, straight line of development

from a single germ ; another factor has to come
in, and a very simple analogy wiU show that this

is the case. Consider a plant. The seed is put

into the earth and out of it develop the elementary

organs of the plant, the leaves, and later, the

calyx, stamen, pistils and so on. Now if develop-

ment is to continue in plant life as we know it,

it is essential that something else should happen.

The formation of the fruit from the blossom

depends upon fecundation ; the fertilising sub-
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stances of one plant must pass over to another,

for the fruit could not develop simply out of the

blossom. A stream of influences from outside

has to be introduced in order that development

may progress. What may be perceived in the plant

is a picture of universal life and is also an indi-

cation of the laws of spiritual life. It is quite false

to beUeve that in spiritual life a stream of culture

arises here or there and continually produces

new offshoots from itself. This may happen

for a time, but it would no more suffice to bring

about what is to come to pass, than would the

blossom, without fertilisation, be able to produce

the fruit. At a certain definite point of cultural

evolution, a side influence must come in, a

spiritual fertilisation of human development.

Just as in plant life the male and female elements

develop independently, so in human evolution

from the time of Atlantis there had to be formed
not one stream but two, passing from old Atlantis

towards the East. It was necessary that these

streams of civilisation should develop separately

for a while, and then meet again to fertilise

each other at a definite period. We can follow

these two streams of human evolution if we
examine the records of spiritual seership. One
stream of evolution is formed by the trans-

migration of certain peoples from old Atlantis

to more northerly regions, touching territories

which now include England, the north of France,

and thence extend to the present Scandinavia,
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Russia and into Asia as far as India. In this

movement were to be found peoples of various

kinds, forming the vehicle of a definite spiritual

life. A second stream went a different way,

in a more southerly direction, through southern

Spain and Africa to Egypt and thence to

Arabia. Each of these two streams of civi-

lisation goes its own way until they meet
to fructify each other at a later point of

time.

Now wherein consists the difference between
these two streams of culture. Men belonging

to the northern stream were more adapted for

the use of the outer senses of external perception
;

their tendency was to look outwards to the veil

of the surrounding world. There were initiates

among these northern men who showed them the

way to the spiritual worlds where the upper gods

were to be found—gods who are reached by
penetrating through the veils of the outer sense

world. To this category belong the beings

reverenced as the Northern Germanic gods.

Odin, Thor, etc., are the names of divine beings

to be found behind the outer veil of the sense

world. Men belonging to the southern stream

were differently constituted. These peoples had

a greater tendency to delve into their soul life,

into their inner nature. Let us say—and do

not take the word amiss—the northern peoples

had a greater gift for observing the world, the

southern peoples for brooding over their own
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soul life, seeking the spiritual world through this

inner veil. Hence it is not a matter for wonder

that the gods of the descendants of the southern

stream belonged to the Nether World and were

rulers of the soul life. Consider the Egyptian

Osiris. Osiris is the divinity found by man on

passing through the gate of death ; Osiris is

the god who cannot live in the external sense

world. He lived there in ancient times only,

and as the new era approached he was overcome

by the powers of the sense world, by the evil

Set ; and since then he has lived in the world

entered after death, accessible only by plunging

into the immortal, permanent human prin-

ciple which passes from incarnation to in-

carnation. This was why Osiris was felt to be

most intimately bound up with the inner life of

man.
Here we have the fundamental difference

between the northern and the southern peoples.

There was, however, one race who in the first

period of the post Atlantean epoch combined
both qualities. This race was specially selected

to follow both paths leading to the spiritual

world and along each of them to discover that

which was serviceable and right for that epoch,

being possessed of the capacity both for attaining

the spiritual world behind the external sense

world and also for finding the spiritual world
behind the veil of their own soul life by sinking

into the mystical depths of their inner nature.
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This faculty, in the first epochs at all events of

the old Atlantean era, was possessed hy all men

—

and connected with it was a very definite ex-

perience. If a man who is only able to reach

the spiritual world through the external sense

world and to find the upper gods hears that

somewhere else on the earth there are other

gods, he does not understand them aright.

But where the two faculties of penetrating

through the external sense world and through

the veil of the soul life are united, a man makes

the very significant discovery that what is to be

found behind the veil of the soul life is exactly

the same, in essence, as that behind the veil

of the outer sense world. An uniform spiritual

world is revealed from without and from within.

If a man should get to know the spiritual world by
both paths, he realises their unity. The people

of ancient India were in a position to realise the

unity of spiritual Hfe. When the supersensible

sight of the ancient Indian was directed out-

wards he perceived spiritual beings holding

together and co-ordinating external phenomena.

When he sank into his inner nature he found his

Brahman ; and he knew what he found behind

the veil of his soul life to be identical with that

which, passing through the Cosmos on mighty

pinions, created and fashioned the external

world. Such mighty conceptions—fruits of

ancient Atlantean culture, preserved over the

post Atlantean times—still influence us. But
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evolution, remember, does not progress by the

mere transformation of preservation of the old,

but by the bringing to birth of other streams

of evolution so that mutual enrichment may take

place. If we follow up the northern stream of

evolution into Asia, we find that the Indian

people travelled the farthest, and after amalga-

mation with other elements, buUt up ancient

Indian culture. But more to the north, in the

region of Persia, we find an ancient civilisation

known in later history as the Zarathustrian

culture. When we investigate this Zarathus-

trian culture vnth supersensible sight, we find that

the characteristic of its people was to look more

to the outer world, and to advance towards the

spiritual world by this path. In view of this

characteristic it is evident why Zarathustra, the

leader of this ancient Persian culture, attached

less importance to inner, mystical absorption,

and why he was in a way opposed to it ; Zara-

thustra pointed more particularly to the external

sense world and to the visible sun, in order to

call men's attention to the existence behind this

visible sun of a spiritual Solar Being, Ahura
Mazdao. This is an exact instance of the path

followed by initiates of the northern peoples.

The highest form of this more external realisation

of the spiritual world was developed in ancient

Persian culture under the leadership of the

original Zarathustra. This form of outer per-

ception was less and less perfect the further the
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peoples had lagged behind the ancient Persians*

who pressed on to Western Asia. Other peoples

remained behind in Asia and Europe, but the
tendency of them all was to look more towards
the external world, and all their initiates chose
the path of pointing out to their followers the
spiritual world behind the veil of the outer sense

world. In Europe, if we make use of spiritual

sight, we find in that wonderful Celtic culture

which really underlies all other European culture

the remnant of what arose as a result of the co-

operation of the mind of the peoples with the

wisdom of the initiates. To-day Celtic wisdom
has very largely been lost, and can be deciphered

only to a certain extent by those who have
spiritual vision. Wherever ancient Celticism still

shines out as the fundamental basis of other

European civilisations, there you have an echo
of still older European civilisations which,

although their paths were in reality the same,

remained with the mighty Zarathustrian culture

in so far as the characteristics of their peoples

were concerned. According to the external

distribution of the people their path to the spirit

differed.

It must be understood that the interplay of

* These are not the Persians of whom history tells but
ancient, pre-historic peoples, inhabiting the region which, in

later times, was known as Persia. The * Ancient Indians

'

mentioned in these lectures are even earlier.
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man with the external world, whether it be the

external spiritual world or the external sense

world, has no effect upon him. Experiences

which arise are not a kind of cosmic reflection,

but exist in order to bring about the progress of

humanity in a perfectly definite way. Now what,

in reality, is man of a particular epoch ? Man
is the result or product of the activities of cosmic

powers surrounding him, and is fashioned

according to the way in which these cosmic

powers permeate him. A man who inhales

healthy air develops his organs correspondingly,

and the same thing happens to the spiritual

organism of a man who absorbs one or another

kind of spiritual life and culture. Since the

bodily organism is a product of the spiritual it is

affected accordingly ; human evolution is a con-

tinuous process and so it is clear that in all the

peoples of this northern stream the development
of the external bodily qualities is noticeable, for

the forces and powers of the outer world—every-

thing that can fashion from without—were the
special ones which streamed into them. Through
these outer forces was developed what can be
seen and perceived outwardly. Hence in these

peoples, we find not only a development of war-
like qualities, but also an instrument of ever

increasing suitability for penetrating the external

world ; the brain itself grows to greater per-

fection under the influence of these external

forces. The fundamental factors, therefore, for
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understanding the external world are present

in men belonging to this northern stream, and
only from them could be derived that spiritual

culture which led finally to the mastery of the

powers and forces of external nature. It may be
said that the principal task of these people con-

sisted in perfecting man's outer instrument,

that part of him which is perceptible from
without, not only in a physical, but also in an
intellectual, moral and aesthetic sense. More
and more of the spirit was poured into the outer

corporeality. Physical corporeality was developed

to greater and greater perfection, and so the

individual souls passing from one incarnation to

another were generally able to find better vehicles

in succeeding births, not only in a physical, but

also in a moral sense.

Now let us enquire what special character-

istic developed among the peoples who took the

more southern way. It was of course the refine-

ment of the life of the soul, the inner life. The
conception of conscience is not to be found in

olden times among those peoples whose task was

the spiritualisation of the outer corporeal qualities.

Conscience as a conception arises from among
the southern peoples ; among them the inner

life of the soul was enriched with ideas and
conceptions to such • an extent that it finally

developed into that wealth of secret hermetic

science possessed by the ancient Egyptians which

amazes us even to-day. The wisdom of the
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Egyptians, held in such high honour by those

who have knowledge of such matters, could only

arise as the result of the development of the

inner soul life. All the art and the wisdom

which man had to develop from within appeared

in the stream of evolution, wherein less importance

was attached to the spiritualisation of the external

corporeality than to the refinement and elab-

oration of the inner forces of the soul.

Let us now consider Greek sculpture. When a

Greek sculptor wished to represent a physical body
purified and spiritualised, he produced a type of

the northern peoples. All the external forms

of Zeus, of Aphrodite, of Pallas Athene, are

racial types of the north. Where it was a matter

of indicating the inner development of the life

of the soul, it was necessary to show that forces

develop invisibly within the soul, and then such

a figure as Hermes or Mercury was produced.

The form of Hermes is that of the African

peoples, and it differs from the figures of the

other gods ; the ears are different, so is the hair,

and the eyes are narrow and unlike the eyes of

the northern types. It was known that this

type of humanity represented the vehicle of the

scientific element, of wisdom, of everything

which works upon the soul, and with this was
connected the conception of Hermes as messenger

to the lower gods.

KlAgain we might characterise the difference

between the two evolutionary streams by saying
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that the northern peoples worked at the pro-

duction of a human being whose outer bodily

form is an image of the spirit ; whereas the

southern peoples were busy developing the in-

visible forces of soul, perceptible only when the

gaze is directed inwards (to the inner life). The
northern races created the outer aspect of the

image of divinity in man ; the southern peoples

created the invisible soul-image of the godhead
in the inner life.

Thus the gods of the southern peoples are

invisible divinities which man contacts in his

inner nature, who arouse a certain fear and
dread, but who from another aspect inspire

trust and confidence. It has been pointed out

that a man sees these gods of the inner world

according to his own nature ; if he is morally

developed he confronts these gods with moral

qualities of soul and their true image is revealed

;

their essence flows into him and he experiences

inner illumination and enlightment. If a man
is immoral and his conceptions are bad, or ugly,

or untrue he perceives a distorted image of this

world of the gods ; fearful demoniacal shapes

and figures appear, even as the most beautiful

face is twisted and caricatured if observed in a

spherical mirror. This is why a man confronting

these inner gods might feel them to be friendly,

intimate spiritual companions, pouring forces

into the very depths of soul life, belonging to him
in the most intimate sense, strengthening and
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illuminating him ; but if he saw them in images

distorted by his own qualities, horror and terror

might arise ; he could be tormented, persecuted

and led to the wildest excesses of life just because

of their manifestation in the grotesque image

of his lower passions. From this we may judge

why care was taken that no unprepared human
being should meet these particular gods ; but

where access was made possible to the spiritual

world a preliminary development of the moral

nature was imperatively demanded, and a very

thorough preparation was ensured ; the initiates

were never tired of giving warning about the

dangers awaiting weak souls at the meeting with

these gods.

In accordance with the nature of the powers
holding sway in the spiritual world accessible to

the southern peoples it is called the world of

Lucifer, the Light-bearer. It is a world, spiritual

and divine in its nature, illumined in the inner

being of man by a Hght invisible to outward sight

and which has to be acquired by the process of

individual perfecting. This was the path which
people of the southern evolutionary stream took

to the world of Lucifer.

As we have seen, the ideal before the more
northern stream was the production of a human
individuality, so perfect, so full of spirit, so

noble in regard to everything in life between
birth and death, that the outer body should be a

worthy vessel for spirituality of the very highest
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order. And in Zarathustra,* the being who had
most truly shown the way to the spiritual world

behind the veil of sense phenomena, there arose

the thought that an outer body must be created

by so moral, intellectual and spiritual a force as

should bring it to the highest point of spirituality

of which an external body is capable. And since

this thought first arose in Zarathustra, he set

himself the task of reaching an increasingly lofty

standard of perfection, living through every

succeeding incarnation in bodies of higher moral,

aesthetic and intellectual qualities. Zarathustra,

then, brought these physical qualities to such a

point of excellence that his body became not a

mere image of the divine world of spirit, but a

vessel for the reception of the Godhead other-

wise to be seen only behind the veil of the sense

world. That to which the old Zarathustra had
pointed as the world of Sun Beings behind the

physical sun, as the hidden spirit of the Good,

—

Ahura Mazdao,—needed, as it approached nearer

and nearer to the earth, to find a dwelling place

within a body of great spiritual perfection.

And so in one of his incarnations, Zarathustra

appeared in the body of Jesus of Nazareth, a

* The Zarathustra to whom reference is here madej is not,

of course, the historical figure, but an ancient pre-historic

ancestor. In olden times it was the custom for the successors

of a great Individuality to retain his name through long

periods of time.
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body so spiritualised, so noble that into its ex-

ternal corporeality could be poured that spiritual

essence formerly to be found only behind the

veil of the sense world.* The human body
which had been developed in the northern

evolutionary stream by the turning of the ex-

ternal gaze to the spiritual world was prepared

for the reception of the spiritual essence con-

cealed behind the sense world. For in this manner,
preparation was made for the mighty event of the

reception of the spirit behind the sense world,

invisible to all save spiritual sight, upon earth, and
its maturing there for three years in the body
of Jesus of Nazareth. Hence it devolved upon
the northern peoples not only to develop an
understanding of what lay behind the sense

world, but to prepare for the possibiUty of that

spirit flooding our earthly world, of the being
heretofore hidden behind the sun, treading the
earth for three years, as man among men. Thus
Lucifer had entered into humanity in the southern
peoples, and Christ into the northern peoples,

each in conformity with the characteristics of

the two streams of evolution. We ourselves

live at a time when the two streams must unite
as the male and female fertilising substances of

plants coalesce ; we live at a time when the

* This will show how erroneous is the statement that

Dr. Steiner has ever identified Christ with Zarathustra.

This he has never done, any more than he has declared

Christ to be the same being as Buddha.
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Christ who was drawn from outside as an objective

Being into the purified body of Jesus of Nazareth
must be understood through deep contemplation

on the part of the soul, and its union with the

world of spirit to be discovered in the inner being,

the world arising from Lucifer's kingdom. In

this way will come to pass the mutual fertilisation

of these two evolutionary streams of men. It

has already begun ; it began at the moment
indicated in the story which tells us that the

sacrificial blood of the Christ flowing from the

Cross was received into the vessel of the Holy
Grail and brought to the West from the East,

where preparation for the understanding of the

incarnation of Christ had been made in a very

definite way by cultivating that which represents

the light of Lucifer. In this way the union of

these two streams in humanity will become more
and more complete. Whatever mankind of the

present time may say or do, the healing of the

future humanity will be accomplished by the

fact that within the union of the two streams,

the mighty Christ Being, guiding as He does the

evolution of the universe and of man, is under-

stood through the light received by the soul from
within, out of the kingdom of Lucifer.* Christ

* The above statement has led some of Dr. Steiner's critics

to infer that he sees the human soul as an union of the Christ

with Lucifer, A careful study of Dr. Steiner's lectures will

show there is no reason for the inference.
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will give the substance, Lucifer the form, and
from their union will arise impulses which shall

permeate the spiritual evolution of maniind,
and bring about what the future has in store for

the healing and the blessing of the peoples.
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CHAPTER VI

TXT'E have spoken of two spiritual streams,
^^ flowing through different peoples, and

passing from old Atlantis towards the East ; we
saw the difference in their development and how
they were enabled to prepare future events ; and
we observed how the southern stream more
particularly tended to deepen the power of

penetration to the spiritual world which lies

behind the soul world of man, while the other

more northerly spiritual stream directed man's
attention to his earthly environment in order

to make him aware of the spiritual world behind
the world of the senses. Mention has been made
of the development in the southern stream of

qualities which led to spiritual beings connected

with the Luciferic principle, and of the gradual

approach to earth, on the other side, of the kingly

spiritual being behind the sun in order finally to

incarnate in a physical body, which, through

many incarnations of a certain individuality, had
been so purified that the Godhead found in it

not merely an image of itself, but was able actually

to incarnate within it. The incarnation of the

Christ, the sun spirit, in the body of Jesus of

Nazareth was the great event which took place
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in the northern stream of peoples. Now these

two streams of peoples may be said to have moved
towards each other in order to be mutually

enriched, and during their progress there arose,

in the first epoch after the great Atlantean

catastrophe, the ancient Indian race in the

south of Asia, a race in which the human soul was

in a certain sense able to look out towards the

external world of the senses as well as into itself

to find the spirit, because it instinctively recog-

nised the unity between the spirit in the external

world and the spirit within man. Let us picture

to ourselves the feelings of the ancient Indian

when he looked out at the sense world, at the

earth with its mountains and forests, its tapestry

of plant life, its animal and human kingdoms.

Possessed in high degree of spiritual sight, this

ancient Indian soul perceived, underlying every-

thing, a spiritual world consisting of beings of

etheric substance who did not descend to the

density of a physical body. In the mountains,

trees and stars the soul of the ancient Indian

saw not only the dense elements but also the

finer, etheric nature, in the shape of the external

world of the gods. It should not of course be

imagined that these spirits were composed merely

of ether, but just as the etheric, the astral and the
^ I ' principles are within the physical body of a

man, so these spirits had an etheric body for their

lowest principle and their other, higher princi-

ples in higher worlds. The Indian, looking into
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this world, felt that he stood upon the Earth

;

that as man he had through long periods of time

developed from the first germ of human existence

on ancient Saturn down to the Earth evolution

;

that it was necessary for him to descend to dense

physical matter in order to acquire self-conscious-

ness within it. He said :
' I, speaking to myself,

am an Ego being ; formerly I was a companion
of all those spiritual beings visible around me
to spiritual sight from the etheric world upwards.

I have descended from these worlds to denser

matter, yet in them all human perfections are

to be found, not only those now possessed by
man, but those which he will have to attain

through his own efforts. But there is one thing

which no being who does not descend to the

physical plane can attain. There are in the

universe other lofty perfections as well as the

recollection peculiar to human consciousness.

There are other kinds of consciousness, but in

order to develop that of a man on earth, it is

necessary for a being to descend to this earth and
for a number of incarnations to be embodied in

dense matter.' The soul of the ancient Indian

further realised that whatever infinitely higher

perfections than man on the Earth these spiritual

beings possessed, there was one thing they had

not in their world, namely, the human ego

consciousness ; that to say ^ I ' as a man does,

was not natural in those higher worlds. The
Indian felt himself to originate from these realms
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and everything existing in the spiritual worlds

to be summed up for him in his human * I

'

consciousness. He knew that to speak of a human
ego consciousness in the spiritual world had

neither meaning nor content. Hence only a

word which excludes this ' I ' can be applied

to everything that in a spiritual sense is spread

out in the surrounding world, a word which is

not in contact with the ' I ' . . . And the

Indian consciousness named that which spread

itself out externally, the * Tat,' the * That ' in

contradistinction to the ' L' In order to ex-

press the fact that man is of the same nature

and essence as the ' That,' the ' Tat,' or the * It

'

—that the ^ I ' or ego had only developed because

of the descent to the Earth—the Indian said

:

' I am Tat, Thou art That.' Thus man's relation-

ship to the surrounding spiritual world (to this

clairvoyant penetration of the ultimate nature

of our world) was combined in the words

:

' It exists ; but thou thyself art that.'

But the ancient Indian realised at the same
time that the reality without designated as ^ Tat

'

is also to be found by a man looking into his own
inner being, that this reality manifests at one

time from without, at another time from vdthin.

Therefore men of those ancient times knew that

by sinking down into the soul they came to the

same primordial spiritual reality as the external
* Tat,' but that the right relationship between
them and what was living within them as their
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original ^ cause/ so to speak, veiled by the life

of the soul, was expressed by saying instead of
* Thou art That,' ' I am Brahman,' and ^ I am
the All.' And they took the two together to

mean the following :
* When I look out into the

world of "Tat" I find a spiritual world, and
if I dip down into my own soul life I find a

spiritual world, and the two are one.'

As we have seen, in ancient India, a perception

of the unity of the outer and of the inner was
the typical outlook of the soul ; and it is to be
expected that the other extreme will consist

in turning the gaze outwards, and in penetrating

through the tapestry of the sense world to the

spiritual world lying hidden behind it. And this

is what actually happened to a different people.

They saw the outer spiritual world, but could not
realise immediately that it was the same as the

inner spiritual world. Hence it is not surprising

that religious conceptions and philosophical

thoughts spring up, all fervently directed to the

gods and spirits behind the sense world ; that

mythical and other descriptions for these divine

spiritual beings behind the tapestry of the sense

world were given to the people ; and that in the

mysteries of that age men were led into the

spiritual world which is behind the sense world.

Nor will it be a matter for wonder that side by
side with such mysteries and such racial gods

something else is to be found ; that at the same
time there were mysteries leading man along
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the path through the inner soul life to its deepest

foundations. And in very fact we find a region

of post Atlantean civiHsation where those two
kinds of mysteries existed contemporaneously—

a

region where on the one side the so-called Apol-

lonian culture and mysteries were developed, and

on the other the culture and mysteries of

Dionysos. Such a division is to be found in

ancient Greece. There we have on the one

hand the path which was shown to the people

as well as to the Initiates, the path leading out

into the spiritual world, to what is behind the

senses, to the spiritual world behind the sun.

So far as the Greek knew this world, he gave

it the name of the realm of the Apollonian

beings. Apollo, the Sun god, was the repre-

sentative of the divine spiritual beings which
exist behind the f^pestry of the sense world.

But there was also a class of mysteries pointing

the way through the soul life into its spiritual

foundations, mysteries concerning which we
already know that man may enter them only

after careful preparation, and after having attained

a certain degree of maturity. For this reason

the second kind of mysteries was more carefully

guarded against immaturity than were the Apol-

lonian. The Apollonian gods were indicated

to the masses of the people, whereas the spiritual

beings to be found along the path through the

inner nature were reserved for those who,
through spiritual, intellectual and moral training
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of their inner life had reached a certain state

of maturity. This second kind of mystery cult

was known as the Dionysian mystery and its

central spiritual being was Dionysos. So it is

natural that in Dionysos, this central figure of the

inner circle of gods, men perceived a being

standing in near and intimate relationship to

the human soul ; a being not unlike man, but
one who did not descend so far as the physical

plane ; a being to be found by sinking from the

physical plane into the depths of the soul Hfe.

Here we have in point of fact the deeper causes

of the Apollonian and the Dionysian division

in the spiritual culture of the Greeks. In more
modern times a dim consciousness that some-

thing of the kind had existed in Greece made its

appearance in several places. The group gathering

round Richard Wagner realised the existence of

something of the kind although without definite

knowledge of its spiritual foundations. And
Friedrich Nietszche, a member of this group,

founded his first remarkable and inspired work :

* The Birth of Tragedy out of the Spirit of

Music ' on this very division of Greek spiritual

life into the Apollonian and Dionysian mystery

cults. These occurrences were a dim realisation

of what may be known to an ever increasing

degree through spiritual meditation. In the

minds of many men to-day there is a kind of

yearning for such a deepening of the spiritual

life. There is a widespread feeling that this
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deepening alone can give an answer to man's

yearning. Thus in ancient Greece these two
divine spiritual worlds are side hy side. In

ancient India they appeared as an unity, in a

state of reciprocal permeation.

Now let us turn again to evolution. We have

already seen that only the most advanced group
of the northern stream of nations, namely the

ancient Persian civilisation of Zoroaster, could

originate the ideal of creating a body in which
the spiritual being approaching humanity and
the earth from outside could incarnate. And
Zarathustra took upon himself the task of passing

through his incarnations in such a way as to

take later re-birth in a body spiritualised to

such a degree that it was able to receive into

itself the sublime sun-spirit in its most perfect

form, in its Christ form. Zarathustra was re-

born as Jesus, having made himself ripe through
his various incarnations to be the vehicle of the
Sun spirit for the space of three years.*

We may now ask : What is the relation of

Apollo to the Christ ? When a Greek uttered
the name of Apollo, he referred to the spiritual

*Dr. Steiner has in many lectures gone more full/ into the
difference between the Jesus of Bethlehem and the Jesus of

Nazareth, and explained to some extent the deep mystery here

referred to. The translation of a small work by Dr. Arenson
on this subject, and called the " History of the Child-hood of

Jesus," is strongly recommended to those interested. It is

published simultaneously with this volume by the Anthropo-
sophical Publishing Company, price 2/-. jqj
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realm behind the sun. But men's conception

of a being or of a fact differs according to their

capacities. The man who has cultivated a rich

inner life within his soul is capable of seeing in a

truer form things which a less developed person

also sees, so when the Greek uttered the name
of Apollo he was indeed referring to the being

which later was revealed as the Christ, but he
could only conceive of it in a kind of veiled form,

as Apollo, Apollo is in a certain sense a garment
of the Christ, resembling in its form the being

within it. Veil after veil had to fall from that

figure conceived of by the soul as Apollo before

the Christ could become visible and intelligible

to the intuition of men. Apollo is an intimation

of the Christ, but not the Christ Himself.

Now what is the most essentially characteristic

quality of the Christ so far as our cycle of evolution

is concerned ? To consider all those divine

spiritual beings to which men of ancient times

looked up to as the upper gods behind the tapestry

of the sense world, as the rulers and lords of the

spheres and functions of the universe, is to realise

that their characteristic quality is that they do
not descend so far as the physical plane ; they

only become visible to the consciousness of the

seer, which transcends the physical plane and

is able to see on the etheric plane. There Zeus,

Apollo, Mars, Wotan, Odin, Thor, who are all

real beings, became visible. It was characteristic

of these spiritual beings not to descend so far
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as the physical plane, but at the most to manifest

temporarily in some kind of physical embodiment,

a fact which is cleverly indicated in the myths
when mention is made of momentary appearances

of Zeus or other gods in human or some other

form, when they descended to the world of men
in order to carry out some purpose. It is not

permissible to speak of a permanent physical

incarnation of these spiritual beings behind the

sense world. We may say that Apollo is a figure

incapable of descending into physical incarnation.

For this descent requires a higher power than

Apollo possessed, namely, the Christ power.

And in the Christ all the qualities of the other

beings out in the universe were united, all the

qualities which are revealed to the consciousness

of the seer ; but above and beyond all these He
possessed the ability to break through the barrier

separating the world of the gods from the world
of man, and was able to descend into a physical

body and become man in a human physical

body that had been prepared for Him upon the

earth. In the divine spiritual world this ability

was possessed by the Christ alone. Thus one
being, and one being only of the divine spiritual

world descended so far as the stage of taking

up its abode in a human body in the sense world,

and living as man among other men. This is

the great and mighty Christ event, and this is

how we have to conceive it. Whereas therefore

all gods and spirits can be found only by the
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consciousness of the seer and beyond the physical

world, the Christ is to be found within the

physical world, although He is a being of the

same nature and essence as the other divine

spiritual beings. The other gods can only be

found in the external universe : the Christ is

He who was born within the human soul, Who,
as it were, leaves the outer world of the gods

and enters into the inner nature of man. This has

been an event of great significance in the evolution

of the world and humanity. Before the Christ

event it had been necessary to descend to the

sub-terrestrial gods hidden behind the veil of

soul experiences if an inner god was sought

;

the Christ is a God Who may be found without as

well as within. This is the essence of what
happened in the fourth post-Atlantean epoch,

after the Indian, the Persian and the Egyptian

periods. The contemplative vision and abstract

perception in ancient India of the fact that the

divine spiritual world was an unity, and that Tat
and Brahman, streaming to the soul from two
sides, were an unity, became a living life through

the Christ event. Formerly men could say that

the divinity to be found on the outward path and

the divinity to be found on the inward path were

one ; after the Christ event it was possible to say

that if the soul participates in the Christ, a

descent to the inner life will reveal a being which

is Apollo and Dionysos united in one.

Another question arises here. We have seen
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that divine spiritual beings of the external world

are, for man, represented by the mightiest of

them, by the Christ, Who, as an outer being,

at the same time becomes an inner being. But
what of those other beings designated in the last

lecture as ' Luciferic ?
' Knowledge gained as

the result of spiritual development teaches us

that it would not be correct to say that the

beings under the leadership of Dionysos work
themselves through into the human soul life,

and that, as it were from the other side, a Dionysos

—a Luciferic being—incarnated as a man. Here
we arrive at something vitally and essentially

connected with the evolution of humanity and
of the universe. If we go back to very ancient

times, we find that the soul looking outwards
sees the external spiritual world, and looking

inwards, sees the inner divine spiritual world

;

the Apollonian world objectively, and the
Dionysian world subjectively, to use the Greek
expressions. Later on in evolution matters change
somewhat. In the most ancient times, when a

vast majority of men were possessed of spiritual

vision, facts were as I have just described them.
Objectively the upper gods were seen ; subject-

ively, the lower gods ; and there were these two
paths into the spiritual world. In later times
man's capacity for spiritual vision decreased

;

he gradually lost his original dim clairvoyance.

But let us take a period in which a few men still

possessed a natural spiritual vision. We need
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not go so very far back, for in the Egypto-Chaldean
epoch such natural sight still existed. At that

time men, on penetrating through the tapestry

of the sense world, saw the upper gods, and on
descending into the depths of their own souls,

the lower gods. Those who had passed through

a certain degree of initiation felt these impressions

more clearly and powerfully, I should mention
of course that at all times there have existed

initiates with full knowledge of the unity of

these two worlds ; but they are men who have

reached the apex of humanity. Centuries there-

fore before the appearance of Christ on earth,

there were men who still had the old spiritual

sight, and initiates who by following one path

were able to find the upper gods, or following

the other were led to the lower gods. But there

came an age where the region which we call the

world of the lower gods gradually withdrew from

human life and was difficult of attainment even

for those who had passed through the early

degrees of initiation ; but in this period it was

comparatively easy at an early stage of initiation

to attain to what we call the upper gods behind

the outer world of the senses. Take, for instance,

an initiate of the ancient Hebrew people. Such

an initiate could, even if he had not attained

a very high degree of initiation, look into a region

where Jehovah was not merely an idea, a concept,

but an etheric reality, a being which spoke to

them as a man in their spiritual consciousness.
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While therefore the existence of Jehovah was

proclaimed to the people, to the initiates he was a

reality. On the other hand it had become
more difficult for an initiate of the ancient

Hebraic world to find anything by dipping down
into his own soul life, and searching there for

the domain of the lower gods. In that region

he would have felt no solid ground, but every-

where would have encountered the thick crust

of his soul life through which he could not pene-

trate to the lower gods. The lower gods had
withdrawn into a certain unknown obscurity.

This was the time of the Christ's descent to the

earth, when the Luciferic spirits had to a certain

extent withdrawn into the darkness. And at that

time men in the outer world only knew that the

mysteries existed, and that those initiated into

them acquired the faculty of penetrating through
the forces of the soul life into the Dionysian
world. There was just a vague inkling of the

deep secrets which could be investigated by man
in the mysteries. But the subject was merely
alluded to and very few people had a clear idea

of it at the time when the Christ was expected.

Their ideas of the outer gods were much more
definite. There were many men who still had
living experience of these gods. But the evolu-

tion of humanity progresses. And with what
result ? There is a history of outer humanity,
and in the future there will also be a history of the
mysteries. Outer humanity will transform its
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spiritual culture and the Christ will enter into it

more and more. In the mysteries, too, the nature

of the Christ being, which to-day is hardly

appreciated at all, will come to be understood.

The god who could be perceived at the time of

Zarathustra when spiritual sight was directed

to the sun, and who descended to the earth,

will be understood with ever growing intimacy

by the human soul. The god who was the ruler

of the outer world wUl become more and more
an inner god. The Christ traverses the world

in such a way that from a cosmic god who des-

cended upon earth, He becomes an inner mystical

god. Whom man will gradually be able to ex-

perience in the depths of his soul life. Therefore

it was, that at the time of the descent of the

Christ there could be accomplished what His

disciples, the Apostles, described in the words :

' We have laid our hands in His wounds, and

have heard His words on the mountain.' The
essential point is that the Christ was on earth

in a physical body. At that time He could not

have been experienced physically within, or

understood in His Dionysian nature ; He had
first to be experienced as the outer, historical

Christ. But the progress of man's consciousness

of the Christ consists in His ever deeper descent

into the soul, and it will become possible for

man to live through his own soul experiences

subjectively, finding the mystical Christ within

his own soul, in addition to the knowledge he
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has of the outer Christ. It will be observed how
in the so-called mysticism which arose in the

early days of Christianity, through Dionysius the

Areopagite, a friend and pupil of St. Paul, the

Christ is first understood by external occult

faculties. And all the descriptions of this first

occult Christian school are of a kind that depict

the Christ essentially as having those qualities

which he unfolds in the external worlds, and

which may be experienced by instinctive spiritual

sight when it is turned outwards. Then let us

proceed a few centuries further in human evolution

and see what has come about ; let us enquire

into mediaeval mystical development, into the

deep inner experiences of Meister Eckhart, of

Johannes Tauler, etc., and to our more modern
mystics. Here are men who look down into their

own souls. Just as in ancient times men looked

within themselves in order to penetrate through

this inner life to Dionysos, so the more modern
mystics, piercing inwards, could say like Meister

Eckhart :
' The historical Christ is in very

truth a fact ; His development takes place in

outer history : but there is a possibility of des-

cending into one's own inward life, and of there

finding the inner mystical Christ.' Thus the

human soul developed the capacity of finding

the Christ not only in the outer world, but also

within, of finding the mystical Christ in His

Dionysian nature. First the historical Christ

came into being, and then through the work of
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the historical Christ, influences were brought
to bear on the human soul of such a nature that

a mystical Christ within human evolution has

become possible. Therefore we may, with regard

to modern times, speak of an inner mystical

experience of the Christ ; but we must also

understand that the Christ was a cosmic god
before His descent upon earth. If, in those

former times, man plunged into his inner soul

life, he found not Christ, but Dionysos. To-day
if development has come about in the right way,

we find an inner Christ Being there. The Christ,

at first a divinity external to the soul, has become
a divinity within the soul, who will take fuller

possession of it, the more the soul experiences

draw near to the Christ. Here we have an

example of a transformation of principles during

the development of the world. When modern
men speak of the mystical Christ within the soul,

they should not forget that everything in the world

has developed, and that mystical consciousness

has not been the same through all time, but has

also evolved to its present state. When the holy

Rishis of antiquity looked up into the spiritual

worlds they spoke of Vishvakarman, who was the

same cosmic being to whom Zoroaster referred

when he spoke of Ahura Mazdao. It was the

Christ Being. To-day this being may also be

found in the inner life as the mystical Christ.

This is the result of the Christ's own deed on

the earth. This is the true relation of the cosmic,
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astronomical Christ to the mystical Christ. The
outer god has gradually become an inner god.

But since every event in the external physical

world is an effect of a spiritual occurrence, this

penetration of the soul by the Christ has also its

effect upon the other life. This effect will

manifest first of all in the mysteries, and has

already partly done so since the foundation of

the Western mystery schools of the Rosicrucians.

When by means of the discipline of the old

mystery schools a man had sunk more deeply

into his soul and descended to the lower gods,

he found Dionysos, which is only another name
for the world of the Luciferic gods. But at the

time when the Christ in His glory was approaching

the earth, the Luciferic reality sank into darkness

even for spiritual consciousness, if the latter had
not attained the very highest stages. Only the

highest initiates were still able to descend to the

Luciferic gods. Other men had to be told

that if they descended while yet unpurified and
immature, these Luciferic beings would only

appear in distorted images, as wild demons who
would tempt them to all sorts of evil. This is

the original of all the terrible descriptions of

this subterranean realm, and of the fear of the

mere name of Lucifer at a certain time. And
as everything is transmitted hereditarily to men
who do not progress with evolution, there are

still some who have inherited the fear of the name
of Lucifer. But for spiritual consciousness the
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Luciferic world emerges again after the Christ

principle has for some time been working in the

soul. As soon as the Christ has worked in the

soul for a while, the soul, permeated by the

Christ substance, becomes mature enough to

penetrate again into the realm of the Luciferic

beings. The Rosicrucian initiates were the first

to be able to do this. They strove to understand

and see the Christ in such a form that as the

mystical Christ He permeated their souls, and
lived within them, and that this Christ sub-

stance in their inner being became a bulwark of

strength against all attacks. It became a new
light within them, an inner, astral light. Histori-

cal experience of the Christ in His true being

illuminates the soul to such an extent that men
again become able to penetrate into the realm of

Lucifer ; at first only the Rosicrucian initiates

were capable of this, and they will gradually

carry out into the world what they have been

able to experience with regard to the Luciferic

principle, and will pour out over the world that

mighty spiritual union which consists in the fact

that the Christ—Who has poured Himself as

Substance into the human soul—is understood

henceforth by means of the spiritual faculties

that mature in the spirit of individual men through

a new influx of the Luciferic principle. Let us

consider an initiate of the Rose Cross. He first

prepares Himself by the continual direction of

the feeling, conceptions and thoughts within his
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soul to the great central figure of the Christ, by

allowing the mighty figure of the Christ, as

depicted by the Gospel of St. John, to work upon

him, and in this way he purifies and ennobles

himself. For our souls change fundamentally

when we gaze in reverence upon the figure

depicted by the Gospel of St. John. If we
receive within us what streams forth from this

figure, as described by St. John, the mystical

Christ comes to life within us. And if we further

this process by the study of other Christian

documents, the soul is gradually permeated by
the spiritual substance of the Christ, is cleansed

and purified and reaches higher worlds. FeeHngs

more especially are purified in this way. We
either, like Meister Eckhart and Tauler, learn to

conceive of the Christ in an universal sense, or

else to experience Him with the tenderness

of Suso and others ; we feel united with that

which streamed to the earth from the wide
expanse of the heavenly worlds through the

Christ event. Thereby a man makes himself

ready to be led as a Rosicrucian initiate con-

sciously into those regions which in ancient

times were called the Dionysian worlds and may
now be called the Luciferic worlds.

What is the effect upon modern Rosicrucian

initiates of this introduction into the Luciferic

worlds ? If their feelings glow with enthusiasm

for the divine as soon as they are permeated with
the Christ substance, the other faculties through
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which we understand the world are illuminated

and strengthened by the Luciferic principle.

In this way the Rosicrucian initiate ascends to

the Luciferic principle. His spiritual faculties

are intensified and elaborated through initiation,

so that he not merely feels the Christ mystically

within His soul, but can also describe Him, can
speak of Him and picture Him in spiritual images

or thought pictures ; so the Christ is not merely
dimly felt and experienced but stands before him
in concrete outlines, as a figure of the outer

sense world. It is possible for man to experience

the Christ as soul substance when he directs his

gaze to that figure of the Christ which meets

him in the Gospels. But to describe and under-

stand Him in the way that other phenomena
and events in the world are understood, and
thereby to gain an insight into His greatness,

His significance and His causative connection

with world evolution, is only possible when the

Christian initiate advances to knowledge of the

Luciferic realms.

Thus in Rosicrucian science it is Lucifer who
gives us the faculty for describing and under-

standing the Christ.*

* It is easy to see how, conformably with the use of the

ordinary word * Lucifer,' ill will or ignorance may throw

calumny on what has been here said ; that however cannot

prevent these things being stated. Anyone who understands

by Lucifer what is here meant, must necessarily have other

conceptions.
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What the centuries have been able to do is to

propagate the Gospels ; so that the Word
streaming forth from them enabled hearts and

souls to be warmed by their message, to be per-

meated by the fire and enthusiasm which flow

out from them. To-day we stand at a stage

of human evolution when it can no longer suffice

to receive the Gospels as a tradition in the old

way ; to-day men need something else. Those
who decline to accept this new teaching, will

have to bear the Karma of opposition to the

introduction of the Luciferic principle into the

interpretation of the Gospels. There may be

many who say :
* We are content to accept the

Gospels as simple Christians ; we feel that they

satisfy us ; the Christ speaks through them, and
He does so even when we receive them as tra-

ditionally handed down for centuries in religion.'

Although these people may imagine themselves

to be good Christians, they are in reality enemies

of the Christ, who on account of their personal

egoism, and because they still feel themselves

satisfied by what is offered in the traditional

interpretation of the Gospels, would sweep away
that which in future will bring Christianity into

glory. Those who to-day believe themselves to

be the best Christians are often the most effective

exterminators of real Christianity. Those who
to-day understand the development of Christianity

think quite differently. They say that they do
not wish to be the egoists who think that the
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Gospels sufl&ce and assert that they will not have

anything to do with abstractions. What spiritual

science has to offer is far removed from being an

abstract teaching. Real Christians to-day know
that humanity needs something more than the

Christianity of the egoists ; they realise that the

world can no longer be satisfied with the old

Gospel tradition, and that the light from Lucifer's

kingdom must be thrown upon it. They
listen to the teachings proceeding from Rosi-

crucian schools of initiation, wherein the spiritual

faculties have been intensified by the Luciferic

principle, in order to penetrate more and more
profoundly into the Gospels, and these initiates

have found the Gospels to be of such infinite

depth that it is impossible to imagine that they

can ever be exhaustively dealt with. But to-day

the time has already arrived when the Rosi-

crucians must let their teachings flow out into

the world ; they are called upon to spread

abroad what they have gained from the Luciferic

world in the form of intensification of spiritual

forces and faculties, and to pour this into the

Gospels. The spiritual science of the West
consists in letting the Hght which streams

forth and may be gained from Lucifer's

kingdom be cast upon the Gospels. Spiritual

science should be an instrument for the

interpretation of the Gospels. So it is part of

our work to bring to man the joyful message

about the substance of the Christ Being, which
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permeates the world, and to allow the light

which may be gained in Lucifer's kingdom on
the path of Rosicrucian initiation to fall upon the

Gospels. Thus we see that the Christ, Who
formerly was a god living in the outer world,

became the mystical Christ, and that by His

ennoblement of the human soul. He has brought

it back again to the realm called in ancient times

the Dionysian world, which for awhile had to be

shut oS and which will be re-attained in the

future by man. The interpretation of the Christ

by spiritual faculties illuminated by Lucifer, is

the inner and essential kernel of the spiritual

stream which must flow through the western

channel. And what I have said represents the

mission of Rosicrucianism in the future.

What is it therefore that comes to pass in

human evolution ? Christ and Lucifer, the one
as a cosmic god and the other as a god within the

human soul, dwelt side by side in ancient times,

one to be found in the upper regions and the

other in the nether regions ; then the evolution

of the world progressed and for some time it was
known that Dionysos or Lucifer, was far away
from the earth ; on the other hand the cosmic

Christ was felt to be penetrating the earth to a

greater and greater degree ; Lucifer again became
visible, and was once more able to be known.
The paths taken by these two divine spiritual

beings may be pictured more or less in the

following way : they approached the earth from
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two different sides ; Lucifer became invisible at

the time when his path cut across that of the

Christ—his Hght was overpowered by the Christ

light. The Christ entered the human soul,

became the planetary spirit of the earth, growing

more and more to be the mystical Christ within

human souls, and can be felt and realised through

inner experiences. In this way the soul becomes
gradually more capable of again beholding the

other being, who took the reverse way, from
within to without. Lucifer, from a being within

man's inner nature, a purely earthly being such

as he was when he was sought in the mysteries

leading to the underworld, becomes a cosmic

god. He will appear in ever greater radiance

in the outer world which we behold when we look

through the tapestry of the sense world. Man's

vision will become reversed. In the past Lucifer

was seen behind the veil of the inner soul world,

and the Christ, as by Zarathustra, behind the

veil of the sense-world, but in the future the

Christ will to an ever greater degree be realised

by inner spiritual meditation and Lucifer will be

found when the gaze is directed outwards into

cosmic regions. Thus we have to record a com-

plete reversal of the conditions by which man
can acquire knowledge in the course of human
evolution. The Christ, an erstwhile cosmic god,

has become an earthly god, who is henceforth

the soul of the earth ; Lucifer, an erstwhile

earthly god, has become a cosmic god. And when
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in the future, man desires again to ascend to the

external spiritual world hidden behind the veil

of the sense-world, and is not willing to stop

short at the external and material, he must
penetrate through the sense-world into the

spiritual world and must allow himself to be

borne to the light by the ^ Light Bringer.' No
faculties for penetration into that region can

arise in man if he does not create them out of the

forces flowing to him from Lucifer's kingdom.

Men would be drowned in the sea of materialism,

would persist in the belief that there is nothing

except the outer world of matter, if they did not

ascend to inspiration through the Luciferic

principle. Just as the Christ principle exists to

strengthen our inner being, so the Luciferic

principle intensifies and develops those faculties by
means of which we have to penetrate into the

spiritual worlds fully and completely.

Lucifer will intensify our understanding and
comprehension of the world ; the Christ will

strengthen us perpetually within.
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CHAPTER VII

nr^HERE are certain facts in the evolution of

*- mankind which are hardly noticed in

outer life. As a result there is misunderstanding
of much that is being fulfilled in the spiritual

depths underlying human evolution. It has

been shown that the mystical Christ-experience

—such an experience as a man may have when
by profound inner life he permeates his soul-

experiences with what we have called the Christ-

substance—was not always possible, but became
so in the course of time. The historical descent

into incarnation of the Christ was a necessary

preparation for the presence of the mystical

Christ in the soul. It is not correct to say that

in pre-Christian times the mystical Christ-

experience had always been possible ; individuals

such as Meister Eckhart and other similar per-

sonalities with their inner mystical experiences

are only possible in the Christian epoch ; such

experiences would not have been possible at an

earlier time. Abstract thinking will be funda-

mentally unable to understand this ; only con-

crete and spiritually realistic thinking dealing

with facts would find its way to these things.

Again, the description of the Luciferic beings
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and the Christ can only be comprehensible if

we assume that a change took place in the whole
human organisation, a change, it is true, not to be

realised by the external senses or the outer

reason, but none the less a radical change ; this

was accomplished during the last thousand years

before the appearance of Christ and during the

centuries following His appearance. Since the

Atlantean catastrophe man has essentially changed.

And although in the present cycle of humanity
the important thing is that man, on incarnation

depends for his perception of the world, so far

as his outer experiences are concerned, upon the

instruments which are at his disposal in the

envelopes of the physical, etheric and astral

bodies, yet the nature of his perception and
realisation through subsequent epochs depends
upon the changes which this organisation under-
goes. There is no such thing as a conception of

the world which holds good for all times. Men's
perception of the world is conditioned by his

organisation.

Now let us call up before our minds the
most radical change in the nature of man
which has occurred since the Atlantean
catastrophe. Before this the different members
of our human nature were connected otherwise

than they grew to be later on. The etheric

body did not co-operate with the physical body
during the Atlantean era in the way it has done
since. Formerly the etheric body of the head,
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for instance, extended further above the physical

head, and the progress of evolution is expressed by

the very fact that the etheric and physical bodies

grew more alike and their connection closer and

closer. Now it is in the etheric body that all

the forces necessary for the organisation of the

physical body reside, all those forces which unite

the members of the physical body and produce

harmony between them. In the humanity of

Atlantis the forces of the etheric body and

especially of the head worked at the building of

the physical body from outside. Later these

forces drew within the space filled by the physical

body and at the present day they work more in

man's inner being, animating and stimulating

it. But this was only a matter of development.

And if we wish to understand the old Indian

culture we must clearly realise that the condi-

tions were quite different from what they became

during the Chaldean-Egyptian epoch. But in

humanity of the Graeco-Latin epoch, there was

such a complete permeation of the physical

body by the etheric body, that in no part of the

human organisation would clairvoyant conscious-

ness have perceived the etheric body extending

far beyond the physical body. This had not

been the case with the old Indians. Their

clairvoyant vision perceived the etheric body still

extending, specially as regards the head, out

beyond the physical body. Hence a native of

Old India saw the world quite otherwise than
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did a native of Old Egypt. A man belonging

to the Graeco-Latin people saw the world much
as it is to be seen to-day, i.e. as a sense-tapestry

of colours, shades, etc. But the whole of this

world which lies spread out before the present

day sense-perceptions, was to the Indian spirit

of the olden times finely permeated by what we
might to-day call the misty cloud characteristic

of etheric nature. It arose from all things, for

they all looked as if they were burning, and a

fine misty smoke arose out of each form. The
manner of perceiving then was what might be
called a seeing of the etheric element, which was
spread out over everything like dew or hoar frost.

That peculiar kind of sight was then natural.

At the present day the human soul can only attain

to it by means of special exercises given by
spiritual science. The object of the progressive

evolution of mankind through the different

periods of civilisation is to cause the etheric

body to descend deeper and deeper into the

physical body. Thus the whole manner of

human perception alters, for all human per-

ception depends upon the way in which the

etheric body is organised. And this in its turn

is connected with the fact that the Luciferic

beings manifesting within the earth and within

the soul have risen to the state of cosmic beings,

and that the Christ-Being Who was formerly a

cosmic being descended into incarnation in a

human body and has now become an inner being.
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This permeation of the Apollonian with the

Dionysian principle—this transposition, as it

were—only became possible because of a corre-

sponding change in the human organisation.

It was change that not only affected the past,

but was also a preparation for the future. We
live in a time when the most complete inner

permeation of the physical by the etheric body
is already a thing of the past ; a time when
the tendency of evolution is in the opposite

direction. We live in an era in which the etheric

body is slowly emerging from the physical body.

The normal development of humanity will in

the future consist in the gradual emergence of

the etheric body from the physical body ; the

time will come when the human organisation will

once again wear the appearance which it wore
in grey primeval ages, and we shall again see the

etheric body spreading out beyond the human
physical body. We are in the middle of this

transition, and many of the more subtle diseases

characteristic of the present time would be
understood if this were known. But all this

has a meaning and corresponds with great cosmic

laws, for man could not attain the goal of his

evolution unless he thus underwent a transposition

of the constituent parts of his organisation. Now
everything within us is permeated by our whole

surroundings ; and by the divine spiritual beings

in the spiritual world sending their currents

down into us, just as the physical elements of the
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earth send their currents into our physical

organisation. At the time when the etheric

body was outside the physical body, currents

were perpetually pouring into this etheric body

;

man experienced this consciously as a cosmic

revelation, as something revealed to him inwardly.

These currents descending into his etheric body

from the spiritual world also worked at the

perfecting of his physical body.

Now that which descended into the etheric

body of man and was experienced as the most

inward element of his being, was the influence

of the Luciferic world, a great and powerful

inheritance brought over from the old ages of the

pre-Atlantean evolution. The fact that these

Luciferic influences had become so much darkened

that man, at the very time when Christ appeared,

could perceive nothing of them unless he had
reached a high grade of initiation, is explained

by the fact that the etheric body drew more and
more inside the physical body and became one

with it ; and man learned to make increasing

use of the physical organs as instruments. It

was therefore necessary that the divine spiritual

Being shortly to appear on earth, should be
manifest on the physical plane as a figure able

to be perceived physically, incarnate like other

physical beings upon the earth. Only thus could

mankind have at that time understood a God
appearing in a body because it had become
accustomed to consider true only what could be
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observed by means of the instrument of the

human physical body. This had to come to

pass before those who surrounded the Christ

could say by way of emphasising an event, ' We
have placed our hands in His wounds, and our

fingers in the prints of the nails,' This certainty

yielded by the senses had to live as a feeling in

those men, a feeling which gave the stamp of

truth to the event. To that sort of testimony

a man of the old Indian age would have attached

no importance ; he would have said :
' The

spiritual perceived by means of the senses means
nothing much to me ; in order to realise the

spiritual there must be ascent to a certain grade

of clairvoyant cognition.' Understanding of

Christ therefore had gradually to be developed

like everything else in the world.

The Luciferic impulse, however, which man
formerly had in his etheric body gradually became
exhausted. That which he had brought with him
out of primeval ages when his etheric body did

not as yet dwell entirely in the physical body,

but was still outside and received the Luciferic

influence through the portion that still was

outside, was gradually used up. In order that

the etheric body might slip into the physical

body it had to lose the capacity of realising the

higher worlds through its etheric organs. There-

fore at a certain epoch it is true to say of our

human ancestors that they were still able to see

into the spiritual worlds, and what they saw is
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preserved in their literature. There was, as it

were, a primeval wisdom. The reason why later

this was not more directly attainable was, that as

the etheric body was taken up into the physical

body, man could only make use of his physical

senses and of his physical reason. Clairvoyant

power was paralysed. The faculty of seeing

into the spiritual world was therefore only pos-

sible in the initiates who ascended to the super-

sensible worlds by means of systematic training.

The reverse process is now being enacted.

Mankind is entering a condition in which the

etheric body is to a certain extent drawing itself

out of the physical body again ; but it must
not be thought that it now receives spontan-

eously everything which in earlier times it pos-

sessed as an ancient heritage. If nothing else

happened but its withdrawal, the etheric body
of man would just leave the physical body and
would retain in itself none of the forces which
it formerly possessed. In the future it will be

born from out of the human physical body.

If the human physical body did not add some-
thing to it, this etheric body would be empty,
barren. The future of human evolution will

be that men will, as it were, allow their etheric

body to leave their physical bodily nature, and
they will eventually have the possibility of being
able to send it out empty. What does that

mean ? The etheric body is the force-bearer,

the energiser of all that takes place in the physical
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body. It must not only provide forces for the

physical body when it is entirely concealed

within it, but at all times ; it must provide

forces for the physical body even when it is

again partly outside it. If the etheric body is

left empty it cannot react upon the physical

body, for it would then have no strength with
which to react. The etheric body must, after

it has passed through the physical body, have
obtained its forces from within the physical

body. The forces with which the etheric body
can react again upon the physical body, must
have been drawn from within the latter. The
task of present-day humanity is to absorb into

itself that which can only be acquired through
activity in a physical body. That which is

gained within the physical body accompanies

evolution, and when man in future incarnations

lives in organisms wherein the etheric body is to

a certain extent released from the physical body,

he will experience in his consciousness a kind of

memory through the partially liberated physical

body.

Now let us ask ourselves, what enables the

physical body to hand something on like an

heirloom to the etheric body ? What enables

a man to send such forces into his etheric body
that some day he will be in a position to bear an

etheric body itself and able to send back certain

forces into the physical body from outside ?

Suppose man's life, let us say, from 3000 b.c. to
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*our own era, and on to 3000 a.d. had been such

that nothing more was added to him than what

would have been his without the coming of

Christ ; he would then have experienced in his

physical body nothing that might bestow a

power on the etheric body when it is released

from the physical body. That which a man
can hand on is what he can gain within the physical

world through the Christ event. All association

with the Christ principle and the experiences

we may have in connection with the appearance of

Christ, sink down into the life of the soul in

the physical world and the soul as well as all

that is physical are prepared in such a way that

there can flow into the etheric body that which

it will need in the future. Therefore the Christ

event had to take place ; to permeate the human
soul in order that men should be able to under-

stand their future evolution. That which is

in the physical body to-day sends out forces

into the etheric body ; and the etheric body,

nourished by the physical experiences of the Christ,

will take up these forces, in order again to become
clairvoyant and possess the life-forces which
will sustain the physical body in the future.

Hence what man experiences of Christ through

the reversal of the principles has its proper

bearing upon the future of human evolution.

But this alone would not suffice. By passing

through the Christ experience in our own souls,

by becoming more and more familiar with the
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Christ, and by letting Him grow more and more-

into our soul experiences—^we do indeed thus

influence the etheric body, and pour streams of

force into it. Now if this etheric body withdraws

and enters into a wrong element it will undoubt-
edly have the Christ force, but if it does not meet
there the forces which are able to work in a

sustaining and enlivening way upon the Christ-

principle which has entered it, it will find itself

in a sphere in which it cannot live. It would be

destroyed by the outer forces. It would, being

permeated with the Christ, and having entered

an unsuitable element, be faced with its own
destruction, and would react destructively upon
the physical body. Furthermore the etheric

body must make itself fit once more to receive

the light out of which it originally sprang forth,

the light from the realm of Lucifer. Whereas

by an inner experience man formerly saw Lucifer

appear through the veil of his soul-life, he must

now prepare himself to be able to experience

Lucifer as a cosmic being in the world around

him. From having been a subterrestrial god,

Lucifer becomes a cosmic god. Man must

prepare himself in such a way that his etheric

body is provided with such forces as make Lucifer

a fructifying and a beneficent element, instead

of a destructive one. Man has to pass through

the Christ experience, but in such a way that he

becomes capable of recognising in this world the

spiritual fabric of which the world was created.
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Training such as spiritual science offers, is fully

empowered to prepare the whole nature of man
again to understand the light of Lucifer's realm,

because only thus can the human etheric body

receive life forces adequate to it. Man was being

influenced by Christ even before He appeared

upon the earth. As long ago as the age when
Zarathustra was pointing up to Ahura Mazdao,

the force of Christ was radiating down. And
from the other direction there shone the power

of Lucifer.

That is reversed as we have seen ; in the future

the forces of Lucifer will stream in from outside,

while the Christ will dwell within. The human
organisation must again be influenced from two
sides. The old Indian realised on the one side

' That thou art,' and on the other side ' I am the

all,' and knew that the world which he saw

outside was the same as that vdthin. In ancient

Indian times this was realised as an abstract

truth ; it will be realised on earth as a concrete

experience of the soul when the time is accom-
plished, when by means of suitable preparation,

that which was manifest prophetically, among the

ancient Indians, shall come to life again in a new
form. Thus does human evolution proceed in

the post-Atlantean epoch.

Hence it is clear that the evolution of humanity
does not move in a straight line, but runs its

course as does everything in nature. I have

given the example of a plant, which grows but
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cannot develop its fruit unless a new factor comes
into its development. Here is a picture which
shows that other influences must come in from
another side. There is no s uch thing as an
evolution which proceeds along a straight line.

The Luciferic and the Christ principles had to

overlap one another. Those who seek to find

an undeviating evolution can never understand
the world evolution ; only those who notice the

divided streams and how they mutually fructify

each other can really understand evolution.

During the old Indian civilisation, when man was
in a certain sense differently organised, his out-

look was different. What man's outlook then

was can only be definitely experienced by means
of that kind of clairvoyant research which is

suitable for the present age. And clairvoyance

is a power which to-day has to be acquired by
effort, although it was at one age a natural faculty.

It is very difficult indeed, even for those who have

a thorough knowledge of spiritual science to

understand how much the soul-experiences in the

old Indian age differed from those of later times,

and one can only try to clothe this difference

in words which approximate to the real sense.

When man looks out into the world to-day he

perceives it through his various senses. We
cannot here go into all that modern science

has to say about sense-perception ; it will suffice

to hold in our mind the usual conception that

man perceives the outer world by means of his
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various senses, and gathers the different im-

pressions together by means of the spiritual

faculty that is bound up with the physical brain.

Think this over a little, and it will become evident

that there is a great difference in the character

of the different sense-perceptions ; compare, for

instance, the sense of hearing with that of sight.

It is evident that as regards hearing, if we look

in the outer world for the facts corresponding

to it, we find matter in movement, air in regular

motion. If our instrument of hearing is brought

into contact with this air which is in motion we
experience what is called hearing. But the inner

experience of hearing and the air in motion
without, are two very different things. Now
sight is not such a simple thing as hearing, though
physicists have made it appear to be so. Their

postulate, built up by analogy runs somewhat as

follows : Let us take, they say, one of the finer

substances which moves just as does the air

outside. But the realistic thinker sees a great

difference, viz. that as regards the ear, one can

very easily detect what moves outside. It can
easily be proved that something really does move
outside—as far as the ear is concerned—by
putting little paper riders on a vioHn string and
striking it. But nobody can see for himself the

existence of vibrations in the ether. It is an
hypothesis ; it exists only as a theory of physics

and is non-existent for the reahstic thinker.

Sense perception by means of sight is a very
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different thing. What is perceived through Hght

is much more objective than what is sense through

hearing. We perceive Hght as colour, we perceive

it spread out in space ; but we cannot, as in the

case of sound, go into the outer world in search

of external processes. Such distinctions as these

are readily overlooked by man of modern times.

The old Indian, possessing a finer consciousness

of the whole outer world, could not have over-

looked this. He perceived all these dehcate

external distinctions. I only want to point out

that there are characteristic and essential differ-

ences between the realms of the various senses.

If we consider the German language it may strike

us that with the same word we express an inner

soul experience and an impression that comes,

in a sense, from outside (I admit that this happens

in incorrect speaking). That word is the word
^ feeling.' We speak of the five senses : sight,

hearing, smell, taste and touch. When speaking

of feeling in a superficial way we mean the sense

of touch, but call it feeling and add that which is

experienced by this sense to the outer sense

experiences. Again, inspired by the genius of

speech, we define in a much more spiritual sense

than is generally realised, an inner soul experience

by the word * feeling.' Experiences of joy or

pain are defined as feelings. This particular

feeling of which we are here speaking is an inti-

mate soul experience ; the other feelings, produced

by the sense of touch, are always caused by some
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external object. The other feeHng may be

associated with an external object, but it can be

seen that an external object is not the only cause,

because the effect upon one person is different

from the effect upon another. We have two
experiences, one connected with the external

sense, the other bound to the inner. These two
at the present day appear to be widely divided,

but this was not always the case. Here we come
to another view of what has previously been
described in an external sense. We have de-

scribed how the etheric body slips in and out

again. This is connected with the fact that

something takes place in the inner being of man.
To-day these two experiences, the experience of
* feeling ' within one and the experience caused

by personal contact with an external object

which we also describe by the word ^ feeling

'

are widely divided. The further we go back in

the evolution of humanity, that is to say, the

further the etheric body is outside the physical

body, so much the nearer are these two experiences

to one another. They are only widely divided

in mankind to-day. In the Indian epoch this

difference did not exist to the same extent. At
that time the inner experience of feeling and the

outer were more like each other. Why was that ?

If you meet a man to-day who has an evil

thought about you (let us say you dislike him
and he has the same sort of feeling towards you),

you will, as a general rule, if you are only provided
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with the external senses and the physical brain,

not be deeply aware of his feelings, of his sym-
pathies and antipathies. If he should strike you,
you would be aware of it, because your sense of

feeling would notice it. In the old Indian times

there was a different state of things. Man then
was so organised, that he was not only aware of

that which is felt by the present crude sense of

touch, but also of that which to-day has with-
drawn into his inner being ; he was still able to

sense what someone else felt about him. Through
sympathetic comprehension of another indivi-

dual's feelings he awakened in his soul just such
an experience as we have through the sense of

touch. He felt the physical-psychical process.

On the other hand that which we call our inner

feeling was not so far developed in those days

;

it was still more closely connected with the

outer world. Man had his sorrows and j oys

which in many respects corresponded more to

outer happenings ; but he could not retire so

deeply into his inner being as he can to-day.

At the present time, inner soul experience is to a

far greater extent severed from the whole sur-

roundings than formerly was the case. At the

present time a man may find himself in a position

in which he is surrounded by circumstances which
could be better ; but because of his inner soul

life being severed from his surroundings he may
perhaps feel inward pain without any real cause

on account of his way of looking at the world.
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This would have been impossible at the time

of the old Indian epoch of civilisation. At that

time the inner impressions were a much truer

reflection of what went on in the outer environ-

ment, for man's feeling was then to a greater

extent bound up with the external world. The
reason for this was that in those olden times, for

example, man, in his whole make up, stood in a

very different relation to light. The light sur-

rounding us has not only its external physical

aspect, but, like everything physical, is also per-

meated by soul and spirit. The course of human
evolution was such that the soul and spirit of

the outer world withdrew more and more from
man and gradually the physical part came to be

all that was perceptible. Man came to perceive

light as a fluid pouring into his organisation from
all sides, and within this light streaming through

him, he felt its soul. To-day the soul of the

light is stopped by the human skin. The Indian

organisation was permeated by what lives as

soul within the light, and man realised the soul

of the light. That light was the bearer of what
could be perceived as sympathy and antipathy

in other beings, which has now withdrawn with
the soul of the light away from men. This was
connected with other experiences. To-day when
men inhale and exhale they can, at the most,

know of the existence of breath through the

mechanical working. If it is at all chilled they
see it becoming watery. This is a mechanical
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way of seeing the breath. Improbable as it may
appear to the man of to-day, it is nevertheless

true that by means of occult research we can

substantiate the fact that most of the old Indians

had quite a different conception of what their

breath signified. The soul of light had not as

yet withdrawn from what went on around men
of that time ; so that they perceived the air as

it was breathed in and breathed out in different

light and dark shades of colour. They saw the

air pouring in and out again like flames of fire.

We may therefore say that even the air itself

has become something quite different, by reason

of the change that has taken place in man's

conceptual life.

Air to-day is something that is only perceived

mechanically by men through the resistance it

offers, because they are no longer directly aware of

the soul of the light which permeates the air.

Man has parted even from this last remnant of

instinctive perception. The old Indian would
not have called that which is breathed in and

out merely ' air
'

; he would have called it

* fire air,' because he saw it in varying degrees of

fiery radiations.

There again we have an example of how even in

external experiences the transformation in the

constitution of man in the course of evolution is

manifest. These are intimate, hidden processes

in human evolution, and we can never under-

stand the Vedas, if we do not understand how
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and in what sense the words are used. If we
read the words contained in them without

knowing that they described what could then be

seen, the words would lose all sense, and our

interpretation would be completely wrong. We
must always take the realities into consideration

when we approach the study of ancient documents.

That which lives in the human soul alters in

character with the course of time. And now a

certain fact will be comprehensible which could

not have been so without these statements,

statements which are quite independent of any
proofs to be established by physical research.

Look into the eastern writings and see how the

Elements are there enumerated. They are placed

in the following order : earth, water, fire, air,

ether. Only in Greek times do we find a different

order which to us to-day is the obvious one and
upon which we base all our understanding, viz.

earth, water, air, fire and the other ethers. Why
is this so ? The old Indian consciousness saw,

just as man sees to-day what is manifested through
the sohd (that which we call the earth), through
the fluidic, or water, to speak in a spiritual sense.

But what we to-day caU air, to the old Indians

was fire, for they still saw the fire in the air—they
described what they saw as fire. We no longer

see this fire in the air, we only feel it as heat.

Everything has changed since the fourth post-

Atlantean epoch. So it was that only when they
went a little higher in the series of the elements
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the Indians canae to an element in which at that

time there appeared to mankind what we to-day-

call air—the air to us being penetrated by Hght,

but not revealing the light. In respect to fire

and air, man's vision has been entirely reversed.

What we have said about Christ and Lucifer

crossing each other—that Christ the cosmic being
has entered within the human soul, while Lucifer

who at first was within man has become a cosmic

being—holds good in all departments of life.

That which in the first post-Atlantean epoch
was what we call fire, is at the present day per-

ceivable as air, and that which we to-day see as

fire, was then seen as air. That which underlies

human evolution is expressed not only in great

things but in small ones. These things must not

be put down to chance ; we can see into the

profundities of what happens in the course of the

evolution of mankind, if we look at things from
the only real point of view—that of spiritual

science. The Indian consciousness was one which
felt the unity of that which lies deep down in the

soul with that which is outside it ; hence the

Indian lived to a greater degree in his environ-

ment. The last echoes of what existed in the

ancient Indian as instinctive sight are to be

found in the rudimentary * clairvoyance ' pos-

sessed to-day by those men who have what we
call second sight. Suppose when walking along

the street anywhere, there enters the mind the

thought of a certain man whom at the moment
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we cannot physically see, and we meet him a

little further on. Why was the thought of him
in the consciousness before he was seen ? It is

because his influence has entered into the sub-

consciousness, whence it ascended into the con-

sciousness as a complete thought. To-day man
possesses in rudimentary form what was once

of great significance in his life. In earlier times

there existed a much closer connection between

inner and outer feeling. These are some more
detailed instances of my oft repeated statements

that humanity has evolved out of the old dim
clairvoyance into the full consciousness of the

senses we now possess, and humanity in the

future wiU once again evolve a fuUy conscious

clairvoyance. This will be attained in such a

way that man will consciously experience it

;

he will know that his etheric body goes forth

out of him and that he can use the organs of

the etheric body just as he can the physical

body.

In earHer, more spiritual ages, when men had
more wisdom than has modern abstract material-

istic science, they were always conscious that

there was an old clairvoyance to the possessors

of which the world became transparent. They
felt that man had lost this old sight and had
entered into his present state. Formerly men
did not express their knowledge in abstract

formulae and theories, but in mighty, vivid

pictures. The Myths are not ' thought out

'
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or invented, but are the expressions of a pro-

found primeval wisdom acquired by spiritual

vision. In ancient times there was conscious-

ness of the fact that at a still earlier epoch man
had embraced the whole world in his feeling, and
this is expressed in the Myths. The ' clair-

sentience ' of the old Indian was the last remnant
of an original, dim clairvoyance. This was
known ; but what was not known, was that this

clairvoyance—^let us summarise it so—withdraws
little by little, giving way to the external life

which is confined to the world of the senses.

The more important Myths express this very

fact. It was known, for instance, that there were
mystery places—leading the way to the sub-

terrestrial spirits and that there were others

leading up to the cosmic spirits. There was a

sharp distinction between them. Men who were

not initiated knew nothing of this, just as to-day

men who do not seek along the right paths have

no idea that there is such a thing as a Mystery

Wisdom. A certain amount of information

filtered out. With regard to the mysteries it

is true to say that the further we go back into

olden times, the more significant does their age of

splendour appear. Even the Greek Mysteries do

not belong to the most brilliant period. The
mysteries themselves had fallen into decadence.

Nevertheless the people knew that that which

came from those places where clairvoyant con-

sciousness was still active was connected with
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the spiritual substance which streams through

the world and animates it ; they knew that where
clairvoyant consciousness still prevailed, some-

thing could be experienced about the world

which was possible in no other way.

And even in the period of their decadence

clairvoyant consciousness was cultivated in these

oracle-places, and from them information was

conveyed to mankind such as cannot be ex-

perienced by ordinary sense-methods, and intel-

lectual conceptions bound up with them. Yet
it was also known that man is developing, that

that which could be attained by the old clair-

voyance, useful and practicable in ancient days,

was no longer adequate for later times. The
Greeks had a deep consciousness of the fact that

that which came from the oracles certainly

aroused curiosity, that men would fain know
something about the hidden connections of the

world, but that they had departed from the

right method of using such clairvoyant inform-

ation ; that man's relation to the world was
different from what it had formerly been and
that therefore no good could originate from
clinging to the results of the old clairvoyance.

This is what the Greeks wanted to express and
they did so in magnificent pictures. One such
picture is the CEdipus legend. Through an
oracle (that is to say, from a place in which
secret connections, hidden from the human gaze,

were clairvoyantly perceived), the father was
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told that if a son were born to him, disaster

would result, that this son would murder his

father and marry his mother. This son was
born. The father tried to prevent what had
been seen clairvoyantly from coming to pass.

The son was sent away, and brought up in

another place, but he came to know the oracle

;

that is to say, something entered his soul which
could only be known by means of clairvoyance.

The Greek consciousness would say : Something
still continues to enter into man from olden

times, but the human organisation has already

progressed so far that it is no longer adapted

to this sort of clairvoyance, and cannot make use

of it. (Edipus listens to the oracle, but acts

in such a way that it is all the more certainly

fulfilled. Men can no longer handle the results

of clairvoyance ; the spiritual world has with-

drawn and the old clairvoyance is no longer of

service to them. But there has always existed a

consciousness that things will one day entirely

change and that what comes from spiritual

worlds will once again mean something to

humanity ; men have felt that what comes from

these spiritual worlds will be covered over by
sense life only for a time. Of these facts con-

sciousness has existed ; and has been expressed

in the Myths by the forces of human evolution

which created them. We have seen that the

Christ event, when the two forces, the Lucifer

principle and the Christ principle, crossed each
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other, was the decisive one in human evolution.

The Christ event was the turning point, when
that which comes from out of the Cosmos, from
the fountain of the spirit, was to be poured as a

ferment into human evolution. It had been

lost, but it had to be poured in again as a ferment.

That which was harmful to mankind, that which
made it into something evil, is poured in as a

ferment and transformed into good. The evil

has to drop into the fructifying spiritual power
inherent in human evolution and work with it

for the good. That too has been expressed

in the Myths. There is another legend which
runs somewhat as follows :—A certain man
and wife were told by an Oracle that they would
have a son, who would bring disaster upon his

whole people. This son was to murder his

father and marry his mother. This son was
born to the mother. On account of the warning,

this son was sent away too ; he was put upon
the island of Kariot and was found by the Queen
of that island. And because she and her husband
had no son, she adopted him. But later on a

son was born to her. Then the foundling

thought he was wrongly treated and he killed

the real son. He was obliged to flee from the

island of Kariot, and he went to the court of

Pilate in Palestine, where he obtained employ-
ment as overseer of Pilate's household. He
quarrelled with his neighbour, of whom he
knew nothing beyond the fact that he was his
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neighbour. In the course of this quarrel he killed

him and later married the widow. Only then did

he learn that it was his real father whom he had
killed and that it was therefore his mother whom
he had married. The story tells us that he saw

his entire existence ruined but did not behave

like CEdipus ; for he was overcome by remorse

and went to the Christ and the Christ received

him ; this was Judas Iscariot, Judas from Kariot.

And the evil which dwelt in Judas became a

leaven in the whole of evolution. For the

deed of Palestine is connected with the betrayal

by Judas ; Judas is bound up with the whole

event, he belongs to the twelve that are not

thinkable without him. Here we see that the

sayings of the oracle were indeed fulfilled, and

further that they are embodied in universal

evolution in the form of evil which is transformed

and lives on as good.

The story (which is in reality wiser than ex-

ternal science) indicates in the most significant

way that there is such a transformation in human
nature in the course of time, and that the same

thing has to be regarded differently at different

epochs. In speaking of the fulfilment of an

oracular saying we must not relate it in the

same way when speaking of the time of CEdipus as

when speaking of the time of Christ. The same

fact is at the one period the story of CEdipus
;

at another, in the time of Christ, it becomes the

story of Judas. Only when we know the spiritual
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facts lying at the foundation of the evolution of

the world and of humanity do we understand the

results of those spiritual facts which are manifest

to external historical conceptions. All pheno-

mena of the sense-world, all external sense-

impressions or manifestations of the human soul

can be comprehended by us when we understand

their spiritual basis. That which the investi-

gator of spiritual worlds discovers he gladly

hands on as a stimulus to those who are willing

to take it from him and who will then examine

the external facts which confirm it. If what is

discovered in the spiritual world be true, it is

confirmed in the physical world. But every

true explorer of the spiritual life will say that

in communicating his knowledge of the higher

world he facilitates and desires the testing of all

external facts in the light of his assertions. If

what I have said about the re-incarnation of

Zarathustra for instance be compared with

external history, it wiU be found that what
has been said stands every test, if sufficiently

careful search is made in external history. Ex-
ternal life becomes comprehensible only when
there is knowledge of the inner, the spiritual.
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CHAPTER VIII

T TP to the present we have given special^ attention to the way in which the soul of

man in the course of evolution approaches and
experiences those beings which are either to be
taken as belonging to the Kingdom of Christ or

to the Kingdom of Lucifer. We pointed out,

for instance, that the way to those cosmic beings

which in pre-Christian times had the Christ as

their central figure, led outwards ; but that the

way into the Kingdom of Lucifer penetrated

within the soul, breaking through the veils of

the soul itself. And we pointed out how through
the appearance of Christ on the earth, this has

altered in such a way that there has been a

transposition of these realms, and that mankind
has advanced to an age wherein Christ must be

sought within and Lucifer without. In order

to establish harmony between various statements

already familiar to many readers in regard to the

Luciferic beings we must again say a few words

about the nature of the Luciferic principle.

Everything in this world is compHcated and may
be looked at from many different points of view.

It will, therefore, sometimes appear as if state-

ments are not always in accord ; light must
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be thrown upon a certain fact sometimes from

one side and sometimes from another. Just as

it is correct to describe a leaf first from the upper

side and then from the lower, while it is one

and the same leaf, in the same way do we describe

the Luciferic principle correctly when as in

previous chapters we speak of it by pursuing the

path which the soul has to take to encounter

this Luciferic principle. But naturally one may
also consider the evolution of our earth and
of the world in general more from a super-

terrestrial standpoint, and characterise the position

of Luciferic beings in the progress of the world

from another point of view. We will devote a

few words to this subject.

We know that our earth, sun and moon were
once one being ; that the sun separated itself

from the earth in order to be a dwelling place

for beings of a higher evolutionary stage, who
could then work in upon our earth from outside

;

that after the withdrawal of the sun from the

earth, beings of a still higher order remained
united with the earth in order to bring about

the separation of the moon ; and if we think of

the fact that the beings who separated the moon
from the earth were those who stimulated a new
inner life in man, arousing in him a soul-Hfe

and thus preserving him from mummification,

we shall soon be able to establish harmony between
things already familiar to us and things we have
been considering in the preceding chapters. We
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shall realise that as far as those beings which left

the earth with the sun are concerned, it is natural

that man in his further evolution should find

them in the first place by turning his gaze to

where they went with the sun. Therefore man
had to seek for the realm and activity of the

sun-beings with all their sub-beings, along the

path leading outward into the world behind

the tapestry of sense phenomena. Those beings,

however, which to a certain extent were still

greater benefactors of mankind and who through

the withdrawal of the moon stimulated man's

inner soul-life, had to be sought by descending

into man's inner life, into a sub-earthly soul-

region, in order to find what was hidden from
the external sight, and are the sub-terrestrial gods.

These are they who separated the moon from
the earth and aroused the soul-life of man.
Within the life of the soul was sought the way
leading to those gods who were associated with

the beneficent event of the withdrawal of the

moon. If at first we look only at these two
kingdoms, of the Sun-gods and of the Moon-
gods, we may define the beings as gods to be

found outside in the heavens and gods to be

found within the soul ; and we may designate

the way leading outwards as the Sun-path,

and the way leading inwards into the soul, as

the Luciferic path. The beings of Lucifer

are those who did not participate in the with-

drawal of the sun from the earth. And certain
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other beings, who are the highest benefactors

of mankind, but who at first had to remain

hidden, and who did not accompany the sun

in its withdrawal, belonged, strictly speaking,

to neither of those kingdoms. Those were the

beings who remained behind during the old

moon evolution, who did not attain to that

grade which as spiritual beings, standing at that

time much higher than men on the moon, they

might have reached. Thus it was impossible

for them to participate in the withdrawal of

the sun, during the earth-evolution which fol-

lowed. In a certain sense their destiny was to

go out as did the Sun-spirits and to work down
upon the earth from the sun ; but that it was
not possible for them to do. It therefore came
to pass that these beings, in a certain way, made
an endeavour to separate themselves from the

earth with the sun, but that they could not

keep pace with the conditions of evolution of

the sun, and fell back again upon the earth.

These beings, then, did not from the beginning

remain behind with the earth, when the sun
separated from it ; they could not exist in the

sun-evolution and fell back again to be re-

united with the earth evolution. Now what
did these beings do in the course of the earth

evolution ? They tried with the help of human
evolution upon the earth to continue their own
quite individual evolutionary course. They
could not approach the human Ego ; and those
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beings who had brought about the separation

of the moon could approach the human Ego
from within. The beings who had fallen back

from the sun approached the human soul when
it was not yet ripe to receive the revelation to

the higher benefactors who had brought about

the separation of the moon. They approached
the human soul too soon. If man had fully

awaited the beneficial influence of those spiritual

beings who worked from the moon, that is to say,

from the inner part of his being, then that

which actually came to pass at an earlier epoch
would have come to pass later. These Moon-gods
would have slowly ripened the souls of men until

a corresponding evolution of the Ego had become
possible. But these other beings approached
man and poured their influence, not into the

Ego, but into the human astral body from
within, just as the Moon-gods do ; these beings

sought the same way, through the inner being

of the soul, upon which later the real Moon-
gods worked ; that is to say, these beings settled

down in the kingdom of Lucifer. These are the

beings which are symbolised in the old biblical

writings by the serpent. They are the beings

which approached the human astral body too

soon and worked in the same manner as all other

beings which work from within. And since we
designate beings whose influence is from within,

as Luciferic, we include also those beings which
remained behind. They came to man when he
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was still unripe for such an influence ; they

are on the one hand his seducers, but they also

create freedom for him, create the possibility of

his astral body becoming independent of those

divine beings which would otherwise have taken

his Ego under their protection and would have

poured into it all that can be poured into the

essence of the Ego from divine spheres. Thus
these Luciferic beings came to the astral body
of man, and filled it with all that can give him
enthusiasm for the sublime, the spiritual ; they

worked upon his soul, and, although they were

beings of a higher spiritual order than men,
they were in a certain sense his seducers. That
which in the course of the evolution of the earth

came to man, and which on the one hand brought

him freedom and on the other the possibility of

evil, came from within, from Lucifer's kingdom.

For these beings could not manifest themselves

from without, they had to insert themselves

into the inner part of the soul ; for that which
approaches man's Ego can come from without,

but nothing external in this sense can come to

his astral body only. In the great kingdom of

the Light-bearer, of the beings of Lucifer, there

are sub-species of which we can well understand

that they might become the seducers of man.
And we can also well understand that just on
account of these beings strenuous discipline was
practised when it was a question of leading man
into those realms which lie on the other side
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of the veil of the soul-world ; for if he was led

along the inner path of the soul he met there not

only the good Luciferic beings who had given him
inner light, but also and first, those Luciferic

beings who were his seducers and who spurred

him on by imparting pride, ambition and vanity

to his soul.

It is very important to realise that we should

never try to encompass the worlds behind the

sense world and behind the soul-world with the

intellectual concepts of modern culture.

If we speak of the Luciferic beings, we must
become acquainted with the whole range of their

kingdom, with all their species, categories and
variations. We should then see that when at

times mention is made of the danger of a certain

species of Luciferic being the speaker is not always

aware of the whole extent of the kingdom in

question. It may be right to speak of certain

species of Luciferic beings in the sense of some
ancient script, but we must at the same time

take into consideration the fact that the reality

is infinitely deeper than men can generally

realise. At a time when both outward turning

and inward turning contemplation were, in

people of a certain period of culture, still very

keen, man perceived that the outward path led

to the realisation of ^ That thou art ' and that the

inner path led to the realisation of ^ I am the All,'

that the outer and the inner path both led to

the Ego as an unity. In that first post-Atlantean
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epoch of civilisation man was able to think and

feel quite differently about what underlay the

spiritual realms than was possible at a later

time. It is on that account extraordinarily

difficult for ordinary consciousness to transport

itself into that wonderful post-Atlantean culture

and to identify itself with a soul living at that

time.

We have seen how completely different man's

feeling life was at that early time ; how he felt

the soul of the light stream in from all sides

through his skin, as it were ; and how through this

he was able to collect out of the surrounding

world experiences which are hidden from him
to-day. But something else was connected vdth

all this.

Those familiar with my * Outline of Occult

Science,' will know that human evolution in the

post-Atlantean era is divided into the Old Indian,

the Old Persian, the Chaldean-Egyptian, the

Graeco-Latin, and the present cultural epochs

;

in the Grseco-Latin period came the Christ

Event. Our culture epoch will be followed by
another and this in its turn by the last, after

which the earth will again undergo a change
somewhat as it did at the time of the Atlantean

catastrophe. We have therefore seven epochs

of civilisation. In these seven we have a central

one standing alone, the Graeco-Latin epoch of

civilisation with the Christ Event. The other

epochs of civilisation bear a certain relationship
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to one another. The Chaldean-Egyptian civili-

sation repeats itself in certain phenomena of the

fifth, i.e. of our own epoch. Certain phenomena,
facts and conceptions apparent in the Chaldean-
Egyptian epoch reappear, but wearing of course a

somewhat different form, because they are per-

meated by the intervening Christ impulse. This

is not a simple repetition of the Chaldean-
Egyptian civilisation, but a repetition wherein
everything is steeped in what the Christ brought

to the earth. It is in one sense a repetition and
yet in another it is not. Men who have had a

deeper understanding for the course of human
evolution, and .who have taken part in it with

their souls have always felt something of the

kind. Many such persons even if they have not

advanced to occult knowledge, are pervaded by
something like a recollection of old Egyptian
experiences. The wonderful knowledge of the

stars in their courses which the wise men of

Egypt brought through into their Hermetic

science has revived in our fifth epoch of civilisation

in another and more material form. And those

who participated in the revival felt this with

special emphasis. Let me give one example only.

When that individuality who once in the

mystery places of Egypt raised the eyes of his

soul up to the stars, and sought to unravel their

secrets in celestial space after the manner of

those days, under the guidance of the Egyptian

sages, lived again in our own epoch as Kepler,
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that which had existed in another form in his

Egyptian soul, appeared in a newer guise as the

great laws of Kepler which to-day are such an

integral part of Astro-physics. It came to pass

also that within the soul of this man there arose

something which forced these words to be

uttered—words which may be read in the writings

of Kepler—* Out of the holy places of Egypt I

have brought the sacred vessel ; I have trans-

ported it to the present time, so that men may
understand something in these days of those

influences which are able to affect even the most
distant future.' We might give hundreds of

such examples to show how that which existed

in the Chaldean-Egyptian epoch of civilisation

lives over again in a new form.

We are now in the fifth epoch of civilisation

of the post-Atlantean era. This vdll be followed

by the sixth, which will be very important.

It will be a repetition of and at the same time

an advance upon the old Persian civilisation of

Zarathustra. Zarathustra looked up to the sun

and saw behind the physical sunHght the Christ-

spirit whom he called Ahura Mazdao, and drew
men's attention to Him. This Christ Being
has now descended to earth ; Christ must pene-

trate so deeply into the innermost part of those

souls who in the course of the sixth period of

civilisation have made themselves sufficiently

ripe, that numbers of men on looking into the

innermost part of their souls will be able to feel
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that powerful emotion arise within them which
Zarathustra formerly was able to arouse when he
pointed to Ahura Mazdao. For in the sixth

epoch there will come about in a great number
of men through contemplation of their own
inner being, through a new recognition of the

Sun Being who was revealed in ancient Persia,

something like a recapitulation but of an infinitely-

more sublime, more spiritual and more intimate

character. I have already said that when the

Greeks, in their way and after their own fashion

spoke of Ahura Mazdao, they called him Apollo.

In their Mysteries they allowed men to become
acquainted v^dth the deeper essence of this Apollo.

Above all they saw in Apollo the spirit who not

only directed the physical sun forces, but who
also guided and directed the spiritual sun-forces

to the earth. And when the teachers in these

Apollonian Mysteries desired to speak to their

pupils of the spiritual and moral influences of

Apollo, they said that Apollo filled the entire

earth with the holy music of the spheres, that

is to say, he sent down rays from the spiritual

world. And they saw in Apollo a being accom-

panied by the Muses, his assistants. A wonderful

and deep wisdom is wrapped up in Apollo and

his nine Muses. Man's being consists of physical

body, etheric body, astral body, sentient soul,

intellectual soul, consciousness soul and so on

;

man is an ego-centre, having seven or nine

members around it, all of which are parts of its
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being. Let us ascend from a human being to a

divine being, and think of the Ego as this divine

being, and of the members as his helpers, each

helper being a single individuality. Even as in

man the different members, physical body,

etheric body, astral body and so on are gathered

together and grouped around his Ego, so were

the Muses grouped around Apollo. What was

said in connection with this subject to those

about to be initiated into the Apollonian mysteries

is of a deep significance. A secret was confided

to them, and the secret was this : that the god
who in the second epoch had spoken such won-
derful words to Zarathustra, would speak to

men in the sixth epoch in a very special way.

This was the intention and meaning of the saying

that in the sixth period the Song of Apollo upon
earth would attain its goal. In this saying which
was frequently quoted by the pupils of the

Apollonian mystery-schools was expressed the

fact that during the sixth epoch the second

period of the earth-evolution would be recapitu-

lated on a higher stage. The first epoch will re-

appear in a higher form during the seventh period.

It is the highest possible ideal for present day
man to attain to—the knowledge of the first post-

Atlantean epoch as permeated by the Christ

;

to regain a way of feeling, of looking at things,

which characterised the first post-Atlantean epoch

though at a lower stage. Once again at the

conclusion of our post-Atlantean period shall
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the man who takes the path out into the external

sense-world and who wrestles with what is

revealed in his own soul-world, recognise that

both these paths lead him to an unity. It is

therefore good to transpose ourselves to some
extent into that which for us to-day—for we are

in the intermediate epoch—is the somewhat alien

feeHng and thinking of ancient Indian times.

Even if we only find a few traces we nevertheless

perceive something of the quite different character

of feeling and thinking, of the quite different

attitude to wisdom and life existing at that time,

when the Ego-consciousness did not exist in

human feeling in such an awakened form. What
was written down in the Vedas was the teaching

of the great teachers of ancient India, the holy

Rishis, and when we state that the holy Rishis

were inspired by the high individuality who
guided the peoples of old Atlantis through the

Europe of to-day over into Asia, we are only

recording a fact. In a certain way the holy

Rishis were the pupils of this high individuality,

of Manu. And what did Manu communicate
to them ? Manu communicated to them the

way in which they had at that time attained

to the first post-Atlantean wisdom, knowledge

and cognition. For our modern methods of

acquiring knowledge, whether by observing ex-

ternal nature or by descending into the inner life

of the soul in the way that it has become to-day,

would have had no meaning at that time.
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During the first period of civilisation of the post-

Atlantean time among the old Indian people, the

etheric bod7 was to a far greater extent outside

the physical body than is the case to-day. The
old Indian could make use of this etheric body
and of its organs if he gave himself up to it, if

he did not go out into the external life of the

physical body, and as it were forgot that he was

in a physical body. When he did this he felt

as if he were being lifted out of himself, like a

sword out of a scabbard. In this experience he
became aware of something which may be
described as follows :

^ I do not see with eyes or

hear with ears, or think with the physical organ
of understanding ; I make use of the organ of

the etheric body.' And this he did. Then,
however, living wisdom rose before him ; not

thoughts which men may think or have thought,

but thoughts according to which the gods
without had fashioned the world. Deeply im-
mersed in spiritual life, the Indian knew nothing
about what we to-day call thought, fabricated

as it is by the instrument of the brain. He
never thought things out intellectually, or

reasoned about them ; he rose out of his physical

body into his etheric body, and from there he
looked all around him at the cosmic totality of the
thought of the gods, whence the world sprang
forth. He saw in a flash the gift proceeding from
the divine world. With his etheric organs he
saw the thoughts of the gods depicted in the
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design of all things. He had no need of logical

thinking. Why must we think logically ? For
the reason that we must find truth through logical

thinking, because we might otherwise make
mistakes in linking up chains of thought. If we
were so organised that right thoughts coalesced

of themselves, we should not require logic. The
old Indian did not require logic, for he looked at

the thoughts of the gods which were right of

themselves. He wove around himself an etheric,

cosmic net, wove it out of the thoughts of the

gods. He looked into this web of thought which
appeared to him like a soul-light pervading

the world, and in it saw the primordial, eternal

wisdom. This highest stage of perfection which
I have just described to you was of course only

possible for the holy Rishis, and with this vision

they could proclaim great world realities. What
kind of feeling did their visions arouse ? They
felt that into this world-web of wisdom, in which

everything was written in living prototype, which

was entirely woven of and irradiated by the soul

of the light, truth and knowledge poured. Just

as man of a later time feels something stream

into him when he draws a breath, so the old

Indian felt that the gods sent out wisdom to him
and that he drew it in, even as the air is sent

out to us in the breath that we draw in. Soul-

light, and moreover soul-light pervaded by

spiritual wisdom, it was that the ancient holy

Rishis drew in, and this they were able to teach
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to their disciples. They were justified in saying

that everything which they proclaimed was

breathed out by Brahman himself. That is the

meaning of the deep expression—an expression

which is verbally correct : * It is breathed out

by Brahman and breathed in by men.' That
was the position of the holy Rishis as regards the

wisdom of the world, as regards the things which
they made known. These were then written

down in the different portions of the Vedas, in

pictorial form, if the expression may be permitted,

yet these forms were but feeble reproductions of

the original visions. We must always bear that

truth in mind when reading the Vedas to-day,

and not imagine that we are contemplating in its

fulness the original sacred wisdom beheld by the
ancient Rishis. We must understand that the
Vedas are of a different character to other writings.

Many documents of many kinds are to be found
in the world. Speaking from our particular

standpoint, for instance, we may say : * We find

an inward soul-life pervaded and filled with the
Christ in the Gospel of St. John.' But if we
consider the manner in which that Gospel is

expressed, if we regard its exterior form, we
find it less closely expressive of its contents, than
the medium used to embody the wisdom of the
Vedas. There is a close connection between the
outward expression and the inner content of the
Vedas, because that which was breathed in was
expressed in the Vedic words simultaneously,
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as it were ; whereas the writer of St. John's Gospel

had its deep wisdom imparted to him at one

time and wrote it down later ; consequently the

vision and the expression are further separated

than in the Vedas.

We must understand these things clearly if we
really wish to comprehend the evolution of the

world. We must value the Gospel of St. John
more highly than anything else ; but it is also

natural that a Christian should not be satisfied

with the mere letter, but should penetrate

through, as spiritual science does, into the spiritual

content of the Gospel according to St. John. It

is natural that he should say :
' It only becomes

what it ought to be to me when I pierce through

into that of which it is the outer expression.'

But anyone who wishes to adopt the right attitude

towards the Vedas must feel as did the man of

ancient India that what was to be found in the

Vedas was not written down later by any man
as the expression of divine wisdom. Therefore

the Vedas, especially the Rig Veda, are not only

records of something holy, but are themselves

sacred to those who perceive what they are.

And hence arose the infinite veneration for the

Vedas themselves in olden times, a reverence

such as is offered to a divine being. That is the

fact we must understand. And we must gain

this understanding by contemplating the souls

of the old Indian people. There are many
things to be learned because we are advancing
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towards an ideal ; the ideal of the first period

of civihsation at a higher stage, and of its re-

estabhshment. We must learn to understand,

for instance, what is said of Bharavadscha, that he

studied the Vedas for three hundred years. A
man of the present day would think he possessed

mighty knowledge if he had studied the Vedas

for three hundred years ; he would think he

knew a good deal even if he had studied them
for a much shorter time. Yet it is related that

one day the God Indra came to Bharavadscha and

said to him :
' Thou hast now studied the Vedas

for three hundred years ; see, there are three

very high mountains yonder. The first one

represents the first part of the Vedas, the Rig-

Veda ; the second one represents the second

part of the Vedas, the Sama-Veda ; and the

third one represents the third part of the Vedas,

the Jagur-Veda. Thou hast studied these three

parts of the Vedas for three hundred years.'

Then Indra took three small lumps of earth

out of these mounts, just so much as could be

held in the hand, and said :
' Look at these

lumps of earth ; thy knowledge of the Vedas
is as these lumps in proportion to yonder towering

mountains.' If what is here said be transposed

into a feeling, it is this : that if, in approaching

the highest wisdom (whether it be in this or any
other form, even in the form in which we find it to-

day when we are called by the Rosicrucian method
to seek for it not in books but by observation
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of what is to be found in the world) we can
apply this story, we are taking the right attitude.

Hardly anyone can say that he has heard as

much about spiritual knowledge as had Bhara-

vadscha about the Vedas ; but everyone can

make this comparison between himself and Bhara-

vadscha, and he will then have put himself in

the right relationship as far as his feelings are

concerned, with the all-embracing wisdom of

the world. And he will be aware of something

infinite of which we can only possess a small

fraction. In this way, too, we get the right

kind of yearning to go forward and to have

patience until another little fraction of wisdom
is added. Much may be learned from' the

ancient wisdom of the East ; but among the

most valuable things which can be learnt from
the Light of the East are those which are con-

nected with our feelings and our perceptions,

and something of this can be learned in what
the God Indra gave to Bharavadscha by way of

instruction as to the right attitude to assume

towards the Vedas. Feelings of holy awe and

reverence such as were felt in those ancient days

must again be acquired by us, if we would advance

to an epoch wherein we may once more, through

the disclosures made in the newer mysteries,

penetrate into that veil of wisdom which is

woven of divine and not of human thoughts.

These feelings are the very highest we can acquire.

But we must not think that we already possess
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them, we must clearly realise that knowledge

alone leads up to these highest feelings. And if

we avoid thinking, if we take life too easily and

decline to seek the feelings that are to be found

on the ethereal heights of thought, we shall

experience only ordinary trivial feelings and

mistake them for what is obtained by the soul

when it steeps itself in contemplation of divinity.

Feelings such as were to be found among the old

Indians were the essential means of approach

to all the wisdom of the first post-Atlantean

epoch, and to the ability to assume a right

attitude towards the world in that age as well

as to perceive that unity which is to be

found in the spiritual worlds, whether upon
the outward or the inward path. But in each

successive civiUsation something new must come
to light.

Whereas the old Indians realised that both
paths led to the same goal, the old Persian, the

Chaldaic-Egyptian and the Grseco-Latin epochs

came to regard the two revelations from within

and without as being in different directions.

On the one hand we have the revelation coming
from outside, and on the other the manifestation

from within. This is already observable during

the second epoch of the post-Atlantean civiHsa-

tions. There we have on the one side not only

the path of the people, but also the path of the

mysteries, leading externally as well as inwardly

to the realm of Ahura Mazdao, That which was
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still a living reality in old Indian thought, the

one-ness which was to be found in both the

spiritual worlds, had already disappeared from
the eyes of the second post-Atlantean civihsation.

That unity which had already withdrawn into

impenetrable depths of existence could still be
dimly sensed, but it could no longer live in the
soul. The old Indian felt :

* Whether on the

one side I go outwards or on the other side I go
within, I come to the unity/ The Persian, in

so far as he followed the teachings of Zarathustra,

in following the outward path said :
* I come to

Ormuzd
' ; or if he took the inward path, ' I

come to the being of Mithras.' But in his

consciousness these two paths were no longer

united. At most he dimly sensed that they must
be united somewhere. Therefore he spoke of

that being who could then be sensed but dimly,

as the Unknown in Darkness, the unknown
primeval God. This God then, was a primeval

spiritual being whose existence was not doubted,

but whom men could no longer find. Zaruana

Akarana was the name of this god existing in the

darkness. That which could be attained to lay

behind the tapestry of the external sense-world

and Zarathustra's teaching laid special emphasis

upon this phase. It was therefore something

deriving from Zaruana Akarana, it was the God
Ahura Mazdao, the Lord in the realm of the

Sun-spirits, in the realm whence the beneficent

influences came down, which in contradistinction
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to the physical may be designated as the spiritual

sun-influences. From this same spirit also did

the old Persian civilisation derive its moral

precepts and laws, which the initiate—for it was

he who by means of initiation raised himself

to a knowledge of these precepts and laws

—

brought through as codes of morality, and as

laws for human conduct, for human functions,

etc. That was one path, and men who followed

it, saw in the very highest region, the spirit of the

sun and his rule ; they saw the servants of the

sun spirit, the Amshaspands, arrayed as it were,

around his throne, and who are his messengers.

The sun-spirit was lord over the whole realm
;

the Amshaspands directed the various activities.

Beings of a lower order, subordinate in their

turn to the Amshaspands, are generally called Izets

or Izarads ; and finally beings of whom it may be

said that they correspond in the spiritual world

to the thoughts in the soul of man. Thoughts
in the human soul are only the shadow-reflections

of realities; outside in the spiritual world they

are spiritual beings. According to the old

Persian conception these beings, called Fravashi

(Feruers), were immediately above man. Thus
during the old Persian evolution it was con-

ceived that behind the covering of the

sense-world there were successive stages of

spiritual beings rising higher and higher up
to Ormuzd.
Now the whole nature of old Persian humanity
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was different from that of the old Indian. The
characteristic of an etheric body which was still

to a great extent outside the physical body no
longer obtained in the humanity of old Persia

;

the etheric body had by that time slipped very
much further into the physical body. Therefore
men of the old Persian civilisation could no longer

use the instruments of the etheric body in such
a way as did the old Indians. The instruments
used by the old Persians were the organs which
originally formed part of what to-day we call the

sentient, or astral body.

The nine constituent parts of man, as we know,
are as follows :

—

Spirit Man. Intellectual Soul.

Life Spirit. Sentient Soul.

Spirit Self. Astral Body.
Consciousness Soul. Etheric Body.

Physical Body.

As we have seen, the old Indian made use of

his etheric body when he wished to raise himself

up to realms of the highest knowledge. The
Persian was no longer able to do this ; but he
could make use of his astral body, and this he did.

Because he could no longer perceive through the

etheric body the highest unity was hidden from
him, but by means of the astral body he had still

to a certain extent astral vision. This was the

case with many members of the old Persian
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people ; astrally they saw Ahura Mazdao and

his servants because they were still able to make
use of the astral body. Now you know from the

description in my book ^ Theosophy ' that the

astral body is bound up with the sentient soul.

When, therefore, a member of the old Persian

nation made use of his astral body, his sentient

soul also was present ; but he could not make use

of it because it was still undeveloped. He made
use of his astral body in which the sentient soul

was always a factor, but he had to take that soul

just as it then was. Therefore he felt that when
the astral body, developed as it then was, raised

itself up to Ahura Mazdao, the sentient soul was

there also. The latter, however, was felt to be

in some danger, that it would, when revealing

its perceptions, send them straight down into the

astral body. The old Persian said to himself

:

' The sentient soul will not externalise that

which it encounters in the way of old Luciferic

temptations, but it will send their influences

into the astral body. He realised that influences

from the sentient soul were working in upon the

astral body, presenting, as it were, a reflection

from the outer world, of what had been at work
in the sentient soul from ancient times. This is

called the influence of Ahriman, of Mephisto-
pheles. And so man felt himself to be confronted

by two powers. If he looked up to that which
could be attained by directing his gaze outwards,

he saw the mystery of Ahura Mazdao ; if he
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looked inwards he found himself by the help of

the astral body, but through the influence of

Lucifer working in it, face to face with Ahriman,
the opponent of Ahura Mazdao. There was

only one thing which could be any protection

to him from the temptations of the Ahrimanic
beings, and that was to press onward to initiation

and the development of the sentient soul. By
developing and purifying it and thus striding in

advance of humanity, he took the path leading

inwards, that did not lead to Ahura Mazdao,
but to Lucifer's realms of light. And that which
permeated the human soul upon the inward path

was in later times called the God Mithras.

Hence the Persian Mysteries which cultivated

the inner life were the mysteries of Mithras.

On the one side therefore we have the god
Mithras whom a man met when he took the

inward path and on the other the realms of

Ahura Mazdao, which he found on the outward

path.

Now we will pass on to the next post-Atlantean

civilisation, to the Chaldaic-Egyptian period.

There is good reason for giving it a double name.

For on the one side we have throughout this

epoch of civilisation, over in Asia, people belonging

to the northern stream of peoples who form the

Chaldaic element ; on the other side we have the

Egyptian element, representing the stream of

people who went more to the south. This is an

epoch wherein two streams of nations encountered
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one another. And if we remember that the

northern stream developed more particularly

external vision, pursuing the reality of beings

to be found behind the sense-world, and that the

Egyptian peoples sought for the spiritual beings

to be found upon the inward path, we shall

realise that two streams co-existed during this

third epoch. The outward path taken by the

Chaldeans and the inward path taken by the

Egyptians came in contact. The Greeks were

right when they compared the Chaldaic gods

with their own Apollonian realms ; they sought

in their own way in their Apollonian mysteries

for that which came to them from the Chaldeans.

But when they spoke of Osiris and of that which
was connected with him they sought for illumin-

ation through the mysteries of Dionysos. At
that time people still had a consciousness of

spiritual relationships. Now mankind in the

course of its evolution develops new members in

the constitution of man. In the old Indian

period the etheric body and its organs were
developed ; in the old Persian period men
developed and used the astral body, and in the

Chaldaic-Egyptian period the sentient-soul, that

is to say, an inner member. Whereas the astral

body is still directed outward, the sentient soul

is directed inward. Hence man drew further

away from the divine-spiritual worlds than was
formerly the case. He lived an inner life in the

soul, and as regards that which is not within him,
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life was limited to what the senses perceived.

On the one side the world of sense grew more
and more dominant, and on the other, the soul

life established its independence. The develop-

ment of the sentient-soul belonged to the third

epoch. But what the sentient-soul developed

during the Chaldaic-Egyptian period was no
longer wisdom which could be seen and read as it

were from the external environment. It was a

process resembling man's present thinking to-day,

but it was much more alive, for the reason that

man of to-day has already attained to the con-

sciousness-soul. Thoughts were then much
richer, more full of life than is the case to-day.

Man in these days does not experience his thoughts

with the same intensity with which he becomes

aware of a taste or a scent. During the Egyptian

epoch, while the sentient soul was being inten-

sively developed, thoughts were as vivid in the

soul as is to-day the perception of colour, or

scent, or taste. To-day they have grown fainter

and more abstract. In the Egyptian epoch they

were concrete. They were more like visible

thoughts ; although not thoughts which could

be said to take objective shape in the physical

world they were nevertheless thoughts carrying

with them a conviction that they had not been

puzzled out, but rose in the soul like inspirations,

surging in suddenly and presenting themselves in

a flash. These people did not say that they

breathed wisdom in, but that they were per-
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meated by living thoughts, which sprang up out

of the soul, which were impelled from the spiritual

world into our own. Thus does everything

change in the course of time. And so a man
belonging to the Chaldaic-Egyptian epoch no

longer was conscious of the wisdom of the world

spread out as a tapestry of light around him, to

be breathed in. He was conscious of possessing

thoughts which rose within him as inspirations.

And the content of the science thus rising in

man's being is Chaldaic astro-theology and
Egyptian Hermetic wisdom. That which lives

in the stars and moves them in their courses,

that which pulsates in all things, could no longer

be, as it were, read by man, but it revealed itself

to his innermost being in the form of the ancient

wisdom of the Chaldaic-Egyptian period. More-
over old Chaldean men had the following feeling :

* That which I know is not only my inmost being

;

it is a reflection of what is taking place externally.'

The old Egyptian felt what thus arises to be a

reflection of the hidden gods whom men do not

meet betwen birth and death, but between death
and a new birth. Thus did the Egyptians and
Chaldeans differ from each other, in that the

latter realised through their wisdom what lies

behind the world in which we live between birth

and death, and the former, the Egyptians,

realised through their inspired wisdom the living

beings whom man encounters between death and
a new birth. Necessarily, however, as may be
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seen from the whole purpose of this evolution,

these inspirations from within, these massed

thoughts arising as inspirations, were far removed
from the conception of a primordial being in its

unity. Men could no longer penetrate as far

as during the old Persian period when it was

possible still to make use of the astral body.

Impressions had all grown fainter, they were not

so external, for the outer world had already with-

drawn itself considerably. Accordingly man ex-

perienced a wisdom of the external world within

themselves, arid no longer experienced the wisdom
in the external world itself. Nevertheless those

who had learned to appreciate the wisdom of the

old Persian epoch in the right manner entertained

for it feelings of high respect and deep gratitude.

And if we need a short definition of the para-

doxical wisdom with which the Chaldeans ex-

pressed that which they saw in the spiritual

foundations underlying the physical world, we
must call these utterances ' Chaldean Proverbs

'

;

and the collection of Chaldean Proverbs was a

very highly valued treasure of wisdom in

the old times. World secrets of infinite

importance are to be found therein. They
were valued as highly as the revelations ex-

perienced between death and a new birth

;

and these were treasured as the source of

Egyptian wisdom.

But that reality of which during the ancient

Indian epoch there had been direct cognition^,
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became shadowy and dim ; its deeper essence

came to be entirely hidden from the eyes of man.

This highest reality was still more shadowy to

Chaldaic-Egyptian wisdom than Zaruana Akarana

had been to the vision of old Persian seers. The
Chaldeans called it Anu ; Anu does in a sense

express the unity of both worlds, but an unity far

above man's knowledge ; they did not venture to

penetrate even into those regions into which the

humanity of the time of Zarathustra looked up,

but they turned their visions to spheres which were

very near to human thought. Everything, they

said, was to be found there, for the highest is to be

found even in the lowest ; but they also found
something there expressive of the reality of a

being, a shadowy reflection of the highest. This

they named Apason. Apason seemed to them to

be as a shadowy reflection of what we to-day

conceive of as substance below Spirit man, sub-

stance, as it were, formed out of Life Spirit.

To this they gave a name whose nearest equivalent

in English sound would be something like Tau-te.

There was also a reality to which they gave the

name of Moymis. Moymis was approximately

that which spiritual science would describe as a

world-spirit, a being whose lowest principle is the

Spirit Self. Thus the old Chaldeans contem-
plated a trinity above them, but they were
conscious of the fact that this trinity only mani-
fested its real nature so far as its lower members
were concerned, and that its higher members
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were only shadowy reflections of the highest,

which had entirely withdrawn from them. And
Bel, the god who as creator of the universe was

also the national god must be thought of

as a descendant of this Moymis who had
entered the region of Ego-hood or of Fire

Essence.

Thus we see how the essential nature of an
entire people expressed itself even in the naming
of the gods. Wlien a person belonging to the old

Chaldaic epoch took the path to his inner being,

he spoke of having passed through the veil of

soul-life into a world of sub-human or subter-

ranean gods. Adonis is a later name for the

beings found by taking the inward path. This

path was accessible to initiates only, for it was

beset with great dangers for a non-initiate. And
when an initiate trod this path, attaining on the

one side to the world beyond the senses, and on

the other to the world that underlies the

veil of the soul world, he experienced some-

thing comparable to the experiences encountered

in initiation at the present day. Anyone
initiated in ancient Chaldea went through two
separate experiences, and care was taken to

have them take place as nearly as possible at

the same time. One experience was that of

entering the spiritual world from the outer

world, the other was being admitted into it from

the inner world ; and these two had to coincide

as far as possible in order that the candidate
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might learn to feel that the same spiritual forces

were expressing themselves through spiritual life

and interaction both without and within. On
the inward way he met the spiritual being called

Ishtar, who was known to be a beneficent moon
divinity, and who stood on the threshold that

hides from man the spiritual element standing

behind his soul life. On the other side, where
the door opening through the outer sense world
into the world of spirit is situated, stood the

Guardian Merodach or Mardach, and he stood

there with Ishtar. Merodach (whom w^e may
compare with the Guardian of the Threshold,
with Michael) and Ishtar were the pair who
imparted clairvoyance to the soul and led men
by both paths into the spiritual world. That
experience is still expressed symbolically to-day
by the saying that * The shining cap is given
to man to drink from.' That is, as if by a draught
he learns to experience the very first activities

of his lotus flowers.* Thereafter he made further

progress- What we must bear in mind is that it

was necessary to step across a certain threshold
even at that time.

In Egypt the procedure was not identical

though similar. Then came the epoch which was
to prepare for the descent of the cosmic sun-god
upon the earth. The spirit who previously had

* Se^ " Knowledge of the Higher Worlds, and its attain-
ment " by Dr. Steiner. Revised edition translated and
published 1922-23.
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been external now had to enter into the human
soul, had to be found within it, even as formerly

the Luciferic divinities and Osiris were to be

found there. The two paths clearly shown in

the contrasts between the Chaldeans and the

Egyptians had to make one another fruitful.

Such an event was essential. How could it take

place ? It could only occur after a * connecting

link ' had been created. This proceeded from
Ur of Chaldea, as the Bible truly states. It takes

up the revelation coming from without ; then

it passes on into Egypt, absorbs that which comes
from within and unites the two, so that for the

first time in Jahve we have a being heralding the

Christ who unites the two paths. Jahve or

Jehovah is a divinity to be found on the inward

path, but Jahve is not visible in himself. He
only becomes visible when illuminated from

without. Jehovah reflects the light of Christ.

Here we can clearly see the two paths we have

been studying so intensely, running side by side

and each fructifying the other. And when this

begins, quite a new process becomes apparent

in human evolution. The outward and the

inward fructify each other ; the inward becomes

the external and that which formerly lived only

inwardly and within time now spreads out into

space, so that the two paths continue side by side.

Consider your own soul life ! It does not spread

out in ' space,' it runs its course in * time.'

Thoughts and feelings follow one another (in
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* time '). That which is outside is spread out in

space, in simultaneous co-existence. Accordingly

an event had to happen which may be called the

outflow into space and co-existence of something

which till then had only lived in time. And that

event duly took place ; something which had
hitherto lived only in time became from that

epoch onward a co-existing life in space. In

this manner occurred a change of profound

importance and one to which expression was given

in an equally profound manner.

All previous human spiritual evolution in

leading out beyond the external world of space

led also into external time. Now everything

that comes under the laws of time is regulated

by the measure and the nature of the number
seven. We learn to understand the evolution of

the world by basing it upon the number seven and
counting, for example, the seven stages of Saturn,

Sun, Moon, Earth (or Mars-Mercury), Jupiter,

Venus and Vulcan. In everything which has to

do with time we proceed aright by making use

of the number seven. In ^ time ' we are every-

where led to the number seven. All the schools

and lodges whose teachings lead out of space into

time have seven as a fundamental number when
they lead to the supersensible. This number
seven is associated with the holy Rishis, and with
the holy teachers of other nations down to the

seven wise men of Greece. But the funda-

mental number of space is twelve, and in flowing
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into space, time is revealed according to the

number twelve. At the point where time flows

out into space the number twelve dominates.

We have twelve tribes in Israel, also twelve

apostles at the moment when Christ, Who had
previously revealed Himself in time, poured out

into space. What is within time occurs in

succession. Hence that which leads out of space

into time, to gods of the Luciferic realms, leads

into the number seven. If we would characterise

anything in this realm according to its essence,

we find the being by going back to the ancestry.

In order to perceive that which develops itself

in time we pass from the later back to the earlier,

as from child to father. On going into the world

of time, in which the number seven obtains,

we speak of children and of their origin, of the

children of spiritual beings, of the children of

Lucifer ; when we lead time out into space we
speak of beings existing simultaneously, in whose
nature, co-existence and also the flowing of souls,

the impulses from one to another in space demand
our consideration.

Where the number seven, through the fact

that time pours out into space, changes into

twelve, the connotation of ' children ' ceases to

have the same supersensible meaning and the

connotation of ' brotherhood ' enters, for beings

who live side by side are brothers. The concept

of sons of gods is changed in the course of evolution

into the concept of brothers living side by side»
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Brothers and sisters live side hy side. Beings who
descend from one another live after one another.

Here we see the transition, at a significant epoch,

from the sons or children of Lucifer's kingdom
and of his being to the brothers of Christ, a

transition of which we shall speak further.
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CHAPTER IX

nr^HE facts stated at the end of the last chapter
-'- cannot but be somewhat unintelligible to

persons who encounter them for the first time,

for they belong to the secrets of numbers. And
the secrets of numbers are those which are in a

comparative sense the most difficult to master.

It has been stated that there is a certain

relation between the numbers seven and twelve,

and that this relation has something to do with

time and space. Now this profound mystery can,

gradually, be understood by everybody, but it must
necessarily remain a mere statement to the kind

of cognition which to-day is alone recognised as

such. It has to be elucidated, explained. An
understanding of the * machinery ' of the world

may be reached, as I have already indicated, by
distinguishing between conditions which are

essentially those of space and conditions which

belong essentially to time. We understand the

world which surrounds us primarily in terms of

space and time ; but if we do not confine our-

selves to speaking of time and space in an abstract

sense and endeavour to understand how con-

ditions are regulated in time and how the different

beings in space are related to each other, we
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find a thread leading on the one side through

the complicated relations of time, and on the

other through the complex conditions of space.

In the first place we observe the course of world

events in the light of spiritual science. We look

back at earlier incarnations of man, of races and
civilisations, as well as of the earth itself. We
build up within ourselves an idea of what will

happen in the future, i.e. in time. And we shall

always see our way if we judge of evolution in time

from a framework built up by means of the number
seven. We must not build and speculate and
attribute all kinds of meanings to the number
seven ; we must only pursue the facts from the

point of view of the number seven. In the

first place this number seven is only a means of

facilitating our task. Take, for instance, a man
whose spiritual vision is so far opened that he
can examine data of the Akashic Records of the

past. He may use the number seven as a guide

and realise that what runs its course in time is

built up on the basis of the number seven ; that

which repeats itself in various forms can very well

be analysed by using the number seven as a

foundation and proceeding from this as a basis.

In this sense it is right to say that since the earth

goes through various embodiments we have to look

for its seven incarnations ; Saturn, Sun, Moon,
Earth, Jupiter, Venus and Vulcan. Because

human civilisations pass through seven incarnations

we must seek their connections by once more
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using the number seven as a basis. Let us for

instance consider the civilisations in post-

Atlantean times. The old Indian is the first,

the second is the old Persian, the third the

Chaldaic-Egyptian, the fourth the Graeco-Latin,

the fifth our own and we are expecting two more,

the sixth and seventh to succeed our own. We
can also find our way in the study of the Karma
of an individual by trying to look at his three

former incarnations. By starting with the incar-

nation of a man of the present day and
looking back at his three former incarnations

it is possible to draw certain conclusions con-

cerning his next three incarnations. The
three former and the present incarnations,

plus the three following make seven again.

Seven is a clue for everything that happens

in time.

On the other hand the number twelve is a

clue for all things that co-exist in space. Science

which at the same time was wisdom was always

conscious of this. It said :
' It is possible to

find the right way by connecting the spatial

relationship of everything that occurs upon the

earth with twelve permanent points in space—the

twelve signs of the Zodiac in the cosmos.' These

are the twelve basic points with which everything

in space is connected. This declaration was not

an arbitrary yield of human thinking ; but the

power of thought in those early times had learned

from reality and so ascertained the fact that
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space was best understood when it was divided

into twelve constituent parts, thus making the

number twelve a clue for all spatial relations.

But where the question of changes came in, that

is to say in the time element, the seven planets

were given as a clue by a still older science.

Seven is here the clue.

Now how does this apply to the evolution of

human life ? We have said that up to the

point of time in human evolution characterised

by the advent of the Christ-impulse, it is a fact

that when a man looked into his inner being,

when he sought the way to the world of the

Gods through the veil of his inner being, he

entered—to use a collective name—the Luciferic

world. This too was the path upon which, in

those olden times, man sought for wisdom, upon
which he sought to acquire a higher knowledge

concerning the world than he could find behind

the covering of the external sense world. His

quest consisted in sinking down into his inner

world ; for in this world the intuitions and
inspirations of moral and ethical life originated,

even as the intuitions of conscience arose there.

And of course all other intuitions and inspirations

which pertain to the moral nature, to that which
belongs to the soul, arose out of that soul world.

Hence those lofty individualities who were the

leaders of mankind in ancient times, had of

necessity first to contact the inner life of a man
if they wanted to give instruction upon that
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which belongs to the highest in humanity.
The Holy Rishis had to contact the soul-life of

man, his inner being, that is, as did all the great

teachers of humanity in older civilisations. But
the soul life of man belongs to time ; it runs

its course in time. That which surrounds us

externally groups itself in space ; that which runs

its course inwardly, groups itself in time. Hence
everything which is to speak to the inner being
of man must use the clue of the number seven.

How can we best understand a being with a mes-
sage for the inner life of man ? How, for instance,

can we best understand those beings with their

fundamentally individual characteristics whom
we call the Holy Rishis ? By relating them to

soul life which runs its course in time. Hence
in those ancient epochs wherein the great sages

spoke, one question above all was asked :
* Whence

have they descended ?
' Just as we might ask

a son ^ Who are your father and mother ? '

—

so ancestry, the time element, was then the

subject of inquiry. On meeting a wise man the

primary concern was :
* Whence does he come ?

Who was the being who preceded him ? What
is his descent ? Whose son is he ?

' Therefore

in speaking about the Luciferic world, the number
seven had to be taken as basic and the interest

was whose child it was who was speaking to the

human soul. We speak of the children of Lucifer

in this sense when we speak of those who in

olden times taught of the spiritual world lying
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hidden behind the veil of soul life, behind that

which belongs to time.

But the Christ comes under a different category-

altogether. The Christ did not descend to

earth by the path of time. The Christ came
to the earth at a certain point of time, but from

outside, from space. Zarathustra saw Him when
he directed his gaze to the sun, and spoke of Him
as Ahura Mazdao. To the spiritual vision of

man in space Ahura Mazdao came nearer and

nearer until He descended and became Man.
Here therefore the interest lies in the approach

through space, not in the time sequence. The
approach through space, this advent of the Christ

out of the infinitude of space down to our earth

has an eternal and not a temporary value. With
this is connected the fact that Christ's work upon
earth is not carried on only under the conditions

of time. He does not bring to the earth any-

thing corresponding to the relationships between
father and child, or mother and child, which
exist under time conditions, but He brings

into the world something which goes on side

by side, which co-exists. Brothers live side by
side, they co-exist. Parents, children and grand-

children live after one another in time, and the

conditions of time express their individual relation

to each other. But the Christ as the Spirit of

Space brings a spatial element into the civili-

sation of the earth. What Christ brings is the

co-existence of men in space, a condition of
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increasing community of soul, regardless of time

conditions. The mission of the Earth planet

in our cosmic system is to bring love into the

world. In olden days the task of the earth was to

bring in love with the help of time. Inasmuch
as through the conditions of ancestry and descent,

the blood poured itself from generation to

generation, from father to child and grand-

children, those who were connected through

time were ipso facto those who loved each other.

Family connections, blood relationships, the des-

cending stream of blood through the generations

following each other in time, provided the

foundation of love in the olden times. And the

cases where love took on more of a moral character,

were also rooted in the conditions of time. Men
loved their ancestors, those who had preceded

them in time. Through Christ there came the

love of soul to soul, so that that which is side by

side, which co-exists in space enters a relationship

which was at first represented by brothers and

sisters living side by side and at the same time—the

relationship of brother love which one human
soul is intended to bear towards another in

space. Here the condition of co-existent life in

space begins to acquire its special significance.

Hence in the olden times, it was natural to

speak of those who were connected by the rule

of the number seven : the seven Rishis, and the

seven Sages. But Christ is surrounded by twelve

Apostles in whom we see the prototypes of man
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living side hy side, co-existing in space. And this

love v^hich, independently of successive ages, is

to encompass all that exists side by side in space,

will enter social life on earth through the Christ

principle. To love v^hat is around us v^^ith

brother love—that is to follow Christ. If, there-

fore, we speak in the olden times of the children

of Lucifer, the Christ principle is the impulse

which causes us to say :
* Christ is the first-

born of many Brethren.' And the brotherhood

relationship to Christ, the feeling oneself drawn
not as to a father, but as to a brother, whom one

loves as an elder brother, but nevertheless as a

brother, is the fundamental relationship which
men have learned to assume in consequence of

the descent of the Christ principle upon the

earth.

These of course are only instances which illus-

trate and make clear, although they do not prove,

the relation between the numbers seven and
twelve. The more, therefore, that the Christ

influence shines down into the world, the more
allusion is made to the nature and reality of things

by grouping them in twelves, as for instance, the

twelve tribes of Israel, the twelve Apostles and
so on. In this connection the number twelve

has a mystical and secret meaning as regards the

evolution of the earth.

This may be termed the external aspect, the

outer view of the great change which took place

in the earth evolution through the infusion of the
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Christ principle. We might speak at great

length about the relation of the number seven

to the number twelve and have to leave much
that concerns the deep mysteries of our universe

still incomprehensible. If what has been said in

elucidation of the numbers seven and twelve be
taken as clues to the relationships existing in

time and in space, we shall be able to penetrate

more and more deeply into the secrets of the

universe. But for all of us this relation between
the numbers seven and twelve should, in the

first place, be one which apart from everything

else indicates how profoundly momentous the

Christ event was for the world, and how necessary

it is thenceforth to seek another numerical clue

if we are to find our way in it.

But there is also an inner relationship of space

and time which I can only indicate here in bare

outline with which the numbers twelve and seven

have something to do. And my illustration shall

be made as was usual in the mysteries when the

relations of twelve to seven in the cosmos was
being portrayed. It has been said that if we do
not consider universal space in an abstract sense,

but really relate earth conditions to universal

space, we must refer those earth conditions to the

circle described by the twelve essential points

of the Zodiac, viz. Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer,

Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capri-

corn, Aquarius, Pisces. These twelve points of

the Zodiac were not alone the real and veritable
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world symbols for the very oldest divine spiritual

beings, but the symbols themselves were thought

to correspond, in a certain sense, with reality.

Even when the earth was embodied as old Saturn,

the forces issuing from these twelve directions

were at work upon that ancient planet ; so they

were later on the old Sun, and on the old Moon,
and are now and will continue to be in the future.

Therefore they have as it were the nature of

permanence, they are far more sublime than that

which arises and passes away within our earth

existence. That which is symbolised by the

twelve signs of the Zodiac is infinitely higher

than that which is transformed in the evolutionary

course of our planet from old Saturn to old Sun
and from that to old Moon and so on. Planetary

existence arises and passes away, but the Zodiac

is ever there. What is symbolised by the points

of the Zodiac is more sublime than what upon
our earth plays its part as the opposition between
good and evil.

In an early chapter I called your attention to

the fact that on penetrating into the astral realm
we enter a world of change—where something
which from one point of view works for good,

may from another point of view appear as evil.

These differences between good and evil have
their meaning in evolution and seven is the key

number. That which is the symbol of Gods in

the twelve points in space, in the twelve points

of permanence is above good and evil. Out in
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space we have to seek for the symbols of those

divine-spiritual beings w^hich considered in them-
selves and without reference to their effects upon
our earthly sphere, are beyond the differences

between good and evil.

But now let us conceive that which becomes
our earth beginning to be active. That can only

happen by a division as it were coming to pass

in the permanent deities and that which takes

place entering into a different relation to these

gods of permanence, who are divided into two
spheres, into a sphere of good and a sphere of

evil. In themselves neither is good nor evil

;

but inasmuch as it influences the evolution of the

earth it is sometimes good, sometimes evil

;

so that all that belongs to the one may be described

as the sphere of goodness, and that which belongs

to the other, as the sphere of evil. In order to

obtain the correct conception, we must consider

the civilisations of the post-Atlantean era, which
had gone through the old Indian, the old Persian,

the Chaldaic-Egyptian civilisations, and which

will also go through the civilisations which are

to follow these, up to the next great catastrophe,

and beyond it. If we inquire where is there a

truer image of what runs through the whole

evolution of mankind than can be found in sense-

perception or in human intellect^ we must turn

to occult science and ask what is that which is

to be discovered in the spiritual world, and which
moves more or less as a continuous spiritual
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stream through all these seven civilisations.

In the wisdom of the East a word has been formed

for that which runs through all these civilisations

;

it is—if one considers its real nature—not an

abstraction, but something concrete—it is a

Being. And if we wish to describe this Being

more intimately, of whom in reality all other

beings—^whether the seven holy Rishis or even

higher beings who do not descend into physical

incarnation—are the messengers, we may designate

it by a name which has rightly been used by the

East. Every revelation and all the wisdom in

the world can be traced back finally to this one

source, th^ source of primeval wisdom, under the

dominion of a Being who evolves on through each

and all the above-named civilisations of the post-

Atlantean era, who appears in each epoch in one

form or another, but who is always One Being,

the bearer of the wisdom which has appeared in the

most varied guise. When I described in the last

chapter how the holy Rishis breathed in this

wisdom and took it in concretely, this soul of

the light which was spread abroad externally and
was breathed in as light-wisdom by the holy

Rishis, was the outflowing of that sublime

—

I cannot go into this fully here—^we must under-

stand that what only belongs in minor degree

to the sphere of goodness, must also be called

good. As soon as that which in the spiritual

world (which as I have said is permanent, eternal,

having nothing to do with time) passes into time,
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it divides itself into good and evil. Of the

twelve points of permanence there remain be-

longing to the good, the five actually within the

sphere of good and the two on the border, making
seven. Therefore we speak of seven as remaining

over from the twelve. When we wish to speak

of that which is good and which acts as our guide

in time, we must speak of seven wise men, of

seven Rishis, for this corresponds to reality.

Hence also comes the conception that seven signs

of the Zodiac belong to the world of light, to the

upper world, and that the lower five beginning

with Scorpio belong to the world of darkness.

This is only a mere indication serving to show
that space, when it forsakes its sphere of eternity

and takes into itself created things which run
their course in time, is divided into good and
evil ; and in bringing out the good, seven is

raised out of the twelve ; seven then becomes

the true number for temporal conditions. For

truths which belong to time, we must take the

number seven as our clue ; the remainder, the

number five would lead us into error. That is

the inner meaning of these things.

Do not at the moment imagine that this is

very difficult to understand, but realise rather

that the world is very profound and that there

must be things whose meaning is very hard to

fathom.

Christ came into the world to sit down even

with publicans and sinners. He came in order
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to take up that which would otherwise have had

to be cast out of the world process. In the

story of (Edipus the same thing had to be cast

out that in the Christ-life was gathered up as a

leaven, as was corroborated by the story of

Judas. Just as new bread must be leavened with

a small portion of the old, if it is to rise and

spread ; so the new world must take in a leaven

made of something which came out of evij.

Hence, Judas, who had been cast out from every

place, who had even made himself impossible

at the court of Pilate, could be admitted where
the Christ was working. He Who came to heal

the world in such a way that the seven could be

changed into the twelve and that which had
been represented by the number seven might
henceforth be represented by the number twelve.

The number twelve is in the first instance repre-

sented to us by the twelve brothers of Christ,

by the twelve disciples.

This must serve as a slight indication of the

profound change that thus came into our whole
earth evolution. It is possible to elucidate the

significance of the Christ-principle, and of its

entrance into the evolution of the earth, from
many different points of view, and what has just

been touched upon is one of them.

Now let us once more place before our souls

that which is a consequence of all that has gone
before. It is felt and recognised by spiritual

science, wherever it is truly cultivated that with
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Christ, something very special entered into the

evolution of the earth. Wherever true spiritual

science is studied, it is felt and recognised

that there is one thing which runs through
all the Beings of whom we are now speaking.

And what we then described as their wisdom had
poured down in other ages (for instance, in that

quite different conception which was expressed

in the old Persian epoch) from the same one
Being, who is the great teacher of all civilisations.

The Being who was the teacher of the holy

Rishis, of Zarathustra, of Hermes—the Being

whom we may designate as the great teacher, who
in the different ages manifests Himself in the

most various ways—the Being who as is natural,

at first remains entirely concealed from external

vision—is designated, by means of an expression

borrowed from the East, as the totaUty of the

Bodhisattvas. The Christian conception would
designate it the Holy Spirit. The Bodhisattva

is a Being who passes through all civilisations, who
can manifest Himself to mankind in various

ways. Such is the Spirit of the Bodhisattvas.

All the ages have looked up to the Bodhisattvas.

The holy Rishis, Zarathustra, Hermes and Moses

looked up to them—^it matters not how they

named the Being in whom they perceived the

embodiment of the Bodhisattva principle. The
Bodhisattva can be given this one name, ' The
Great Teacher,' and to him those individuals

looked who wished to receive and could receive
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the teachings of the post-Atkntean era. This

Bodhisattva spirit of the post-Atlantean era has

taken human form many times, but one such

interests us in particular. A Bodhisattva took

on that radiant human form of the Being of

Gautama Buddha—it does not for the moment
concern us in what other fashion he was also

manifest. And it signified an advance of this

Bodhisattva when it was no longer necessary for

him to remain in the upper spiritual realms,

when his development in the spiritual worlds

was such that he could master his physical

corporeality to the extent of becoming man as

Buddha. A Bodhisattva advancing in human
existence is Buddha. The Buddha is one of the

human incarnations of the all-embracing Wisdom-
figures underlying the evolution of the earth.

In the Buddha we have the incarnation of that

great Teacher who may be called the essence of

wisdom itself. The Buddha is the Bodhisattva

who has become an earth being. And it is

unnecessary to believe that a Bodhisattva in-

carnated in only the Buddha ; for one of the

Bodhisattvas has incarnated either wholly or

in part in other human personalities. Such
incarnations are not all similar ; it must be quite

clear that just as a Bodhisattva lived in the

etheric body of Gautama Buddha, so such an one
also lived in the members of other human indivi-

duals ; and because the being of that Bodhisattva

who inherited the astral body of Zarathustra
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streamed into the members of other individual-

ities, for instance, Hermes, we may—but only

if we understand the matter in this sense-
call other individualities who also are great

teachers an incarnation of a Bodhisattva. It

is permissible to speak of ever-recurring incar-

nations of the Bodhisattva, but we must under-

stand that behind all the men in whom the

incarnation took place the Bodhisattva stood as

a part of that Being who is the personified All-

Wisdom of our world.

In this sense, then, we gaze upon the Wisdom-
element which in olden times was imparted to

mankind from the Luciferic worlds. When we
gaze upon this we are looking at the Bodhisattvas.

Now in post-Atlantean evolution there is a

Being who is fundamentally different from a

Bodhisattva and not to be confused with the

latter, although this Being of Whom we are here

speaking, was once incarnate in a human indivi-

duality who at the same time received the

inpourings of the Bodhisattva-Buddha being.

Because a man once lived in whom the Christ

incarnated and because at the same time the

radiations of the Bodhisattva entered this human
individuality, we must not take the essential

thing in this incarnation to be the embodiment
of the Bodhisattva in the personality who was

Jesus of Nazareth. During the last three years

the Christ principle was predominant and the

Christ principle and the Bodhisattva principle
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are fundamentally different. How can we
instance this difference ? It is exceedingly impor-

tant for us to know whereby the Christy Who was

once incarnate in a human body—only once,

never before and never after—could so incarnate.

Since that time He can be reached by the path

which leads to the inner essence of the human
soul ; before then He was accessible if the gaze,

as was the case with Zarathustra, was directed

outwards. Wherein, then, does the difference

consist between the Christ, between that Being

to Whom we must ascribe such a central position,

and a Bodhisattva ? It consists in this, that the

Bodhisattva is the Great Teacher, the incarnation

of wisdom, which pervades all the civEisations,

which incarnates in many different ways ; but

the Christ is not only a teacher—that is the

essential point—Christ is not only a teacher of

men. He is a Being whom we can best under-

stand if we expand to the sphere where in dazzling

spiritual heights we can find Him as an Object of

Initiation and where we may compare Him with

other spiritual beings. There are regions of

spiritual life where, freed of all the dust of earth,

we may find the sublime Bodhisattva being in his

spiritual essence and where we may find the

Christ stripped of all that He became on the

earth or in its vicinity. There we find the origin

of humanity, the source whence all life proceeds :

the primeval, spiritual source. We find not only

one Bodhisattva, but a series of Bodhisattvas.
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Even as there is a Bodhisattva who underlies our

seven successive civilisations, so there was a

Bodhisattva underlying the Atlantean civilisations,

and so on. We find in these spiritual heights a

series of Bodhisattvas, who were, for their age,

the great teachers and instructors not only of

naankind but also of those beings who do not

descend into the region of physical life. We
find them there as the great teachers ; there

they gather that which they are to teach, and in

their midst is One Being Who is great not only

because He teaches, and that is the Christ. He
is not alone great because He teaches, rather is

He a Being Who works upon the Bodhisattvas

who surround Him by manifesting Himself to

them. He is seen by the Bodhisattvas and He
reveals His Glory to them. The Bodhisattvas

are what they are through being great teachers

;

the Christ is to the world what He is, through
His own Being, through His own Essence. He
needs only to be seen, and the manifestation of

His own Being needs only to be reflected in His

surroundings, for the teachings to spring forth.

He is not only a Teacher, He is Life, a Life that

pours itself into the other beings, who then

become teachers.

The Bodhisattvas are mighty teachers because

from their spiritual heights they enjoy the bliss

of being able to see Christ- And when in the

course of the evolution of our earth we find

incarnations of the Bodhisattvas, we speak of
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great teachers of mankind, because the Bodhisattva

principle is the most essential in them. The
Christ does not only teach ; we learn of Christ in

order to understand Him, in order to recognise

what He is, Christ is more an object than a

subject of learning. The difference between

Christ and the Bodhisattvas is that He is to the

world what He is, because the world is blessed

by sight of Him. The Bodhisattvas are to the

world what they are because they are great

teachers. Therefore if we wish to look up to the

living being, to the life-source of our earth, we
must look at the incarnation in which was em-
bodied not a Bodhisattva (in which this fact was

the most important feature of the incarnation)

but a Being who did not Himself leave any
teaching behind, but who gathered round Him
those who spread Gospels and teachings con-

cerning Him over the whole world. The point

of prime importance is that no document exists

written by Christ Himself, but that teachers

surround Him and speak about Him, so that He is

the object and not the subject of the teaching.

It is a remarkable circumstance and one of utmost
importance with reference to the Christ event,

that nothing has been received from Him Himself,

but that others have written about His Being.

It is therefore not to be wondered at that we
are told we can find all the teachings of Christ in

other faiths also ; for Christ is in nowise merely
a teacher. He is a Being Who desires to be
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understood as a Being ; He does not wish, to

sink into us only through His teachings, but

through His life. We may gather together all

the teachings in the world that are accessible to

us, and we shall even then not have sufficient

to enable us to understand the Christ. If men
of the present day cannot turn directly to the

Bodhisattvas, and with the spiritual eyes of the

Bodhisattvas look up to Christ, then they must
learn from these Bodhisattvas what can eventu-

ally make Christ comprehensible. If therefore

we wish not only to become participant in Christ,

but to understand Him, we must not only look

at what Christ has done for us, but we must
learn of all the teachers of West and of East,

and we must account it a holy thing to become
familiar with the teachings of the whole known
world ; we must devote ourselves to the sacred

task of understanding the Christ in His complete-

ness by means of the highest teaching.

Now the mysteries always make appropriate

preparation for the corresponding duty of man-
kind. Every age has its special task ; and every age

has to receive the truth in the particular form
needed by that epoch. Truth in its present form
could not have been given to the old Indian,

or to the old Persian. The truth had to be

given to them in the form suitable to their

capacities of perception. Therefore in the age

which owing to its other characteristics was

best suited to receive the Christ upon earth

—
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that is to say the fourth or Grseco-Latin

epoch—the truth about Christ and about the

world connected with Him was brought to

mankind in a form adapted for humanity of

that time. To believe that in the age following

directly on the Christ-manifestation the whole
truth about the Christ was already known, is to

be in complete ignorance concerning the progress

of the human race. He who believes only the

teaching of the first centuries after the Christ

event, who considers that which was written and
recorded then to be the only true Christian

teaching, knows nothing of human progress

;

he does not know that the greatest teacher of the

first Christian centuries could tell him no more
about Christ than the people of that time were
able to assimilate. And because the men of

the first Christian centuries were pre-eminently

such as had descended the deepest into the
physical world, their understanding permitted
them to take in comparatively little of the highest

teaching concerning Christ. The majority of

the early Christians could understand but little

about the Christ Being.

We know that in old Indian times men pos-

sessed a high degree of clairvoyance in consequence
of the relation of the etheric body to the other

members ; but the time had not then come for

this vision to perceive the Christ as anything
other than Vishvakarman—a Spirit in distant

regions beyond the sense-world. In the time
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of the old Persian civilisation it was first possible

dimly to sense the Christ behind the physical

sun. And so it went on. It was possible for

Moses to perceive the Christ, as Jehovah, in

thunder and lightning, that is quite near the

earth. And in the person of Jesus of Nazareth

the Christ was seen incarnated as man. This is

the manner of human progress ; in old India

wisdom was absorbed through the etheric body,

in the old Persian period through the astral body,

in the Chaldaic-Egyptian period through the

sentient soul, in the Graeco-Latin period through
that which we call the intellectual soul. The
intellectual soul is bound to the world of sense.

Therefore it lost the vision of that which extends

far, far beyond the sense-world. Accordingly in

the first post-Christian centuries little more of

existence was seen than that which lies between

birth and death, and that which directly follows

as the nearest spiritual region. Nothing was

known of that which passes through many incar-

nations. This was due to the condition of human
understanding. Only one part of the life-cycle

could be made intelligible, man's life on earth,

and the fragment of spiritual life which follows

it. That, therefore, is what we find described

for the mass of the people. But that was not to

continue. The outlook of man had to be pre-

pared for an excursion beyond this part of his

understanding. Preparation had to be made for

a gradual revival of the all-embracing wisdom
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which man was able to enjoy in the time of

Hermes, of Moses, of Zarathustra and of the old

Rishis, as well as for offering us the possibility

of an ever increasing understanding of Christ.

Christ had to come into the world just at a time

when the means of understanding were most
contracted. The way had to be opened for the

revival of the ancient wisdom during the ages

to come and for placing it gradually in the service

of the understanding of Christ. This could only

be accomplished by the creation of a Mystery
wisdom. Those men who came over into and
beyond Europe from old Atlantis brought with

them great wisdom. In old Atlantis the majority

of the people were instinctively clairvoyant

;

they could see into spiritual realms. This clair-

voyance could not develop further ; and withdrew
perforce into separate personalities in the West.

It was guided there by a Being who once upon
a time lived in deepest concealment, withdrawn
behind those who had already forsaken the world
and who were pupils of the great initiates. This

Being had remained behind in order to preserve

for later ages what was brought over from old

Atlantis. Among the great initiates who had
founded mystery places in the West for the

preservation of the old Atlantean wisdom, a

wisdom that entered deeply into all the secrets

of the physical body, was the great Skythianos,

as he was called in the Middle Ages. And anyone
who knows the nature of the European mysteries
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knows that Skythianos is the name given to one
of the greatest initiates of the earth.

But there also lived in the world for a long,

long time, the Being which in a spiritual sense

we may describe as the Bodhisattva. This Bod-
hisattva was the same Being who after completing
its task in the West, was incarnated in Gautama
Buddha about six hundred years before our
era. This exalted Being who, as Teacher, had by
that time withdrawn more towards the East

was a second great Teacher, a second great Keeper
of the Seal of the wisdom of mankind. There
was also a third individuality destined to great-

ness of whom we have spoken in various lectures.*

It is he who was the teacher of the old Persians,

the great Zarathustra. The three great spiritual

Beings and individualities known to us under
the names of Zarathustra, Gautama Buddha and
Skythianos are, as it were, incarnations of Bod-

^
hisattvas. That which lived in them was not the

Christ.

Mankind had now to be given time to ex-

perience in itself the advent of Christ Who had
formerly made Himself manifest to Moses upon
Mount Sinai

; Jehovah was the same Being as

Christ, though wearing another form. Time
had to be allowed to mankind in which to prepare

*We are here speaking of these Beings in. the spirit in

which they were understood by older conceptions of the world

—justified to-day from the standpoint of spiritual science.
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to receive the Christ. That occurred in the

epoch in which the comprehension for such

things reached the nadir. But preparation had
to be made, in order that understanding and
wisdom should again grow greater and greater

;

and this was part of Christ's mission on earth.

There is a fourth individuality named in

history behind whom for those who have the

proper comprehension, much lies hidden—an
individuality still higher and more powerful

than Skythianos, than Buddha or than Zarathustra.

This individuality is Manes, and those who see

more in Manichseism than is usually the case

know him to be a very high messenger of Christ.

It is said that a few centuries after Christ had
lived on the earth, there was held one of the

greatest assemblies of the spiritual world con-

nected with the earth that ever took place, and
that there Manes gathered round him three

mighty personalities of the fourth century after

Christ. In this figurative description a most
significant fact in connection with spiritual

development is expressed. Manes called these

persons together to consult with them as to the

means of reintroducing the wisdom that had
lived throughout the changing times of the post-

Atlantean age and of causing it to unfold more
and more gloriously in the future. Who were
the personalities brought together by Manes in

that memorable assembly ? (It should be remem-
bered that such an event can only be witnessed by
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spiritual sight.) He called together the person-

ality in whom Skythianos lived at that time, and
also the physical reflection of the Buddha who
had then appeared again, and the erstwhile

Zarathustra who was wearing a physical body at

that time. Around Manes was this council

;

himself in the centre and around him Skythianos,

Buddha and Zarathustra. And in that council a

plan was agreed upon for causing all the wisdom
of the Bodhisattvas of the post-Atlantean time
to flow more and more strongly into the future of

mankind ; and the plan of the future evolution

of the civilisations of the earth then decided upon
was adhered to and carried over into the European
mysteries of the Rosy Cross. These particular

mysteries have always been connected with the

individualities of Stythianos, of Buddha and of

Zarathustra. They were the teachers in the

schools of the Rosy Cross ; teachers who gave

their wisdom to the earth as a gift, in order that

through it the Christ Being might be understood.

Hence in all spiritual Rosicrucian schools the

deepest reverence is paid to these old initiates

who preserved the primeval wisdom of Atlantis

;

to the re-incarnated Skythianos, in whom was
seen the great and honoured Bodhisattva of the

West ; to the temporarily incarnated reflection

of the Buddha, who also was honoured as one
of the Bodhisattvas ; and finally to Zarathustra,

the reincarnated Zarathustra. These were looked

up to as the great Teachers of the European
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Initiates. Such presentations must not be taken

in the sense of external history, although they

elucidate the historical course of events better

than any external description could do.

Let me illustrate this statement by saying that

there is hardly to be found a single country in the

Middle Ages in which a certain legend was not

everywhere current, though at that time no one

in Europe knew anything of Gautama Buddha,
and the tradition of Gautama Buddha had been

completely lost. Yet the following story was
related (it is to be found in many books of the

Middle Ages and is one of the widely disseminated

stories of that period) : Once upon a time there

was a King in India to whom a son was born
called Josaphat. Extraordinary things were pro-

phesied about this child when he was born. He
was therefore especially guarded by his father

;

he was only to know what was most precious,

he was to dwell in perfect happiness, he was not

to become acquainted with pain and sorrow or

with the misfortunes of life. He was protected

from everything of that sort. It happened,
however, that Josaphat one day went out of the

palace and passed in succession a sick man, a leper,

an aged man and a corpse—so runs the tale. He
returned deeply moved into the king's palace and
chanced upon a man whose soul was filled with the

secrets of Christianity and whose name was Balaam

;

Balaam converted Josaphat, and this Josaphat

who had experienced all this, became a Christian.
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It is not necessary to bring the Akashic records

to our aid in order to interpret this legend, since

ordinary philology suffices to reveal the origin

of the name Josaphat. Josaphat is derived from

an old word Joaphat ; Joaphat again from
Joadosaph ;

Joadosaph from Juadosaph which is

identical witfx Budhasaph—both these last forms

are Arabic—and Budhasaph is the same name as

Bodhisattva. So the European occult teaching

not only knows the Bodhisattva, it also knows,

if it can decipher the name of Josaphat, the

meaning of that word. This cultivation of

occult knowledge in the West by means of legends

contained the fact that there was a time when
the being who lived in Gautama Buddha became
a Christian. Whether this be a matter of know-
ledge or no, it is none the less true. Just as

belated traditions may exist, as men may believe

to-day that which was believed thousands of

years ago, and which has been propagated by
means of tradition—so they may also believe

that it accords with the laws of the higher worlds

for Gautama Buddha to have remained the same

as he was six hundred years before our era. But

it is not so. He has ascended, he has evolved

and in the true Rosicrucian teachings the know-

ledge of this fact has been preserved in the form

of the above legend.

Within the spiritual life of Europe we find him
who was the bearer of the Christ, Zarathas or

Nazarathos—the original Zarathustra—appearing
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again from time to time ; in the same way we
meet with Skythianos again and the third great

pupil of Manes, Buddha, as he was after he had
taken part in the experiences of later ages.

Thus the European who had some knowledge

of initiation looked into the changing ages and

kept his gaze fixed on the true figures of the

Great Teachers. He knew of Zarathas, of Buddha,
of Skythianos—^he knew that through them
wisdom was pouring into the civilisation of the

future—^wisdom which had always proceeded

from the Bodhisattvas and which must be used

in order to promote understanding of the greatest

treasure of all comprehension, the Christ, Who
is fundamentally a completely different Being

from the Bodhisattvas and Whom we can under-

stand only by gathering together all the wisdom
of the Bodhisattvas. Therefore in the spiritual

wisdom of Europe there is a synthesis of all the

teachings that have been given to the world

through the three great pupils of Manes and by
Manes himself. Even although men may not

have understood Manes, a time will come when
European civilisation will take such form that there

will be a feeling for what is connected with the

names of Skythianos, Buddha and Zarathustra.

They give to mankind the material whose study

will teach us to understand Christ, and through

them our understanding of Him will grow more
and more complete. The Middle Ages certainly

showed a strange form of reverence and worship
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to Skythianos, to Buddha and to Zarathustra

when their names began to percolate through

;

in certain communities of the Christian religion

anyone who wished to be taken for a true Christian

had to utter the formula : * I curse Skythianos, I

curse Buddha, I curse Zarathas !

' But what it

was then thought necessary to curse will become
the centre for those who will best make Christ

comprehensible to man, a central point to which
mankind will look up as it did to the great Bod-
hisattvas through whom the Christ will be under-

stood. To-day mankind can at the most bring

two things to these teachings of the Rosy Cross

—

two things which may indicate a beginning of

the power and greatness that will appear in the

future in the form of the understanding of

Christianity. Spiritual science of to-day will

be the means of making one such beginning, by
bringing the teachings of Skythianos, of Zara-

thustra, of Gautama Buddha to the world again,

not in their old but in an absolutely new form,

accessible to investigation from out its very

nature. The elements of what we learn from
these three great Teachers must be embodied
into civilisation. From Buddha, Christianity had
to learn the teachings of reincarnation and of

Karma, but in the older religion they are to be

found in an ancient guise, unsuited to modern
times. Why are the teachings of reincarnation

and of Karma flowing into Christianity to-day ?

Because the initiates have learned to understand
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them in a modern sense, just as Buddha himself

after his fashion understood them—and Buddha
was the great Teacher of reincarnation. In the

same way we shall attain to an understanding of

Skythianos, whose teaching deals not only with

the reincarnation of men but with the powers

which rule from eternity to eternity. So shall

the central Being of the world, the Christ, be

ever more and more understood. In this way the

teachings of the initiates gradually flow into

humanity. The spiritual scientist of to-day can

only bring two things in as elementary beginnings

compared to what must come about in the future

spiritual evolution of mankind. The first element

will be that which sinks into our innermost being

in the form of the Christ-life ; and the second will

be an increasingly comprehensive understanding

of the Christ by the aid of spiritual Cosmology.

The Christ life in the inmost heart and an under-

standing of the world which leads to an under-

standing of Christ—these are the two elements.

We may begin to-day, for we are only on the

threshold of these things, by having the right

feeling. We meet together for the purpose of

cultivating right feeling about the spiritual

world and all that is born out of it, as well as

right feeling towards man. And as we cultivate

this right feeling we gradually make our spiritual

forces capable of receiving the Christ into our
innermost being ; for the higher and nobler our

feelings become, the more nobly can Christ live
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within us. We make a beginning by teaching

the elementary truths of our earth evolution, by
seeking that which we owe originally to Sky-

thianos, Zarathustra and Buddha and by accepting

it as they teach it in our age, in the form they

themselves know it, their evolution having pro-

gressed to our present age. We have reached a

point in civilisation now where the elementary

teachings of initiation are beginning to be

disclosed.

FINIS
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